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FOREWORD

The Twelfth Annual Illinois Energy Conference, held in
Chicago, Illinois, October 1984 was sponsored by the Energy
Resources Center, University of Illinois at Chicago in cooperation
with the U.S. Department of Energy, the Illinois Department of
Energy and Natural Resources, the Illinois Energy Resources
Commission, and the Illinois Commerce Commission. The theme for
the conference was "Nuclear Power in the Midwest."

The topic of Nuclear Power is particularly appropriate in
view of the fact that the State of Illinois, as well as the
Midwest region, has made a major commitment to the use of this
option for electric power generation. This is evidenced by the
fact that some twenty-three of the eight-six currently licensed
nuclear reactors in the United States are located in the Midwest
region. Illinois alone contains ten licensed ruclear reactors
with four other nuclear plants either under construction or
waiting for an operating license. In rated capacity of electric
power generated by nuclear reactors, the region is capable of
producing 21.555 of the national total of 70,000 MWe.

Because of the substantial development of midwestern nuclear
power capability, the region is particularly sensitive to the
public perception of the problems associated with the use of this
energy source. Foremost on the list is power plant safety. Some
of the older nuclear power plants located near midwestern
population centers have raised many questions ranging from reactor
reliability to public safety.

Problems surrounding high and low level radioactive wastes
(LLW) are also of great concern. In Illinois, the awsy-from-
reactor (AFR) storage facility operated by the General "Electric
Company at Morris, Illinois has a storage capacity of 700 metric
tons (MT) and is about half-filled. When current commercial
contracts expire in the 1990's the facility will be 80 percent
full. The federal government has begun the process to establish
permanent disposal sites but clearly many questions affecting the
Midwest will need to be resolved before this can be accomplished.

The problems surrounding nuclear power involve complex
technologies, environmental and public health concerns, economic
and legal factors as well as numerous other policy questions. The
goal of the 12th Annual Illinois Energy Conference was to review
these issues in order to educate the public and to assist
government policy makers in making rational judgements regarding
the use and development of the nuclear power option.

Appreciation is extended to the outstanding speakers whose
papers appear in this publication and who art. responsible for the
high quality and success of the program. A special note of thanks



is extended to the keynote speakers, Wallace B. Behnke,
Commonwealth Edison, Bernard Snyder, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, and to former Nuclear Regulatory Commissioners
Victor Gilinsky and Marcus A. Rowden.

In addition, I thank the members of the Planning Committee
for their encouragement, support and valuable recommendations.
The final format of the conference program is in large measure a
result of their important contributions. I also acknowledge the
support of the conference sponsors and the assistance of the
session co-chairpersons who moved the program along smoothly.

Finally, a very special word of thanks goes to the staff of
the Energy Resources Center. The success of this program over the
years reflects the dedication and hard work of the staff. I
especially want to acknowledge the help of Marion B. Deloney,
Tajmah Cooper, Cynthia D. Williams and Larissa Rangelov. Last but
not least, I thank my assistant James J. Wiet who coordinated the
conference activities from beginning to end.

I hope the proceedings of this year's conference will be
useful in providing information on major policy issues currently
facing the State of Illinois and the Nation.

James P. Hartnett, Chairman
Planning Committee



Introductory Remarks

Gary L. Pitchford
Director
Office of Conmunications
Chicago Operations Office

The U.S. Department of Energy is pleased to have provided
support for this conference. The viability of nuclear-generated
electricity is a key element of the region's and the nation's mix
of source technologies, and is a major national energy policy
issue. The Secretary of Energy, Donald Hodel, has frequently
emphasized the nation's need for this technology and has been
active in proposing institutional, legislative, and technical
solutions to the problems impeding broader utilization of nuclear
power.

The Twelfth Annual Illinois Energy Conference provides an
important forum for discussion of these and many other complex and
interconnected issues which bear on the use of nuclear. As one in
a series of Illinois Energy Conferences, this meeting continues a
tradition which has brought some of the nation's most influential
thinkers on energy issues together with the scientific, political,
industrial, and public interest leadership of Illinois and other
Midwest states. Over the last twelve years, these programs have
provided insightful and thought-provoking discussions which have
helped shape the energy policies in the region. The Department of
Energy considers it important to have h:lped contribute to this
process.

This conference is the third which has devoted a major part
to the nuclear issue. The Third Annual Conference in 1975
considered "Nuclear Power in Illinois." The Tenth, in 1982,
addressed "Coal and Nuclear Power: Illinois' Energy Future."
This Twelfth conference revisits the issue in the broader
geographical context of "Nuclear Power in the Midwest."

Periodically returning to this topic is appropriate for it is
difficult to conceive of issues of greater importance to the
current economic vitality of the Midwest (and nation), or to their
future well-being. Some of the problems were anticipated and
confronted in the first sessions in 1975; others are relatively
new, the result of the inevitable surprises of an unpredictable
future. Some policy issues the Department of Energy believes to
be important are:

o Given the numerous decisions and actions rendered by both
industry and regulatory bodies over the last year, where
does nuclear power stand in the Midwest?



o How have the states in this region responded to
legislation requiring formation of compacts in order to
carry out low level waste disposal?

o Will the Federal Government meet the requirements of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act and be prepared to accept spent
fuel from utilities in 1998?

o In the wake of the Three Mile Island Accident, what have
we learned and what have we accomplished to improve
safety?

o Can nuclear reactors be economically and safely
decommissioned?

o How can and should industry and government respond to
growing public concern over the transportation of nuclear
materials?

o Is nuclear power economically competitive with coal and
other alternatives?

o Is new nuclear capacity needed in the future and, if not,
what are the real alternatives?

o what should we do about the problems confronting the
nuclear option?

I am confident that the conference presentations will provide
some answers to these questions.



Current Status of Nuclear Power

Wallace B. Behnke
Vice Chairman
Commonwealth Edison Company

The decision to devote the 1984 conference to nuclear power
is timely and appropriate. Illinois has a long, and distinguished
history in the development of civilian nuclear power. The concept
was born at the University of Chicago, developed at Argonne
National Laboratory and demonstrated on the Commonwealth Edison
system at our pioneer Dresden Nuclear Station. Today, Illinois
ranks number one in the nation in nuclear generation. With over a
quarter century of commercial operating experience, nuclear power
has proven its worth and become a significant and growing
component of electric power supply domestically and throughout the
world.

Despite its initial acceptance, however, the nuclear power
industry in the U.S. is now in the midst of a difficult period of
readjustment stemming largely from the economic and regulatory
problems of the past decade. As a result, the costs of plants
under construction have increased dramatically, causing serious
financial difficulties for several projects and their owners. At
the same time, the U.S. is facing hard choices concerning its
future energy supplies. Conferences such as this have an
important role in clarifying the issues and helping to find
solutions to today's pressing energy problems. This paper will
summarize the status of nuclear power both here and abroad,
discussing the implications of current events in the context of
national energy policy and economic development here in Illinois.

Nuclear power plants can be divided into two categories,
those in the headlines and those quietly going about the task of
supporting the nation's economic recovery and reducing its
dependence on foreign oil. On the one hand, we read and hear
daily about the relatively small number of nuclear plant
construction projects that are in serious financial trouble. On
the other hand, we see and hear very little about the 84 plants
currently accounting for about 13 percent of U.S. electric power
production. In some areas of the country, the percentage is much
higher -- for example, over 40 percent of Commonwealth Edison's
electric sales in northern Illinois during each of the past five
years was produced with nuclear power. According to the
Department of Energy, nuclear power is now second only to coal as
a primary fuel for the production of electricity in the U.S.

World-wide, about 12 percent of the electricity generated
last year was produced with nuclear energy. There are twenty-five
countries producing nuclear-generated electricity and nine more
plan to do so by the end of the decade. Of the 180 million



kilowatts of nuclear generating capacity in commercial operation
throughout the world, the U.S. is by far the largest producer,
with about one-third of the total.

Although the amount of electricity produced by nuclear
generation in the U.S. is increasing, France is setting the pace
worldwide. It has become the first nation to produce more than
half of its electricity from nuclear energy. For the 12 months
ending Hay 31, 1984, France produced 58.5% of its power from
uranium. Under a national energy policy designed to minimize its
dependence on foreign oil, France plans to produce about 75
percent of its electricity with nuclear by the early 1990's. The
Soviet Union also has an aggressive nuclear power program.
Currently accounting for about 10 percent of world nuclear
generating capacity and growing, the Soviets, along with the U.S.,
France and Germany, are actively exporting their technology.

The Japanese now operate 28 nuclear generating units,
accounting for nearly 28 percent of their electric generation.
The expect to increase their nuclear capacity by 50 percent over
the next ten years. Japan, France, West Germany and the Soviet
Block are already recycling spent nuclear fuel. Each is
vigorously pursuing development of the breeder.

As for the U.S., 34 nuclear units are under construction with
scheduled completion dates. They are expected to boost nuclear's
share of U.S. electric power production to around 20 percent by
the end of the decade.

In the U.S. last year, the cost of generating electricity
with nuclear power was about the same as coal and about half the
cost of oil-fired generation. Overseas, nuclear power continues
to maintain its economic edge over coal, ranging from as much as
12 percent in Japan to more than 50 percent in France, according
to a recent international survey. With nuclear fuel costs
equivalent to ten-cent-per-gallon gasoline, American consumers
have already realized savings in the range of $30 to $50 billion
because of the substitution of nuclear kilowatthours for
electricity produced with fossil fuels.

While these saving are impressive in the aggregate, the
experience of a number of utilities has been even more
favorable. For example, Commonwealth Edison's six large nuclear
units at Dresden, Quad-Cities and Zion Stations, all costs
included, are currently running about half the cost of power from
its large coal-fired units of comparable vintage and one-fifth the
cost of power from equivalent oil-fired generation. Power from
our recently completed LaSalle County Station costs 40 percent
less at the bus bar than comparable coal-fired capacity equipped
with stack gas scrubbers. So far, the aggregate savings from
Commonwealth Edison's nuclear plants compared with coal is over $4
billion and increasing at the rate of $700 million annually.



Apart from these direct savings, nuclear power is providing an
important element of diversity in fuel supplies. As such, it
gives us added protection against supply interruptions and price
escalation.

Several significant changes affecting the nuclear industry
have occurred in the past ten years. They include a major
slowdown in economic growth, unprecedented inflation, and a
proliferation of regulatory requirements. Adjusting to the new
realities, electric utilities cancelled scores of generating plant
projects, both coal and nuclear, and schedules of other projects
were extended. It is not surprising that no new nuclear plants
have been ordered since 1978.

Projects that were continued also felt the effects of
occasional construction slowdowns due to cash-flow constraints and
the delaying tactics of special interest groups. The entire
licensing and construction process was affected, at considerable
cost to consumers. The resulting cost increases and delays have
severely strained the financial resources of utilities with large
construction programs. The deteriorating financial condition of
these utilities added further to their cost of capital.

Most utilities are managing to transcend these problems and
their overall financial condition is improving. However, the news
media have tended to focus on the plight of the several companies
with large nuclear projects in advanced stages of construction
that are now in serious financial difficulty. Each of these
projects has experienced large cost overruns and construction is
far behind schedule. Forced to suspend construction for lack of
funds, at least two utilities have indicated they are on the brink
of bankruptcy.

Vet, the experience at Seabrook demonstrates that where there
is a willingness on the part of local political leaders, answers
can be found to even the most difficult financial problems.
Alternatively, abandonment of near'iy completed electric generating
facilities in which several billion dollars have been invested is
an appalling waste of national economic resources, with both
ratepayers and investors ending up as the losers. Whether it
operates or not, there is simply no way to avoid paying for a
plant. Bitter arguments may develop as to how the losses should
be distributed, but, one way or the other, the public ends up
footing the bill without the benefits of one additional kilowatt
of power to show for it. In addition, the effects on the economy
will linger for decades. Investors who have lost their savings
will shy away from financing large utility projects in the future,
resulting in sharply higher capital costs for replacement
capacity. This, in turn, will translate into even higher electric
rates.



There is reason to believe that we have seen the worst of the
nuclear plant cancellations. From here on, the financial
condition of the nuclear utilities should improve significantly as
the plants under construction are completed. Electric rates will,
of course, have to be raised to cover the capital recovery and
other fixed costs associated with completion of the new units. In
the case of nuclear power, however, there are substantial off-
setting reductions in fuel costs. Once the new units are in
servic, consumers generally can look forward to an extended
period of stable electric rates as these modern nuclear units
demonstrate their ability to turn out ever-increasing amounts of
power with virtually no environmental problems.

Looking at the longer term, no one doubts that economic
growth will eventually require more electric generating capacity
and that worn-out and environmentally obsolete facilities will
have to be replaced. While electric generating reserves exceed
current demand, it's only a question of time until these margins
give way to economic growth and hard choices about the future will
have to be made.

Assuming a continuing trend toward energy conservation, there
should be enough generating capacity in the U.S. to support
relatively modest economic growth into the early 1990's. This is
provided that the generating plants presently under construction
are completed as scheduled, and barring another major oil cut-
off. But generating reserves are not evenly distributed and some
regions are likely to run short of power even sooner. On top of
this, accelerated economic growth and regulatory delay; could
quickly erode today's seemingly adequate generating reserve
margins.

Unfortunately, these reserve margins are fostering a public
sense of complacency about the nation's electric power supply.
Anti-growth advocates and political opportunists are taking
advantage of t'/ie current situation to muster support for proposals
that would further encumber expansion of America's domestic energy
supplies. There also is a danger the mistaken judgement will be
made that America can afford to gamble with the integrity of its
electric power systems. Already, construction of new generating
facilities is being exchanged for dependence on foreign
electricity in some parts of the country.

At the same time, nuclear power is going through a period
just as trying, if not more so, than in the period immediately
following the Three Mile Island accident. However, today's
problems are not so much the result of fear over a potential
accident as they are concern about the economic aspects of nuclear
generation. The lessons learned following Three Mile Island have
bsen put into practice in a thousand different ways, and the
technology is safer today for the experience. Yet, economic and
political uncertainties cloud the future.
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With utility construction programs winding down and no
additional nuclear capacity planned for construction after 1990,
the events of the past decade are catching up with the
manufacturers, uranium miners, and others who comprise the nuclear
supply industry. Officials at General Electric have indicated
that during the past 5 years, the major suppliers have lost more
than half of their 300-plus vendors. During the same period, 15
universities discontinued nuclear academic programs.

This experience is in sharp contrast with the situation
overseas, where more than 120 nuclear plants are under
construction and more are being planned. Except for the Soviets,
these plants are, for the most part, being built with American
technology and to American standards -- some using American
suppliers, American constructors, and American engineers. Many
are being built in five to six years at less than half the cost of
similar plants in the United States. Because of their American
label, it is hard to argue that our nuclear technology outside the
United States has been anything but successful. This
international comparison suggests that our problems with nuclear
power today are more institutional than technical and that
regulation is a key factor in today's construction cost and
scheduling problems. Unfortunately, nuclear regulation has become
procedure-bound and adversarial. Without contributing materially
to safety, it is adding billions of dollars to the cost of plants
under construction and is causing some to question whether nuclear
power can be counted as an option for future increments of
generating capacity.

What is often lost in*-the current debate is that nuclear-
power is more inflation-resistant and offers a better potential
for future cost improvement than does fossil-fueled generation.
This applies both to units now in service and those under
construction, as well as to the next generation of nuclear units
which are being designed overseas by U.S. suppliers and their
Japanese affiliates. These units are almost sure to be ordered
and constructed in the 1990's as we become more fully aware of the
potential benefits of nuclear power.

Those of us responsible for the nation's electric power supply
have good reason to be concerned. Opponents of development of our
nuclear resources -- and our coal resources for that matter —
have added to the political uncertainty by asserting that there is
little of no need for new electrical generating capacity in the
years ahead. Their position is that conservation and more
efficient energy usage alone will solve the nation's energy
problems. It is this preoccupation with depressing the demand
side of the equation, with far too little attention given to the
supply side, that has the potential for getting us into trouble.
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While there is uncertainty over how much new generating
capacity will be needed in the 1990's, we should be aiming at the
high side, because the social and economic consequences of a
shortage are so much greater than the penalty of having new
capacity in place a few years too soon. The popular course is to
rest on today's comfortable reserve margins and put off the hard
decisions, particularly since there is little incentive for the
private sector to undertake new commitments for generating
capacity. As Harvard University researcher and author Peter
Navarro noted in an article published recently in the Wall Street
Journal, past failures to allow electric rates that compensate for
the full cost of service are encouraging consumption while
discouraging plans for new generating capacity beyond that already
under construction. Navarro warns that for regions in short
supply, this could ultimately translate into economic stagnation,
fewer jobs and less purchasing power for consumers.

Already there are early signs that we may be underestimating
the growth in demand. Through September 29, America's electricity
demand for the first 39 weeks of this year was up by a substantial
5.3 percent over the same period in 1983. Total electric output
for the 52-week period rose by 6.0 percent, compared with the
year-earlier period. In some areas of the country, electricity
use has grown even faster. During this same period, electric
power use averaged 6.9 percent higher than the year before
throughout the central industrial states and 8.7 percent higher in
the Pacific Northwest. While some of the increase is weather-
related, there is also a strong correlation with the Gross
National Product, which was up 10.1 percent during the first
quarter of 1984, and 7.1 percent during the second quarter.

On August 29 of this year, Commonwealth Edison established a
new record peak demand of 14,572 megawatts -- some 300 megawatts
higher than even our forecasters had predicted. Interestingly,
the new peak was reached in fairly average weather conditions and
while two of our largest industrial customers were not
operating. In neighboring Michigan, exactly one week after
Consumers Power announced the shutdown of construction of its
Midland nuclear plant, the company hit a new all-time peak
demand. This was the fifth time in 12 months it had done so.
Consumers Power chairman, John Selby, reported that consumption
was running 7.3 percent ahead of the same period last ysar and
compared that performance to a State of Michigan study which
predicted electricity growth of only 1.3 percent a year over the
next five years. Mr. Selby said: "Based on their prediction, we
are already selling electricity at a 1990 pace."

This experience may not be an isolated occurrence. There are
those inside and outside our business who believe that we are
witnessing a dramatic, sustained increase in demand for
electricity — an increase that could result in a capacity
shortage in less than a decade. Energy consultants John Siegel



and John Sill in foresee sustained economic growth in the range of
3.5 percent, which they say translates into a 4 to 5 percent
growth rate in electricity demand for the remainder of the
1980's. At that pace, Siegel and Sill in argue, demand will start
to exhaust electricity supplies between 1988 and 1990. Writing in
the Hall Street Journal, they say that to avoid the predicted
electricity crunch, our industry should be considering new plant
commitments of 450 million to 700 million kilowatts, representing
new investments in the range of $1.5 to $2 trillion dollars over
the next 10 years. Clearly, nothing of that magnitude is on the
drafting boards, or even being seriously considered.

Another factor that observers see as a stimulant to growth in
the use of electricity is price. Electric rates, on average and
corrected for inflation, have been falling nationally for about
the past 18 months. Mark Luftig, utilities analyst at Salomon
Brothers, observes that rate increases in the past six months have
been the lowest in five years. Siegel and Sillin point out that
since 1973, electricity has improved its price position compared
with oil and gas by 150 percent -- and increased its share of the
total energy market to 37 percent from 27 percent. They ssy, "The
prospect of stable fuel prices, the fact that 80 percent of our
electricity is now generated using coal, uraiiium and hydropower,
and a decrease in unit production costs as utility reserve margins
decline, will more than offset the upward pressure from relatively
higher cost plants entering service in the 1980's." They predict
that real electricity prices could decline as much as 15 percent
later in the decade.

Suppose these scenarios prove even partially true. The
obvious question is, how will the utilities meet the demand for
electricity? What is needed is a high-confidence strategy for
both the supply and demand sides of the energy equation. On the
supply side, this calls for a balanced energy mix. Uranium and
coal are the only major alternatives to foreign oil for at least
the next several decades. On the demand side, there is no doubt
that greater efficiency in both production and consumption —
conservation if you will -- will help. Non-central station
sources, such as cogeneration and, in some places, solar, wind and
geothermal should be encouraged. Conservation and the use of the
nascent technologies will also help. However, they are not enough
to meet the needs of growth and also replace aging plants. The
lead time for a large generating unit is about ten years —
sometimes much longer if we are dealing with a project that has
run afoul of the regulatory process. Today we should be making
decisions for 1994 and beyond.

Because our long-term problems are political as well as
managerial, there are limits to what we as utilities can
accomplish by ourselves in meeting the challenges of the future.
We need the ongoing cooperation of local, state, and federal
officials — both elected and appointed. We have seen a tendency
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for- regulation to be adversarial and even arbitrarily punitive.
Sometimes it seems that public statements challenging the
prudence, and even the rationality, of utility actions are made in
an effort to demonstrate to the public how tough the regulator can
be.

The natural consequence is an erosion of public confidence in
utilities, in the regulatory process, and in the political
process. The alternative is for both sides — government and
utilities — to recognize that we should have more interests in
common that in conflict. We both have the same basic goal,
meeting the public's need for energy, safely and economically.
Neither of us will succeed unless we both do. Our credibility is
inseparable. If we all act accordingly, there will be a dramatic
reduction in what utilities view as a regulatory and legislative
uncertainty and an equally dramatic reduction in what regulators
and legislators may view as no-win situations created by utility
management.

Then, all of us can get on with the critical task of meeting
this nation's energy needs with abundant, domestically produced
fuels for the remainder of the century and beyond.
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A Three Nile Island Update

Bernard J. Snyder
Three Nile Island Program Office
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

After the accident at Three Mile Island-2 (TMI-2) on March
28, 1979, the plant was left with a damaged reactor core releasing
fission products to the coolant; over one million gallons of
contaminated water containing over 400,000 curies of cesium and
strontium were in the reactor and auxiliary buildings with
extensive contamination inside those buildings; and over 40,000
curies of Krypton-85 gas were trapped in the reactor building.
Inadequate radioactive waste treatment facilities existed, offsite
disposal sites were limited, the public was very concerned and the
financial health of the owners became threatened.

Now, almost six years later, the situation is much
improved. The damaged core decay heat generation is only about
UKw, with cooling by heat loss to the containment building
.-•.mosphere. Adequate shutdown margin is being maintained by
k 'ping about 4,700 ppm boron in the reactor coolant since the low
me ing point materials in the control rods can no longer be
assv. 1 available in the core. The krypton gas has been vented
and i <-ly 400 entries have been made into the reactor building.
Remote -spections and samples have been made of the damaged core,
the rea or vessel head has been removed, and preparations are
underway %o remove the plenum structure and any signficant
quantities ~? fuel. The contaminated water has been processed
through two specially designed demineralizing systems and the
activity collected in an ion exchange media which have been
shipped offsite for eventual disposal. The remaining TMI-2
cleanup milestones (Figure 1) represent the most technically
challenging part of the entire program. The financial condition
of the plant owners has improved and there is now reasonable
assurance of adequate funds to complete this billion dollar
cleanup effort.

Before giving the current status of TMI-2, it is. useful to
review some of the cleanup activities already accomplished.
Following the accident, the first low-level radioactive waste was
shipped in August 1979 to the commercial disposal facility near
Richland, Washington. By October 1979, a new water processing
system was installed to decontaminate water from the auxiliary
building. Shortly after that in November, the first remote
television and radiation measurements were made inside the reactor
building. The reactor building atmosphere was purged, releasing
43,000 curies of radioactive krypton through the monitored stack
and allowing the first manned entry into the build\nq on July 23,
1980. The processing of highly radioactive water in th° rector
building started in September 1981 utilizing the Submerged
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Dernineralizer System. The first television camera inspection of
the reactor vessel in Ouly 1982 confirmed the extensive damage of
the core.

The spring of 1982 was the beginning of the major reactor
building decontamination and dose reduction program that is still
ongoing. By the end of August 1983, all of the ion exchange media
from processing over a million gallons of accident-related water
in two new systems had been shipped offsite, representing over 95%
of the mobile radioactivity outside the reactor vessel and reactor
coolant system. Durirg that same time, the first samples of
damaged fuel, sonar mappiig and enhanced video tapes of the core
void region were completed. By June of 1984 many of the work
areas in the reactor bui!cHnq were decontaminated enough to permit
entry without the use of respirators for many, but not all, work
activities. At the end of July, the reactor vessel head was
successfully removed, and a shielded work platform was installed
on top of the reactor vessel. Work recently has begun to dislodge
end fittings attached to the upper plenum.

The core conditions at TMI-2 have been examined by high
resolution miniature TV cameras, mechanical probes, sampling
devices, and a three-dimensional topographical mapping device
using acoustic tranducers, A cross sectional view of the reactor
vessel showing the damaged fuel and cavity is given schematically
in Figure 2. A fairly good picture of the core is now
available. An irregular surface of collapsed fuel rods, core
hardware,fuel pellets and cladding exists at about 5 to 6 1/2 feet
below the normal top of the fuel assemblies. Roughly the top one-
third to one-half of the core is now void, extending essentially
across the original diameter (Figure 3). Preliminary conclusions
are that at least 135 of the total 177 fuel assemblies in TMI-2
collapsed during the accident. Twenty-'.hree fuel assemblies are
less that 502 intact and the balance (19) are more than 50?
intact. Of the entire original core of 177 assemblies, only two
may possibly be totally intact. There are some fuel assembly
materials attached to the lower surface of the upper plenum. The
sonic mapping also showed that distortion of the core former wall
may have occurred in one area.

The rubble bed appears to extend below the surface at least
three feet and is in a loose granular form. No large agglomerated
masses, which could be difficult to remove, have been observed.
Thus far, however, only limited inspections have been made. Based
on radiation measurements, it is known that significant quantities
of fuel materials are located below the core support grid,
probably resting on the reactor vf.ssel bottom head. Removal of
this material will be difficult ^nd access holes may need to be
cut in the core support assembly. Essentially no other
information currently exists regarding the lower core regions,
lower support grid or bottom of the reactor vessel. Some
estimates calculate that perhaps as much as 5% of the total core
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FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
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may now be located on the bottom reactor vessel head. If this is
the case, about 15,000 pounds must be recovered from that
volume. Also, the fuel located in the reactor coolant system,
including the upper and lower steam generator heads, pressurizer,
pumps and horizontal piping runs may require cutting access holes,
along with flushing.

For planning purposes it has been assumed, based on limited
information currently available, that the original core weighing
about 300,000 pounds has been distributed in the following
locations:

Original Core Region

o Vacuumabie or small pieces 135,000 lbs.

o Large pieces - possibly agglomerated 135,000 lbs.

o Lower reactor vessel head region 15,000 lbs.

o Reactor coolant system piping and
components 15,000 lbs.

Total 300,000 lbs.

Except for possibly agglomerated large pieces in the original
core region, it is assumed that the materials will be recovered
using vacuuming or special pick-up tools. More aggressive mining
techniques may be required for large pieces. Eventually all fuel
materials will be placed in specially designed cannisterc to be
shipped off site in new spent fuel shipping casks.

One of the most difficult problems for the TMI-2 cleanup was
that of abnormal radioactive waste disposal. Because of the
large-scale contamination with long-lived radioisotopes,
principally 30 year half-life cesium and strontium, it was good
waste management practice to concentrate the wastes. As a result,
these wastes ended up being closer to what had been previously
considered as "high level waste" from fuel reprocessing rather
than normal reactor plant wastes. (Table 1) In addition, some
transuranic contaminated wastes were produced, which are also
unique due to the cesium and strontium contamination. Since both
of these catego-ies of waste could not be disposed of in
commercial low level waste sites, the problem of offsite disposal
remained unresolved for some time.

However, in 1982 NRC was eventually successful in reaching
agreement with the Department of Energy to take these abnormal
wastes. Subsequent agreements were reached for DOE to take the
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TABLE 1

Comparison of TMI-2 Accident Water Processing
Wastes with LLW and HLU Data

(Daughter Products Excluded)

Bulk Specific Activity, Ci/L

Inventory, Ci

TMI-2 Total Volume, l i t e r s

Significant Radionuciides

Reactor
Experience

.0035-.35

(avg. .035)

11004

—

Co-58

Co-60

Cs-137

EPICOR-II
Wastes

.14-1.5

(avg. 1.3)

56,000

42,000

Cs-134

Cs-137

Sr-89

Sr-90

SDS Waste

53-210

440,000

3700

Cs-134
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Sr-89

Sr-90

HLU
Characteristics

14-351

8-92
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—

Cs-137
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entire TMI-2 core materials. DOE will be utilizing some of these
materials in their R&D programs with the balance stored for
eventual disposal.

Starting in the fall, 1982, general area radiation doses in
the reactor building were progressively reduced from as high as
350 mRem/hr to about 50 mRem/hr in the working areas. Dose
reduction was accomplished by high pressure water sprays
(hydrolasers), scabbling machines, extensive shielding of major
sources and strip coatings on a limited scale. In addition to
conventional" lead "blanket shielding, flexible columns were brought
in and filled with water or sand for shielding. This achieved
localized dose reductions of up to a factor of ten. The basement
level of the reactor building, which was filled with about 600,000
gallons of highly contaminated water for about two and a half
years, remains totally inaccessible and is the most contaminated
area in the facility. Specific locations in the basement are
still reading as high as 1000 R/hr. Robotic devices will be used
in the basement along with desludging and gross decontamination by
use of high pressure water flushing.

In addition to the reactor building, the auxiliary and fuel
handling building was highly contaminated. About 75% of that
building has been decontaminated, but some of the remaining areas
are the most contaminated and inaccessible. Also, the plant
purification demineralizer resins located in this building were
overheated during the accident and contain high levels of
radioactivity. The radioactivity deposited on these resins is in
the process of being chemically elutriated and eventually
solidified for disposal by DOE.

Final disposition of the TMI-2 facility is undecided at this
time. The current efforts are focused on a safe and expeditious
cleanup, currently scheduled for completion in the fall, 1988. A
decision to decommission or refurbish TMI-2 is anticipated to be
made sometime after completion of fuel removal activities in 1987.

So far in the cleanup, considerable data and usefui
information has been obtained. In particular, the experience of
large-scale decontamination and radioactive waste processing
activities, along with information on fission product transport,
is relevant for maintenance and safe operation of other nuclear
plants. Examination of the core on both the macro - and
microscopic scales should be valuable for understanding the course
of the accident and may be helpful in developing safer design of
future reactors.
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The Future of Nuclear Powsr

Victor Silinsky
Former Commissioner
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The Annual Illinois Energy Conference is a fitting location
to review the future of nuclear power. No part of the country has
had a longer involvement with this energy source, or has a greater •
stake in its economic and safe application.

It was, of course, right here in Chicago that Enrico Fermi
first demonstrated the reactor concept forty-two years ago. And
later, when nuclear energy was ready for commercial application,
Commonwealth Edison was one of the leaders. The successful
operation of the first Dresden reactor in the early 1960's --
along with that of the first Yankee reactor in New England -- was
Instrumental in getting commercial nuclear power really going in
the United States, and in the rest of the world as well.

Those were of course simpler days, and success or failure
turned on the personal qualities of a small number of remarkable
individuals. That first chain reaction, by the way, was
originally slated for the unpopulated Argonne area. But Fermi
convinced Arthur Compton, the head of the Metallurgical
Laboratory, that it would be safe to do the experiment in the
city. The senior man, James Conant, turned white when he h-eard
about it, and General Groves was stunned, but the decision
stuck. They had confidence in Fermi.

i

It's easy to see why. There is a story that on the historic
day when he was bringing the world's first pile to criticality,
with tension building as his' assistants withdrew control rods
little by little, at precisely noon Fermi coolly announced a halt j
— it was time for lunch. He postponed arrival in the new world
of nuclear energy for an hour. The man obviously had a nice sense
for balancing the present and the future.

Restoring the Balance Between the Present and the Future

We all know that the past decade has brought changes in the
prospects of nuclear energy. The growth in electricity use slowed
down, so the need for additional generating capacity was
reduced. At the same time, the costs of nuclear plants under
construction increased sharply, making them less competitive.
Waves of plant cancellations followed, and predictions of future
nuclear capacity came down. We are now reduced to counting the
plants in operation and those in late stages of construction, *.nd
speculating cautiously about how many years it will be before some
additional plants might be ordered.
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A great deal depends, of course, on how fast electricity
sales grow. There is some controversy about this, to which I
don't have much to contribute. My feeling is that we are going to
see many more increases in efficiency up and down the line -- in
generation, transmission, and use. Whether these will be
overwhelmed by even larger increases in demand, I don't know. Nor
do I find the various predictions particuiary persuasive.

I was impressed, in reading a recent issue of Electrical
World, that we cannot even predict with confidence the growth in
electric utility sales from year to year, say within a factor of
two. So far as divining the more distant future is concerned, it
is useful to recall that not very long ago the current state of
affairs was thought to be a highly improbable outcome. I am
inclined to think that, to a much greater degree than people
generally believe, the future is up for grabs.

The really important question is, given these future trends
and uncertainties, what we should be doing now?

First of all, we ought to be making sure that the operating
reactors are reliable and safe, and that those under construction
are completed at reasonable cost and in compliance with safety
rules. Protecting the enormous investment in the plants we have
today not only makes good sense in itself, but it is also
essential for nuclear power's future.

Improving Operational Performance

There has been a tightening of utility operations over the
past several years, for which the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations, and Admiral Wilkinson in particular, deserve a share
of the credit. But there is still room for improvement.

Consider, for example, the matter of capacity factors — the
equivalent fraction of the time the reactors operate at full
power. The September 27, 1984 issue of Nucleonics Week had some
interesting operating data on reactors around the world. The
capacity factor for U.S. reactors for the first eight months of
1984 was about 57 percent. (That is about what it was here in the
Midwest.) By contrast, the capacity factor for the combined total
of France, Japan, Sweden, and West Germany -- the major countries
with reactors of U.S. design whose combined capacity is about
equivalent to ours — was about 68 percent. That is a very
significant difference.

If we attained that higher level of performance it would be
as if we had about a dozen more large units operating today.
Viewed in terms of our overall program, including those plants
under construction, the difference in performance is equivalent to
about 20 units. With power plants going at two or more billion
apiece, that's a very expensive investment to compensate for
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indifferent performance. Alternatively, we are not getting a lot
of fairly cheap megawatt-hours that we should be getting for our
investment.

The countries I listed, by the way, are not the top
performers. Belgium, Finland, and Switzerland had capacity
factors up in the high 30's. Interestingly, there is an enclave
of exceptional performance here in the Midwest, too. The plants
in Minnesota and Wisconsin have cumulative capacity factors
averaging about 73 percent -- slightly better than the figures for
Sweden and Germany.

There is something to be learned from foreign experience on
the safety side, too. It turns out, for example, that Japanese
reactors experience about one-tenth as many scrams — emergency
shutdowns --per year as ours do. That reflects, in my view, more
careful maintenance and operation, and also more careful
investigation of the causes of problems, however minor. A low
scram rate means that safety systems are challenged less often,
and it contributes to a higher capacity factor, too.

I must say, before I bought .".ny new plants, or went back to
complete some of the half-finished ones, I would look very hard
for the megawatts inside the existing plants. They have to be
much cheaper than new construction. Each utility which is not
doing so already should find some way to step back from the daily
emergencies and get an overall view of all the things that affect
capacity factors, and develop a plan for bringing them up.

Structure of the Industry

We also have to take a deeper look at the industry as a
whole. My own conclusion is that the fragmented structure of our
nuclear utilities, the great number of them as compared with other
countries, undercuts both safety and economic performance. I know
there are many examples of excellent small operations — I have
mentioned some of them here — but overall I think we pay a
penalty for having so many different operating entities,
especially when we consider that they are all under a regulatory
system geared to cope with the least capable licensees.

Imagine the problems we would have if the Navy let each
commander design and build his own submarine, write his own
procedures, develop his own training program, even make up his own
ranks. Some of the results would be very good, but could we stand
the variety and uncertainty in performance? In commercial nuclear
power, we certainly don't want one answer for the whole country,
but right now we are tilted too much in the other direction. I
think U.S. nuclear power would perform better if some of the
utilities joined forces to form larger, and more capable operating
organizations to run their plants, or hired others to do it for
them.
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These issues of organization also bear on construction
performance and are certain to come up in connection with any new
projects. It is clear that the institutional arrangements for
future nuclear plants are going to get very close scrutiny from
those who handle the financing. We have even begun to see some
changes in existing construction projects as a result of this.

I was very impressed in reviewing the Japanese program with
the fact that the vendor and architect-engineer are rolled into
one. The plant is put up by an integrated firm, which is often
also the maintenance contractor when the plant goes into
commercial operation. That is something to think about.

Improving Regulation

In talking about what will affect the prospects of nuclear
power, I have concentrated on the role of industry because that is
where I think the most important decisions will be made. But
safety regulation is obviously a very important part of the
picture. Its influence pervades almost every aspect of the
industry.

The root problem of the regulatory system is in many ways the
same as that of the industry. The same fragmentation which makes
it difficult for industry to standardize performance also makes it
very difficult to regulate safety. The regulators are faced with
a bewildering variety of designs and industry practices and have
difficulty keeping their heads above water. The system is
necessarily formal and bureaucratic because it has to cope with
several dozen nuclear utilities. NRC's Region III, in the
Midwest, for example, has to deal with over a dozen utilities with
vastly different capabilities and styles of operation.

It is only a slight exaggeration to say that each safety
problem results in as many solutions as there are utilities.
Often, because the smaller utilities do not have the technical
resources, many of the reports from industry are prepared by
consultants. The NRC staff cannot cope with so many different
replies and ship the entire package out to their consultants who
then digest it and report back to the staff. With so many links
in the process, it is not surprising that things get excessively
complicated.

Taking Care of the Spent Fuel

The last time I addressed this conference in 1983, I talked
about the need for central storage of spent 'uel. If anything, I
am even more convinced that we need some alternative to either
deep geologic burial or leaving the spent fuel at the reactor
sites. I am concerned that the first will be held up much longer
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than people in government now expect, and the second is simply a
poor idea from the point of view of public health and safety. The
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 does .iot make much provision for
spent fuel storage, but it does leave the door open to a kind of
serai-permanent arrangement called monitored retrievable storage.
The Department of Energy is required to present a proposal on this
to Congress next June. A monitored retrievable storage facility
would give the overall high-level nuclear waste program a much-
needed bit of breathing room to develop a deep underground
repository on a realistic schedule. This would help deal with one
of the chief public concerns about nuclear power.

The Customer is Always Right

In the end, the public will have the last say on the future
of nuclear power. In thinking about what it would take to bring
the public around it is instructive to reflect on the example of
the airlines.

Consider why the airline industry does not have the same
problems with the public that nuclear power does. The reason, I
think, is that the airline industry and the public worked things
out more or less on an individual basis. Each person decided
whether or not he wanted to fly, and the airlines agreed to do
whatever it took -- in cost, in safety, and in service — to get a
sufficient number of persons into airplanes. It took a long time,
but the result was a firm commitment to flying on the part of the
public.

Nuclear power obviously does not lend itself to a similar
process of individual choice. But if more had been done to give
people a say in the siting of plants, at least at the state level,
I think nuclear power would be stronger today. The public can't
be involved in all the details, but it has to have a report card
and the freedom to judge it. The ultimate test ought to be
performance that pleases the customer.

Along those lines, we ought to be thinking about alternative
power reactor technologies that can better meet today's needs.
Ideally, that means electric generating capacity that comes in
smaller chunks, can be built quickly, is easier to operate, is
more reliable and economic, and is demonstrated to be safe. There
is an understandable tendency to contract rather than to expand
technological horizons in slack times, to stick with what we
have. But there is also a danger of nuclear power being added to
the list of examples that business schools give of industries that
failed to respond to the challenges before them.
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In closing, let me turn to Enrico Fermi again. You probably
all know that after Fermi's pile went critical, Arthur Compton
called James Conant with the now-famous secret message: "The
Italian navigator has just landed in the new world." When asked,
"How did he find the natives?", Compton replied, "Very friendly."

We know that a lot has happened to nuclear energy since then,
and that a response today would be less cheerful. What I have
been trying to say is that if we concentrate on performance, and
succeed in compiling a good record, the natives could get a lot
friendlier.
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NUCLEAR POWER IN THE U.S.:
An Ex-Regulator's View

Marcus A. Rowden
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver and Kampelnan
Attorneys at Law
Washington, D.C.

Relating nuclear power to the arena of my own experience
means focusing on nuclear regulation, where for almost two decades
I grappled with the creation and application of our regulatory
program.

Today's bewildering state of nuclear regulation in this
country, its implications not only for nuclear power's future but
also for the broader public stakes involved, and what I think
needs to be done, will indeed be the staple of this paper. First,
however, let me set a theme for those observations.

As I see it, nuclear power's future — in the U.S., in the
Midwest, whatever — is the product of answers to three fairly
basic questions: Will we need it? Can it work? Will it work?

The .Matter Of Need

By "need", I mean would it be prudent to plan for an
expansion of nuclear power's current base of plants in operation
and those under construction — a projection of needs which
encompasses the 1990's and beyond. Be reassured, that I am not
going to sort out here the welter of voices speaking widely
different estimates of economic growth, relationship to energy
demands and the degree to which the energy component of our
economy has, is, or will become electrified.

Rather, I suggest two touchstones for prudently addressing
this question. The first is simple humility. Prophesy in
projecting energy needs even 15 years into the future is more of
an arcane art than an exact science; the prophets have been wrong
in the past and this applies not only to the drum beaters of
expansion but to the dour contractionists as well.

The second touchstone is reality, at least reality as I
choose to define it. By that I mean the caution with which a
nation such as ours has to plan for its energy future — from the
standpoint of economic viability, of national security and of the
need to bear in mind the consequences if our projections and
related policies should fall seriously short of accommodating
developing electricity needs. Overbuilding carries its undoubted
price; underbuilding, however, can be far more costly.
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Pursuing then this matter of need, let me, for present
purposes, pick a fairly conservative scenario. Consumption of
electricity, we know, has grown by about 30% since 1972, and
conservative projections indicate that the U.S. will require
approximately 300,000 MW of additional electrical generating
capacity by the end of the century. Only about one-third of that
capacity is now on order or under construction. Plainly, all the
nuclear power plants now under construction would have to be
completed and put in operation and new plants of some type ordered
if those energy demands are to be met.

Or, let me eschew numbers. I would support as a reasonable
approach the national policy position articulated by Energy
Secretary Hodel. The Secretary maintains that this country must
work toward having and sustaining a mixed energy resource system,
avoiding over reliance on any single energy resource, particularly
imported oil. The mainstays of that system can only be coal and
nuclear, with nuclear (which is both indigenous and fully
commercialized) an essential element of that mix. As a corollary,
if we are to achieve the required diversity and balance, we must
have a planning and decisionmaking environment in which utilities
can choose to pursue the use of nuclear energy as a practicable
alternative to or condiment of coal, an energy source which
carries it own heavy baggage of problems. Coupled with this, is
the further judgment that under virtually every growth projection
this country will need more than all of the power plants currently
under construction just to meet demand in 1995; and, if we are
going to replace obsolete facilities we will need even more new
generating plants.

We ought also to remember, in speaking of a mixed energy
supply and nuclear's contributive role, that we are not dealing
with an energy source which must still be developed, and then
introduced into the economy after the creation of an industrial
infrastructure. All that has been done. For some, I suspect, the
decision of the future of nuclear would be quite different if we
were looking at the world from the vantage point of 1954 and the
prospect faced then of developing, commercializing and deploying a
new energy source in the industrial economy. When assessing
nuclear's future into the 1990's and beyond, however, we have to
take as a point of departure nuclear's current state. The
statistics may seem tiresome by now, but they do mirror reality.
There are 85 plants now in operation which are expected to supply
nearly 14% of the country's electrical energy this year. Another
40 additional nuclear units are under construction which, when and
if completed, will provide a composite source of nearly 20% of our
electricity.

In short, in any sensible reckoning of the country's energy
future, a prudent planner would conclude that nuclear power will
surely be needed.
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Can Nuclear Power Have a Viable Future?

Based on experience to date with this generating source,
should we aspire to have a future for nuclear power in this
country that is beyond the base of plants now in operatior or
under construction? Can nuclear earn the "respect" of thost in
whose hands its future rests?

A significant part of that answer revolves on matters which
are institutional in character, some of which I'll address. But
looking at this question solely from the standpoint of factors
inherent in the technology itself and of working experience with
that technology, both here and abroad I would cast my vote in the
affirmative.

We know from actual experience that nuclear power plants can
be built economically and operated reliably. We have done it in
this country and our pupils abroad have at least matched, and in
some instances appreciably bettered our record of effectiveness.
On the safety and environmental side, nuclear is a hands-down
winner, here as elsewhere. With respect to the economics in this
country, it is simplistic to portray the economic landscape as
bleak when it is, in fact, uneven. There are utility systems
which have demonstrated the capacity for planning, building and
operating plants which yield sizeable economic benefits to
electricity consumers. The utility that serves Illinois,
Commonwealth Edison, is a solid but not unique illustration of
this.

Further, I believe that some weight must be given to foreign
experience in the use of nuclear power technology. One has to be
careful in drawing direct analogies between the nuclear power
environment in the United States and that existing abroad,
primarily because of institutional differences. However, it is
painfully evident that our foreign friends, using U.S. developed
technology, have been remarkably successful in building and
operating nuclear power plants on a timely and far more cost-
effective basis than has typically been the case in the United
States. Skilled as these non-U.S. nuclear groups are, I submit
that they are no more technologically advanced, have no better an
industrial infra-structure, and are no more capable of delivering
a quality product than we are in this country. That last
observation is not based on wishful thinking. It rests on actual
experience of successful nuclear utilities in the United States.

Finally, I would note that nuclear waste disposal has at last
been given a national policy direction and programmatic framework
by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Without dismantling the
practical implementation problems which lie ahead, the nuclear
waste legislation does show us that political consensus is
feasible on even the most emotional nuclear issues.
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Will it Happen?

That brings me to the hardest of the three questions I set
down at the outset: What will be the dimensions of nuclear
power's future in this country -- stagnation or a place on utility
planning agendas as a practical energy choice?

As indicated earlier, the energy demand aspects of the
equation are likely not, in and of themselves, to dictate a
negative answer. And future costs need not rule out nuclear as a
sound economic choice in certain regions of the country at a
minimum. But if nuclear power is to be a part of that energy
future, some fairly basic institutional changes will be necessary.

It takes no special insight to conclude that the nuclear
power option is in very deep trouble in this country today.
Further, there is an array of culprits to pillory for the
dismaying picture of cancelled plants, escalating construction
costs and a seemingly endless and unstable regulatory process.

The basic responsibility for revitalizing the nuclear option
is in the hands of the private sector. In the final analysis,
only the nuclear industry will be able to assure the safe and
reliable operation of its nuclear plants. This includes the
managerial competence that is required to hold the confidence of
the public, government regulators and the financial community.
Without those elements in place, even the most innovative of
packaging and financing approaches for new projects will be
unsuccessful.

The most obvious and pressing task for the industry is to
maintain a solid record of safety, reliability and economic pay-
off for the plants that are now in operation or that will be
coming on-line by the end of this decade. That alone is going to
require an unremitting effort. But here, I see some grounds for
optimism. The post-TMI period has witnessed major institutional
initiatives by the industry designed to put its own house in
order. The Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and the
Nuclear Utilities Management and Human Resources Committee
(NUHARC) are solid steps in the right direction. Their aims are
shared experience, self-improvement and greater safety reliance on
those who have hands-on responsibility for the safe operation of
nuclear facilities. A sound reason for the credibility of these
efforts is the very compelling element of se7f-interest on the
part of those involved. For if the safety consequences of THI
were virtually nil, the fiscal and regulatory consequences for
nuclear utilities were staggering.

If these industry initiatives are to succeed, there is need
for a supportive regulatory environment. And, here, I must
observe that the post-TMI response of NRC has been guarded, at
best. The hallmark of our regulatory approach, which is a
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preoccupation with prescriptive requirements, remains a source of
concern. Yet, if efforts such as INPO and NUMARC are to survive,
let alone grow, they will need sustained NRC encouragement.
Indeed, the degree of NRC support for the current NUMARC efforts
to develop industry alternatives to NRC requirements for plant
operations management could well determine the future willingness
of industry to corniit resources to other such self-reliance
initiatives.

I have like concerns about that other hallmark of nuclear
regulation in this country, the rampantly adversarial nature of
our regulatory processes. There seems to be a thesis that sound
technical decisions result from pitting regulator against
regulated and then subjecting them both to trial by combat with
some third-party's lawyer.

I am not proposing that license applications be other than
carefully scrutinized and subject to probing public inquiry. But
I am troubled by a system where procedure can overwhelm technical
substance and where the lawyer surely is king.

In both of the aforementioned respects, our regulatory
processes are strikingly different from those ot other
industrialized countries. And yet, I question if the products of
those other systems (typically utilizing U.S. technology) are less
safe, less proficient, less worthy of public confidence. In
arguing for less prescriptive regulations and encouragement for
industry self-reliance, I am not campaigning for deregulation but
for a more assured safety base. My companion complaint is not
that adversary inquiry has no role in regulatory pursuits but that
lawyers are over-employed and that the whole process of technical
decisionmaking has thereby become skewed.

This is more than just social commentary; it bears directly
on the topic. These flaws disserve not only our current program;
but they are also deterrents to those who plan for and are called
upon to finance new generating capacity. The regulatory reforms
which many of us are urging as necessary elements for a viable
nuclear future are also efforts to minimize the distortions and
destabilizing effects of a deeply-rooted adversarial approach to
nuclear regulation.

All of this is by way of a prelude to my comments on the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission itself. Let me first note that I do
not think we have is a people problem but rather a structural
problem. The regulatory flaws that many can recite are mainly
institutional in character. I say this with all humility since I
helped create this regulatory structure, Indeed, I had a hand in
running it for some years. The fact is, that a regulatory process
which was created with some rationality 30 years ago, and an NRC
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management structure that was uncritically legislated for it 20
years later, are just not working today; nor do they give promise
of meaningful self-correction.

Some of the problems and their possible cures are so much a
part of today's conventional wisdom that it has become difficult
to activate the political enthusiasm needed for their
realization. In that category, I would put the main licensing
reform initiatives including standardization, pre-approval of
sites and one-step licensing.

Beyond process short-comings is the self-declared inability
of the Commission to function effectively as it is now
structured. Earlier this year, that was the stated consensus of a
majority of the Commissioners in Congressional testimony. Two
members, Chairman Palladino and Commissioner Roberts, recommended
that the Commission be replaced by a single administrator.
Chairman Palladino recalled that he had favored the collegial
structure when he joined the Commission in 1981, but had since
concluded that a single administrator is required "to get things
done and get things done in a timely fashion, with appropriate
attention to ... the public health and safety " Commissioner
Roberts was even more emphatic:

"We do not function properly as a five-person
collegial body; it does not work.... We don't
communicate with each other. We do not protect
the public health and safety in the way we
presently function."

Although Commissioner Gilinsky expressed his opposition to
the single administrator concept, favoring instead a three-member
Commission with lead responsibilities for individual commis-
sioners, he was also critical of the present structure of the
Commission:

The interaction between the Commissioners has
dwindled over the past several years, with little
interchange of ideas or collective decision-making
taking place. The Commission has difficulty in
focusing on the important questions and in meeting
goals. And responsibility for the agency's action
is so diffused throughout the whole organization
that there is little accountability.

Another approach to addressing NRC's management deficiencies
was offered by the 1982 Grace Commission report, which recommended
further strengthening the role of the NRC Chairman to make that
official more of a real chief executive officer. Others, of
course, stoutly defend the present NRC structure as best designed
to assure diversity of views and political independence.
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I stronglv support an organizational change; and believe, on
balance, that a single-administrator form makes the most sense.

The managerial shortcomings of the NRC were brought into
sharp public focus following the 1979 accident at Three Mile
Island. The NRC-instituted Rogovin Inquiry, as well as the Presi-
dentially appointed Kemeny Commission, ascribed those short-
comings, in significant measure, to the agency's commission-type
structure. The Rogovin report was harshly critical of the commis-
sion form, stating that:

"Collegial bodies are inefficient mechanisms for
formulating and implementing policy in a timely
manner; they tend to disagree on major policy
issues and therefore wait for individual cases in
which to decide such issues; they fail to coordi-
nate policy with other agencies; they tend to
concentrate on details and create backlogs in
dealing with important issues; they do not adapt
easily to new technology and industry innovations;
they create a legalistic environment that contrib-
utes to a passive, overly judicial approach to
regulation; they allocate resources poorly within
their own agencies; and, ironically, they tend to
defeat the political accountability required for
public responsibility."

I would have to observe that these insights are borne out by my
own regulatory experience.

Significantly, virtually all other federal regulatory
agencies charged with protecting the public health and safety are
headed by a single administrator rather than a commission. Single
administrators carry out the major public health and safety
responsiblities entrusted to EPA, FDA and FAA. The principal
reason that the NRC is structured as a commission is that its
predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission, had been a
commission. Paradoxically, the reason that the AEC was a
commission never applied to the NRC. Originally the mandate of
the AEC was to develop and manage nuclear weapons. Indeed, within
the AEC, nuclear regulation was carried out under the direction of
a single administrative official, with little commission
involvement.

Proponents of the commission structure point to two
ostensible advantages of the commission form: political
independence and the diversity of views offered by a collegial
body. The first supposed advantage assumes that nuclear safety,
unlike environmental protection, food purity, drug efficacy, and
airline, mine, and occupational safety, can only be assured by
appointed officials who are insulated thereafter from the
political process and are not accountable to the President. I
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would argue the contrary. Accountability lies at the heart of
effective agency management, and that political accountability is
the essence of representative government. In brief the President
should be held accountable for the effectiveness of nuclear
regulation or the lack thereof.

The second ostensible advantage, "diversity", misconstrues
the health and safety mission of the NRC. As the Rogovin report
concluded:

"The desire for "diversity" in part mistakes
what we (the Rogovin panel) believe to be the
proper role for the regulatory agency, the
Executive and Congress in our nuclear safety
program. We do not believe the proper
function of the Commission or administrator
should be to consider and resolve competing
public attitudes about nuclear power in every
individual safety decision that is made. It
is precisely this hidden pressure that has
played an important role in paralyzing the
Commission in the past few years. Decisions
about the ultimate safety objective in the
regulatory program, and about the expansion
or reduction of our country's reliance on
nuclear power — decisions which inevitably
involve a balancing of the risks against the
benefits of this technology -- should
ultimately be made by the Executive and
Congress, as a part of the nation's overall
strategic energy policy."

Accordingly, I would cast my own vote in favor of the
President's seeking'enactment of legislation replacing the present
five-member Commission with a single administrator who possesses
clear authority to manage the nuclear regulatory program and is
accountable to the President and the Congress for the
effectiveness of agency performance.

It seems apparent that nuclear energy will have no future in
this country without a supportive political consensus on the need
and the role of nuclear power. My own belief is that the facts
warranting such a consensus are there. What is needed, is for
credible political figures to bring the safety, economic and
energy facts into focus and to place nuclear power in its proper
national policy perspective. Thus, I am one of those who believe
it would be desirable to convene a high-level, bipartisan,
Presidential commission to examine the role of nuclear power in
meeting the nation's future electrical energy needs. Such a
commission would identify the problems preventing nuclear from
fulfilling its role and to propose specific solutions to those
problems.
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Any such commission should be bipartisan and composed of
distinguished Americans from the private and public sectors.
Among the matters for consideration would be actions the industry
should take, or institutional arrangements it might adopt, to
facilitate the planning, financing, construction and operation of
nuclear power plants. It also should consider steps that federal
regulatory and state rate setting authorities should take to
provide an environment more conducive to rationale energy choices
and their practical implementation by the private sector.

If nuclear power loses out because it's determined that it is
an undesirable energy source that's one thing and society ought to
be prepared to live with the outcome no matter how unwelcome that
outcome may be for some. And that outcome ought also be accepted
if the nuclear industry does not measure up to its
responsibilities.

But if nuclear power were barred as a viable energy choice
because of a failure of governmental processes to match functional
needs, then I think the public interest would truly be subverted.
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State Initiatives and Compacts for
Low Level Waste Storage

John J. Stucker
Special Assistant to the Governor
State of South Carolina

This paper will present a commentary on the proposal recently
put forward by Mr. Morris K. Udall, Chairman of the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs of the United States House of
Representatives. I believe Mr. UdalTs proposal touches on all
the major institutional issues which will affect the future of low
level waste management and disposal in this nation.

The proposal in question represents an effort by Mr. Udail to
resolve the issues which have blocked Congressional consent to the
low level waste compacts and thereby enable the various state and
regional commissions to move forward toward full implementation of
the 1980 Low Level Waste Policy Act. It is useful to divide the
various provisions contained in the Chairman's proposal info two
groups.

The "Other" Issues:

A number of the provisions contained in Mr. Udall's proposal
address what had come to be referred to as the so-called "other"
issues in Congressional consent. These issues include the
definitions of low level wastes (LLW) and TRU, the definition and
status of federal wastes (i.e. wastes generated by federal
agencies), the NRC's authority in the context of interstate
compacts for the management and disposal of LLW, export and import
bans, and the like.

Taken as a whole, Mr. Udall's proposal addresses these
issues. For example in Section 7 he clearly states that the NRC
and the agreement states shall have the sole authority to deal /
with all hazards, both radiological and non-radiological, which
might derive from a LLW disposal site. I have listened over the
past year to the debate regarding what role the EPA should have in
the regulation of these sites. This is not to suggest that EPA
does not have certain legitimate concerns regarding the non-
radiological health and safety requirements of a LLW disposal
facility. But I have come to the conclusion that the best course
of action for now is to stick with the current regulatory regime,
as Mr. Udall proposes,

I urge this approach with the understanding that, if the
Commission and the several agreement states do not use their
authority to address the legitimate concerns expressed by EPA,
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then Congress will act to assign a regulatory role for the agency
in the future. I suspect Mr. Udall would be among the first to
propose the same.

There is, however, one area of concern that I have with
respect to Mr. UdalTs language dealing with the "other" issues.
I am speaking here to the last section which would allow the
President or the NRC to override the export and import bans
contained in the various compacts. Let me take up each one of
these override provisions in sequence.

The proposal would allow the President to suspend the
application of the export/import bans to the handling of LLW from
federal defense activities if the President determines that
national security requires such a suspension. Simply put, I do
not think this provision is necessary. It is my understanding
that the Department of Defense has already entered into agreements
with the DOE which would allow emergency access to DOE LLW
disposal sites for DOD waste. Furthermore, although I am no
expert in the Presidential emergency authority provisions of the
U.S. Code, my instincts tell me that the President probably
already had more than enough authority to deal with this issue if
the need should arise.

Given the rather small amounts of wastes at issue (small both
in absolute and in relative terms), I would recommend deletion of
this provision.

The other override provision would enable the NRC to suspend
the export/import bans for two reasons: (a) to protect public
health and safety, and (b) if they (the Commission) decide that
generators in a region are not being given a fair shake when it
comes to access to their regional facility. With respect to the
second of these two reasons, if the states in a region do not,
through the vehicle of their compact commission, fulfill their
obligation (an obligation that is clearly restated in every one of
the compacts) to provide capacity for the safe disposal of their
LLW, I believe the proper redress should be found in the courts.

With respect to the first of these two bases for NRC
intervention, to protect public health and safety, the Commission
does not currently have this type of authority. At the present
time, the reach of NRC authority extends to approving, or
alternatively disapproving, actions relating to the handling and
disposal of LLW. While the exercise of this authority, on
occasion, leads to the Commission ordering a generator, broker, or
shipper to cease a certain practice, even to the point of
requiring the licensee to move the waste from one spot to another,
NRC's present authority does not permit them to require that
someone accept another person's waste for storage or disposal.
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The Commission, which las vigorously backed this proposal,
argues that the scope of th?ir authority needs to be extended
since we are creating, under ".he interstate compact regime, a new
set of sub-national boundaries, to the flow of LLW. To be sure we
are; but if under this new regime it turns out that a given state
or regional compact has not been able to provide sufficient
capacity for the LLW generated within its borders, the most likely
cause for this situation would be the politics of nuclear waste.

If the NRC override provisions were a matter of law, I think
the temptation would be too great for state or regional officials
to bide their time knowing that a public health and safety
"situation" would ensue and that the NRC would come to their
rescue.

A Post-1986 Issue

The balance of Mr. Udall's proposal addresses the so-called
post-1986 issue. In some parts of the country, this is usually
referred to as the Post-1986 Access issue. In South Carolina we
choose not to use this longer version of the Post-86 label since
it encompasses an assumption with which we are not fully
comfortable.

Chairman Udall's proposal contains two sets of provisions
relating to the post-1986 period. One set applies to operating
LLW disposal sites and another set applies to states or regions
without an operating disposal site.

With respect to operating disposal sites, Mr. Udall would
require that each site, in operation from the present through
December 31, 1992, accept waste from siteless regions or states
subject to the condition that no more than 1,000,000 cubic feet of
LLW per year could be buried at any one site. From my vantage
point, this uniform volume cap of 1,000,000 cubic feet per year is
the single most important provision in Mr. UdalVs proposal. This .
provision addresses the two most important constraints which state /
officials in South Carolina face with regard to the use of the
state-owned LLW disposal facility in Barnwell County.

The first of these is the political constraint. The people
of South Carolina are determined that never again will their state
be the national site for the disposal of the nation's LLW. This
provision promises the people of South Carolina that, no matter
what else happens, you will not be subjected to demands for the
disposal of unlimited amounts of waste for an unspecified period
into the future.

The second constraint deals with the finite capacity of the
Barnwell facility. Our own analysis of Barnwell capacity,
confirmed last year by the DOE, indicates that if the Barnwell
site accepts only the waste generated in our Southeast Compact
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region after January 1, 1986, we will have used up all but about
2.7 million cubic feet of capacity by December 31, 1992. Under
the terms of our Compact, the Barnweil facility is to cease
operation as a regional facility at that point. This projection
does not account for wastes from the replacement of steam
generators, and it would leave us only about a year's cushion in
the event we experience a delay in opening our region's next
disposal site. Without this volume cap, I think South
Carolinians, and Southeasterners in general, would consider a
national framework for resolving the post-1986 issue to be simply
a matter of robbing Peter to pay Paul.

There is one aspect of Mr. Udall's provisions relating to
operating disposal sites which does pose something of a dilemma
for me. Mr. Udall's language would apply to any site operating
between the present and the end of 1992, not just the three so-
called "existing sites." On its face, this provision is very
attractive since the day that the fourth "existing site" is
opened, South Carolina goes from being potentially 33% of the
national solution to being potentially 25% of the national
solution. And, when the fifth "existing site" is opened we slip
to 20% and so on.

But I fear there may be a catch. The states of Texas and
California and the Central state's compact have projected
schedules for the opening of their disposal sites toward the end
of this decade, three to four years before Mr. Udall's grace
period would end. In order to avoid becoming another South
Carolina or Washington or Nevada, officials in these two states
and one compact region may decide to adopt a much more
deliberative and cautious approach to their siting efforts with
the view toward opening for business no sooner than January 1,
1993. In other words the opening of the first new LLW disposal
facility in this country in over fifteen years.

The other half of Mr. Udall's post-1986 package deals with
the siteless states and regions. In this part he levies a number
of requirements on them. For example, they must develop plans for
the establishment of disposal sites which contain clear schedules
for achieving milestones toward that objective. They must develop
plans for interim storage of LLW within their state or region and
for volume reduction of these wastes. In addition, siteless
regions and states must reduce the amount of waste exported out of
their region or state after 1986 according to a defined
schedule. In 1986, they can export no more than the amount they
exported in 1983. In 1987, they can export no more than 90% of
their 1983 volume, in 1988, no more than 80%, and so on.

I think this export reduction schedule clearly points siteless
regions and states in the proper direction. It addresses one of
the key principles contained in Governor Riley's July 23, 1984
letter to the Congressional leadership in which he outlined his
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proposal for resolving the deadlock over Congressional consent. I
must add that I do not think that Mr. Udall's reduction schedule
goes far enough.

In his July 23rd letter, Mr. Riley proposed that siteless
regions and states set themselves on a course to develop, as soon
as possible and consistent with health and safety requirements,
the capacity to handle all their LLW pending the development of
their own disposal facilities. He proposed this approach based on
his belief that the most important principle of the *980 Act was
that each state be responsible for its own LLW.

Obviously a major stimulus for the concern which states like
Illinois have over what will happen after January 1, 1986, stems
from the fact that it will take many years longer than the five
years allotted by the 1980 Act to develop a disposal site in this
State. We in South Carolina recognize that these are the facts of
life in Illinois; but at the sane time we do not believe that this
situation vacates your responsibility under the 1980 Act to care
for your own waste. Furthermore, I think there is an additional
reason why siteless states and regions should be expected to
reduce their exports by all available means after 1986.

A major factor leading to the lengthy delays that are
anticipated in establishing disposal facilities in these regions
and states is the growing strength of the "alternatives"
movement. Increasingly, citizens, state officials, and even some
of the experts are saying that shallow-land burial is an
unacceptable method for the disposal of LLW.

I read with great interest the draft minutes of the
September 5, 1984 meeting of the Midwest Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Commission. Although at the time these were draft minutes,
I am confident that they fairly represent the views of the two
individuals I would like to cite. During the public comment
period of this Commission meeting, a Ms. Mary Johnson,
representing the Safe Energy Coalition, is recorded as stating
"the Coalition opposes shallow land burial" and "Congress needs to
update the 1980 Low Level Waste Policy Act to extend the 1986
deadline," presumably for the purpose of continuing to ship
Midwest LLW for shallow-land disposal to one of the three existing
sites.

At this same meeting, a Ms. Kathleen Vakalo, representing a
group called PIRGIM, is recorded as stating "shallow land burial
is an unacceptable mode of disposal" and that the Midwest
Commission should "develop a volume reduction schedule to
accompany any post-1986 access agreement."

The asymmetry in this seems all too evident. If shallow land
burial is unacceptable in Michigan or Ohio or Illinois or New York
or in other states or regions, then what justification is there



for interregional agreements which would continue this burial
practice in South Carolina, Nevada, and Washington? Especially in
my state, South Carolina, which, unlike the Western states, hosts
a "wet" site. In their sincere desire to protect the well-being
of their fellow citizens in the Midwest, Ms. Johnson and Ms.
Vakalo appear to have overlooked my well-being and that of my
three million fellow South Carolinians.

I personally think that the "alternatives" movement has
staked out a position which has not been substantiated. But it is
not my place to tell other people how to handle their LLW. I
believe, under the spirit and the letter of the 1980 Act, that is
their choice. They must, however, recognize and accept the
consequences of their choice. I do not see how my state can be
expected to justify conventional burial practices for the benefit
of other states which have, either jte facto or de jure, declared
these practices unsafe and therefore unacceptable.

There is another aspect of Mr. Udall's proposed export
reduction schedule which I believe merits even more attention by
us all. While the objective he poses is desirable, I am not sure
that the mechanism he proposes can, in practical terms, lead to
the achievement of that objective. His language places upon state
or regional compact officials the obligation to reduce the level
of LLW they export. In order to carry out this responsibility,
these public officials will immediately be confronted with the
question: Which 10% of whose 10% gets the ax? There would
probably be a tendency, under this approach, to finger the
utilities for all the good, and some not so good, reasons. But
then what do you do when the utilities respond by saying: Where's
due process? Why us? Why which one of us and not the other?

I think there is a way out of this box, one which recommends
itself for its ability to get two birds with one stone. Why not
approach this matter in exactly the same manner that Congress
resolved the question of who would be responsible for storing
spent fuel pending the development of disposal facilities. In the
1982 Nuclear Waste Policy Act, the Congress said the public
sector, in the person of DOE, shall have the responsibility for
developing disposal capacity for HLW and spent fuel, and the
private sector shall have the responsibility of taking care of it
in the meantime.

In the 1980 Act, the Congress stated that the public sector,
in the person of the states or their respective interstate compact
commissions, shall have the responsibility for developing disposal
capacity for LLW. Now that we have a much better idea of the
parameters under which the states will carry out that
responsibility, why not simply amend the 1980 Act to state that
generators of LLW have the responsibility of taking care of it in
the meantime.
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I realize that, on average, it would be easier for utilities
to provide interim storage capacity for LLW than it would be for
non-utility generators, particularly hospitals and research
labs. But before we ge . to the details, I think we must address
the first order question: Who is going to be responsible for
what? Once we have established that principle, then we can
determine whether and to what extent that principle should be
modified in practice. We may, for example, want to follow the
lead of states like Maryland which have sought to bring together
their utility and non-utility generators to determine whether the
utility in question could accommodate in their long-term storage
facility LLW generated by hospitals and research labs in that
state.

We all remember the long and arduous debate which unfolded
from the late 1970's into the early 1980's over whether or not the
Federal government should establish large scale storage depots for
spent nuclear fuel in South Carolina and Illinois. We all
remember how Illinois and South Carolina officials, along with our
colleagues from New York, kept stating: "You don't need to do
this, you just want to do it because you think it will be easier
than taking care of your own spent fuel yourself."

In the end, Congress directed the generators to handle the
job themselves and that 1s precisely what they are doing. It
would be wholly consistent with the 1980 Act to adopt a similar
approach with respect to LLW, and in the process we would get the
second bird. This approach would not require state and regional
officials to divert crixial resources (i.e. time and effort) away
from the search for Sfe disposal sites in order to address the
interim requirements.

One final comment on the provisions of Mr. Udall's proposal
relating to the post-1986 period. He proposes two penalty
provisions for states and regions which fail to meet the export
reduction schedule. The first would require them to promise
capacity in their future disposal site in an amount equal to the
number of barrels of waste they ship over their allowed amount.
Under present circumstances, it is not clear that the officials in
sited regions or state would consider the exchange of actual,
present-day disposal capacity for hypothetical, future capacity to
be a very attractive bargain.

The second penalty provision requires the payment of a
surcharge if a state or region exceeds the allowable limits. One
could draw the implication from this language that this penalty
surcharge would be the only type surcharge which could be levied
against exports from sitelelss regions or states. This is
inappropriate. Any arrangements which provide for the export of
waste from siteless regions or states should require the payment
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of very substantial surcharges by the exporters. Surcharges in
amounts that some would probably characterize as onerous. This
should be so for two reasons.

If one of our underlying objectives in all this is to develop
the social, political, cultural, and technical skills necessary to
demonstrate to ourselves and each other that we can, in fact,
handle our own LLW — that we can bear the burden of our benefits
-- then it seems that a useful tool in helping reach that
objective would be economic incentives.

There is a second reason, which is even more compelling, for
the establishment of significant surcharges. Every day, Illinois,
along with the neighboring states, use up LLW disposal capacity
owned by the citizens of South Carolina. In exchange for that
use, you pay a fee, a fee which is roughly tied to the cost of
developing that site in the late 1960's, adjusted for increases in
the consumer price index.

Since that site was developed, the cost of developing LLW
disposal capacity has increased not only as a function of
inflation. By far, the biggest increase in the marginal cost of
developing additional LLW disposal capacity has resulted from the
increased political opportunity costs. You do not pay those
costs. My governor, my state legislators, my health department
officials, and I, along with the citizens and industries of my
state, pay those opportunity costs -- every day. Some day South
Carolina will have to replace the disposal capacity in use
today. We will have to do so at a much higher price than what you
are paying us today. If, in the future, you want to use this
capacity, I think simple economics dictate that you pay a fair
market price.

Conclusion:

Let me conclude with the following. Congressman Udall
offered a generous response to Governor Riley's letter to the
Congressional leadership when he indicated that the Governor's
proposal was the single most important step in the last year on
the matter of LLW. On behalf of Governor Riley, I would now like
to say that I think Congressman Udall's proposal is the single
most important step that anyone has taken in the last year or so
to resolve the nation's LLW problem.

Last June, 1984 Governor Riley, along with State Senator Nikki
Setzler and State Representative Harriet Keyserling, went to
Washington to meet with Congressman Udall and other members of the
Senate and House leadership in an effort to resolve the impasse
over Congressional consent. It was at that time that Mo Udall
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indicated to his colleagues in the Congress, to Governor Riley,
and to the other South Carolina officials that he would offer this
proposal. And promising this proposal, he articulated what his
purpose was.

He said, like any worthwhile proposal designed to solve a
difficult problem, his proposal would give a little something to
all sides and in return demand something from all sides. He said
he would be the lightning rod; that everybody could scream and
yell and shake their fists, and, if they felt the need to do so,
they could direct it all at him. And then, after they got all
that taken care of and out of their system, he said if anyone
really wanted to do anything about all this, they would have a.
open seat at the table to sit down, roll up their sleeves, and go
to work to solve the problem.

In July, Mr. Riley offered his proposal for resolving this
impasse. Now Mr. Udall has offered his. I anxiously await the
response of the several states and regions. It seems to me that
we can accomplish the task if we decide to do so. The goal is in
sight.
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EPA's Development of High Level
Waste Disposal Standards

Sheldon Meyers
Office of Radiation Programs
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

This paper will discuss the objectives of the national
program to develop disposal methods for high-level radioactive
waste and the role of EPA in that program. Since the expansion of
the Federal high-level waste program in 1976, EPA has been charged
to develop generally applicable standards for the management and
disposal of these wastes. EPA's basic authorities come from the
Atomic Energy Act and the duties assigned to EPA at the time of
its creation in 1970. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
reaffirmed EPA's responsibility in this area. EPA is thus part of
a new, carefully constructed multi-agency approach which the
Congress has devised to solve the problem of high-level nuclear
waste.

EPA's role in this process is a limited, but at the same
time, a very important one. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
will have the responsibility for the implementation and site-
specific application of the generally applicable standards we
prescribe. As you know, EPA has no direct role in the selection
of actual sites for high-level waste repositories. The Nuclear
Waste Policy Act assigns that responsibility to the Department of
Energy, with oversight by NRC, and it must be done in consultation
with affected States and Indian tribes.

Although I am new to EPA's Office of Radiation Programs, I am
not new to the public policy issues involved in high-level waste
disposal. The EPA Office of Radiation Programs has made very
valuable contributions to the national debate over the years with
the publication of a large number of very important documents.
The reports provide the reader with background information and a
factual basis for understanding the important issues and policy
questions. The documents cover such topics as:

o The environmental impact statement for EPA's proposed rule;

o The population risks from mined geologic repositories;

o The population risks from unmined uranium ore bodies;

o The environmental pathways used in these risk assessments;
o The regulatory impact assessment for our proposed rule.
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At the outset it should be stated that high-level wastes can
and will be disposed of safely, and with the kind of exceptional
care that will provide protection for present and future
generations.

The Department of Energy has identified a number of potential
sites that give promise of providing very good long-term
isolation. NRC's final rule (10 CFR Part 60) calls for a system
of engineered controls that will complement this protection, and
the rule is one which should be entirely compatible with DOE's
approach. As a result, EPA expects to be able to promulgate
standards in early 1985 that will limit potential risks to very
low levels -- levels that a broad consensus can support as
sufficient to protect the public health and safety.

EPA first proposed these standards (40 CFR Part 191) for
public review and comment almost two years ago, on December 29,
1982. They have been under active development since. Let's
review the proposal itself and some of the major issues which came
out of the public comments we have received to date. Finally, I
want to discuss changes we are not considering.

First, the coverage: The proposed standards apply to spent
reactor fuel, the highly radioactive wastes derived from
reprocessing spent fuel, and those transuranic wastes containing
100 or more nanocuries per gram and with half-lives of more than
20 years.

The proposed standards do not apply to wastes which have
already been disposed. This exception would affect only
relatively small quantities of transuranic wastes since, as you
know, no high-level wastes have been disposed of in this
country. Also, our standards dc not apply to ocean disposal of
high-level waste which is prohibited by the Marine Protection,
Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972.

Our environmental standards do apply to both the management
and disposal of the wastes. We have divided the rule into two
subparts: Subpart A applies to management including storage,
preparation of the wastes, and placing them in a disposal site.
This part deals with both temporary storage facilities and
monitored retrievable storage. Subpart B takes over once the
repository has been sealed.

In 1977, EPA promulgated its Uranium Fuel Cycle Standards
(40 CFR Part 190) which covered operations from uranium milling
through reprocessing. Subpart A of our new rule is a continuation
of this rule, and applies to waste management operations not
covered in Part 190. These operations involve storage of the
materials, solidification or other preparation for disposal, and
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placing the wastes in disposal sites. Subpart A also applies to
spent fuel management, regardless of whether the fuel is
considered to be waste or is destined for reprocessing.

Our studies tell us that the largest expected radiation
exposures to the public from activities covered by these standards
would be no more than a few millirem per year which is somewhat
smaller than the requirements set out in Part 190. EPA has,
therefore, decided to extend the dose limits contained in part 190
to the operations addressed in Subpart A. The annual dose
equivalent to any member of the public due to operations covered
by Part 190 and Subpart A of Part 191 combined, therefore, are 25
millirem to the whole body, 75 millirem to the thyroid, and 25
millirem to any other organ.

In Subpart B, EPA uses a different approach because here we
are devising environmental standards for the period after th°
repository is sealed. This involves very different
considerations.

First, the requirements establish in Subpart B can only be
implemented by the NRC and DOE in the design phase -- by setting
design principles or by analytically projecting disposal system
performance. The more familiar concepts of implementation
involving monitoring of emissions or ambient levels of pollutants
are not applicable here because EPA can't rely on such surveil-
lance for the long time periods involved. The rule, for instance,
speaks of isolation for 10,000 years.

Second, the standard must address unintentional releases,
such as those resulting from human intrusion or geologic
faulting. Provisions must be applicable to a variety of disposal
strategies because the Agency does not have the authority to
specify details or to direct DOE or NRC concerning any one of a
number of disposal methods or designs. Regulations by NRC or DOE,
as appropriate, will control the specific designs.

For long-term containment requirements, it is assumed that
it's possible to predict some aspects of the future well enough to
use the predictions for comparing and selecting disposal
methods. Thus, EPA evaluated ways that waste might be released
from a mined geological repository, developed analytical models to
predict potential releases and their distribution throughout the
ecosystem over a 10,000-year period, and estimated the possible
risks that could result from these releases if they occurred in an
environment similar to today's. These analyses are described in
the "Population Risks" report mentioned earlier.
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In selecting the release limits for the standards, EPA had to
project the performance of disposal systems which, of course, have
not yet been demonstrated. There are, significant uncertainties
inherent in such projections. To avoid underestimating these
risks EPA often made pessimistic assumptions about how well a
repository would work. For example, it was assumed that human
intrusion into a repository would take place as if no site markers
or records discouraged it beginning 100 years after disposal. EPA
estimates, are in fact, the upper bounds of the risks. When DOE
selects and demonstrates actual control methods at a real
repository site, EPA expects that releases will be well below the
amounts allowed by the proposed standards.

To select the specific release limits for the various
radionuclides -in a disposal system, EPA first estimated the number
of fatal cancers that might be caused by releases from a variety
of potential repository systems. The assessments showed that many
designs and sites could keep the risk level below 1000 extra
cancer deaths over the first 10,000 years after disposal. This
would be comparable to the number of health effects likely to
occur from the uranium ore still in the ground — in other words,
not a significant risk to public health. This means no more than
one additional cancer death per decade.

There is another reason why Subpart B differs so much for
Subpart A: The standards in Subpart B must accomodate large
uncertainties — uncertainties in our current knowledge about
disposal techniques, and inherent uncertainties about the
future. The future is, by definition, unknown. So, protecting
the environment involves encouraging use of disposal systems that
are tolerant of potential mistakes in engineering design or site
selection.

We faced these issues by developing assurance requirements
which try to address and compensate for the uncertainties that
necessarily accompany plans to isolate these dangerous wastes from
the environment for so very long a time. No matter how promising
analytical projections of a given disposal system's performance
appear, we insist that high-level and transuranic wastes should be
disposed of in a cautious manner that reduces the likelihood
manner that reduces the likelihood of unanticipated releases.

In short EPA's seven assurance requirements are:

(1) Wastes shall be disposed of promptly;

(2) Releases shall be as small as reasonably achievable;

(3) Disposal systems shall be designed with several different
types of barriers;
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(4) Disposal systems shall not depend on active institutional
controls beyond a reasonable time;

(5) Disposal systems shall be marked and their locations
recorded in all appropriate government records;

(6) Sites shall not be located where scarce or easily
accessible resources are located; and,

(7) Wastes shall be recovered for a reasonable time after
disposal.

The containment and assurance requirements are complemen-
tary: the containment requirements set limits on potential
releases of radioactive materials; the assurance requirements
provide the framework necessary to develop the kind of confidence
we need to meet the containment requirements, even in the fact of
uncertainties inherent in a process of such enormous duration.

EPA does not have enforcement authority in this radiation
area. The standards for waste management operations — Subpart A
-- will, therefore, be implemented by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission for commercial nuclear power activities, and by the
Department of Energy for national defense facilities.

The standards for disposal -- Subpart B -- will be imple-
mented by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for all high-level
wastes, whether the wastes come from commercial or military activ-
ities. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will do this by
developing its own regulations and deciding whether and when to
issue the necessary licenses. Under current law, disposal of
transuranic wastes from military activities is not regulated by
NRC; therefore, the Department of Energy will carry out our
requirements for disposal of this category of wastes.

There have been two comment periods for this rulemaking. In
total, EPA received almost 200 letters. After publication of the
proposed rule, the EPA Science Advisory Board conducted its own
review of the technical basis of the standards. When this review
was finished, EPA opened a special comment period for taking
comments on the findings of the Board.

The public commenters concentrated on five areas:

(1) The assurance requirements;

(2) The need for long-term monitoring;

(3) The need for better protection of groundwater and the
individuals using it;
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(4) The definition of high-level waste; and

(5) The geographical boundaries where out standards take
effect, the so-called "accessible environment" issue.

While the majority of those that responded believed the
assurance requirements should be an essential part of the
standards, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and some industrial
groups objected that such requirements are not a proper part of
EPA's authority to issue "generally applicable environmental
standards." EPA believes that because of the uncertainty and the
unprecedented long period of time involved, that the use of the
assurance requirements is a legitimate exercise of EPA's
authority.

There will probably be some changes in the final version of
the assurance requirements. For instance, EPA is planning to
restrict the use of ALARA to the phase of the site selection
process where the Department of Energy narrows the number of sites
considered from three to one. A concern is that the Department
select a site based on valid technical considerations. EPA
believes that the application of ALARA at this point is sufficient
to answer our concern.

Another candidate for change is the requirement to avoid a
site at the same place where scarce or easily accessible resources
are located. Since proposing this, many comments have been
received that suggest a site should not be automatically
eliminated simply because it has potential resources, without
giving fair consideration to unique beneficial features it may
possess. EPA will probably change the requirement to allow such a
site to be used if it can be shown by the advocate that its
positive features clearly outweigh the negative factors.

EPA is planning to add an assurance requirement in response
to the second major issue in the public comments, the need for
long-term monitoring. Based on public comments and the results of
a study done for EPA by Arthur D. Little in 1983, it became clear
that some type of monitoring was technically feasible, relatively
inexpensive, and a prudent step in protecting public health and
the environment. It also became clear that such monitoring could
be accomplished in a way which would not reduce or impair the
integrity of a repository. We intend to state this requirement in
very general terms so that the implementing agencies will be able
to fashion monitoring programs suitable to particular sites.

The third issue raised by the public was a need for improved
Protection of groundwater and the individuals using it. The
Agency believes that the containment requirements in these
standards will ensure that the overall population risks to future
Iterations will be acceptably small. The situation with regard
to potential individual doses, however, is more complicated. Even
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with good engineering controls, some waste, possibly several
hundreds or thousands of years after disposal, may be released
into groundwater in the immediate vicinity of a geological
repository. This possibility is an inherent consequence of EPA's
deliberate intention to isolate a very large amount of
radioactivity in a very small area. The proposed rule does not
contain any numerical restrictions on potential individual doses
after disposal. Rather, it relies on three of the qualitative
assurance requirements to greatly reduce the likelihood of such
exposures. In particular, this refers to the assurance
requirements which call for extensive permanent markers and
records, for avoiding sites with significant resources, and for
the use of multiple barriers.

A number of commenters opposed inclusion of an individual
dose limitation on the grounds that calculations to judge
compliance with such a standard would be highly speculative. In
contrast, other commenters argued that an individual dose standard
in the 5 to 25 millirem per year range should apply to the use of
groundwater in the accessible environment for an indefinite period
into the future. Another group of commenters supported inclusion
of some limitations on individual exposure, but only to the extent
that it would not compromise the primary goal of long-term
isolation and containment of the wastes.

In response to these comments, the final rule will likely
include a provision which closely resembles the existing EPA's
"National Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations" -- 40 CFR
Part 141. EPA is also thinking of restricting a provision like
this to have it apply only to large aquifers or other large water
sources. For drinking water, the final regulation would probably
limit the total body dose to 4 millirem per year from combined
beta- and gamma- emitting radionuclides.

The fourth issue had to do with the definition of high-level
waste. Traditionally, the term "high-level waste" has meant the
highly radioactive liquid wastes remaining from the recovery of
uranium and plutonium in a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant, and
other liquid or solid forms into which such liquid wastes may be
converted. This traditional use of the term has not included
radioactive materials from other sources, no matter how
radioactive they are. Somewhat different definitions of high-
level waste have appeared in certain laws and regulations
affecting specific aspects of radioactive waste management. Some
of these definitions have included unreprocessed spent fuel.

In the original rule, high-level waste was defined in the
traditional sense, including spent fuel if disposed of without
reprocessing. But the proposed definition also included minimum
radioactivity concentrations below which such materials would not
be subject to stringent isolation requirements.
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A practical integrated waste disposal system will include
many waste preparation activities prior to final repository
emplacement. Considering overall safety, ratepayer costs, and
contractual obligations, DOE will likely assign most of the
handling and preparation activities, as well as storage for as
long as may be needed, to a Monitored Retrievable Storage as a
second major element in the integrated disposal system.

Packaging and other preparation activities must be done for
disposal, so proceeding with them prior to having a repository in
place could help provide a firmer planning base for utilities with
no additional risk and little or no added cost to ratepayers in
the event of repository delays.

Transportation is the third major element in the integrated
disposal system. Under the provisions of the Act, the federal
government will manage transportation of spent fuel from the
powerplant gate to the repository. Although transportation will
remain under federal control, we will rely on private carriers.

It is essential that we have strong private sector input. To
facilitate this, DOE issued for comment a preliminary
Transportation Business Plan. The draft document was specifically
intended to be an instrument for interaction to help ensure
comprehensive planning. The Energy Department seeks (1) to
identify industry interests in participating with the Department
to establish and operate the waste transportation system, and (2)
to identify and address state and local concerns in development of
specific strategies and action plans.

Development of transportation systems, packaging and handling
systems and storage systems need not detract from continued
priority attention to successful repository development. So,
bearing in mind that there are many parts to the waste disposal
system, let me discuss the status of our repository siting
activities.

Repository Siting

The parts of the Act under discussion are the provisions
dealing with the selection of three sites for characterization.
Following the selection process, five years or more of detailed
site characterization will be required. The recommendation of a
site for construction will not occur until sometime in the 1990's.

Going back to enactment of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, the
process laid out in the Act consists of several steps. The key
early activities include development of siting guidelines, the
identification of potentially acceptable sites, and the
preparation of environmental assessments leading to selection of
sites suitable for characterization.
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The Act required that general guidelines be developed for the
recommendation of sites for repositories. The guidelines have
been developed through an extensive review process with state,
federal and interested public pv-ties and with concurrence by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coramiss-jn. The siting guidelines
establish performance objectives for a geologic repository system,
define the basic technical requirements that candidate sites must
meet, and specify how DOE will implement its site selection
process. The guidelines were approved by a 5-0 vote of the NRC
Commissioners in late June and will be published in the next
couple of weeks.

When the Act became law in January 1983, DOE had under study
nine sites for consideration for the first repository. In
February 1983, those sites -- including two in Utah in bedded
salt; one in Washington in basalt; one in Nevada in tuff; two in
Texas in bedded salt; two in Mississippi and one in Louisiana in
salt domes -- were formally identified as being potential!,;
acceptable sites for the first repository.

Another major step required by the Act is to prepare
environmental assessments (E.A.) as the basis for nominating at
least five of the potentially acceptable sites for site
characterization. Because of the importance of the environmental
assessments in the site screening process, DOE determined early
that these documents would be issued in draft to ensure close
scrutiny and careful review by affected states and other
interested parties. During the preparation of draft environmental
assessments, preliminary working drafts have been provided to
states and federal agencies for review and to receive input.

At the present time, we are nearing completion of a draft on
the nine sites. We plan to complete and issue the draft EA's by
the end of 1985.

The EA's will be comprehensive documents, containing a data
base for each site on the public health and safety and the
environment, evaluations of the suitability of each site for site
characterisation and subsequent development as a repository under
the siting guidelines, and assessments of the regional and local
impacts of locating a repository at each site. They will also
identify the sites in each geohydrologic setting intended for
nomination, describe the decision process used to select each
nominated site, and contain a comparative evaluation of selected
sites developed in accordance with the framework defined in the
siting guidelines.

Because of the complexity and size of these documents, the
drafts will be made available for a 90-day comment period and
during that comment period -- in the first few weeks of January --
briefings will be held around the country to describe to
interested parties the structure of the documents and how to use
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the documents to facilitate their review. Public hearings are
planned to be held in mid-to-late February 1985 in the vicinity of
the sites to receive oral and written comments. In addition,
written comments will be accepted throughout the 90-day comment
period.

After the comment period ends and comments have been
reviewed, we will consult with the governors and leaders of
affected states before preparing final EA's. This will serve as
the basis for nomination of at least five of the nine sites as
suitable for site characterization.

After nomination, and based on the data contained in the
accompanying EA's, the Secretary will recommend to the President
for his review and approval three of the nominated sites for
characterization. The current schedule for completing this step
is mid-1985.

I want to re-emphasize that the decision that is before us at
this time is not that of selecting a repository, but it is one of
determining sites suitable for characterization. This fact is not
always obvious when one hears the various comments and objections
being cited for including specific sites in the group of three
sites to be characterized.

Following approval of the three sites by the President, site
characterization will begin, and will last at least four or five
years. During this time detailed information will be gathered
pertaining to issues important to the selection of a repository
site.

As you know, a large fraction of these characterization
activities will be directed at obtaining an understanding of the
geologic and hydrologic features of the site. This is important
in assuring the long-term ability of the repository to isolate
waste from man and the environment. The principal component of
these studies will be the construction of an exploratory shaft
test facility several thousand feet underground to permit
scientists and engineers to carry out investigations of the rock
into which the waste would be placed if that site was eventually
selected.

During this phase, the department also will be conducting
detailed studies of a nongeologic nature aimed at better
understanding the other factors such as environmental,
transportation and socioeconomic impacts. This phase will end
with the issuance of a draft environmental impact statement
sometime near the end of this decade which documents the results
of the studies and identifies the site to be proposed as the first
repository.
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The next phase is the selection and approval of one site.
This phase, which will last over a year, will involve the
final ization of the EIS and submittal of trie President's
recommendation of the proposed repository site to Congress.

The selection process ends when the site designation becomes
effective and when the department submits to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission a request for construction authorization.

The next phase is the license review process and it will take
at least three years. During this time the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission will review all aspects of the department's information
about the proposed site. The NRC will issue the construction
authorization which will allow construction of the first
repository to begin sometime near the middle of the next decade.
Four-to-seven years later, near the end of the century, the
construction phase will end with the issuance by the NRC of a
license to begin acceptance and disposal of nuclear waste in the
completed repository.

At this time, I estimate that near the end of this century
radioactive waste would, for the first time, begin to be delivered
to the repository site, transported underground and placed in the
specially designed holes in the floors or walls of the repository
tunnels. In parallel with the extensive efforts on the first
repository, DOE s strategy for siting the second repository is to
carry the second repository siting process through acquisition of
a construction authorization from the NRC on a pace which follows
the first repository by about five years.

As part of DOE's efforts toward siting a second repository,
DOE is currently conducting studies of existing literature on
crystalline rocks in 17 States in the North Central, Northeastern
and Southeastern parts of the United States to determine if their
states contain potentially acceptable sites for further study.

In September of 1984, DOE issued a draft Screening
Methodology Document which charts the process used to narrow the
number of sites under consideration in crystalline rock. In the
current phase, DOE will use data from Regional Characterization
Reports and the region-to-area screening methodology to screen
from the three regions down to 15 to 20 candidate areas for futher
investigation. DOE plans to issue draft Regional Characterization
Reports. No field work has been conducted in these three regions
during this phase.

DOE plans to wait until the early 1990s to request
Congressional approval for construction o' the second
repository. At that time, DOE will use the !jest information
available to match the requirements with the construction
schedules in order to determine the best date for operational
start-up. DOE believes that two repositories, each with a planned
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70,000 metric tone capacity, will accommodate all commercial
wastes anticipated to be generated through 2020.

The current schedule is to identify potentially acceptable
sites for the second repository in 1986, nominate sites suitable
for characterization in late 1990 and recommend three sites for
characterization in early 1991.

This completes my summary of repository activities. In the
total waste disposal system, however, there are a number of other
key accomplishments and plans.

Mission Plan

DOE has prepared a draft Mission Plan describing the
information needs of the program being conducted by us to fulfill
the requirements of the Act. Last May, we submitted the draft to
other federal agencies and interested parties for their
comments. It was also made available for public inspection. Thus
far, more than 2,500 individual comments have been received and
are currently being evaluated.

When finalized, the Mission Plan will present an estimate of
what needs to be done in order to be in a position to begin
accepting waste for disposal in 1998. It will describe program
objectives and strategies as well as key features of the
repository program. We plan to finalize the Mission Plan in early
1985. As we move through various stages of implementation of the
nuclear waste disposal system, the Mission Plan will be updated,
as needed.

Project Decision Schedule

We are working on a Project Decision Schedule which lays out
activities and time schedules for other federal agencies to meet
in support of our lead responsibility under the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act. We currently plan to send a draft of this schedule to
federal agencies by the end of 1984 for their review.

Waste Disposal Contracts

As required by the Act, DOE has signed contracts with all
owners and generators — primarily utilities — of spent fuel or
high-level waste. These contracts are the formal agreement
whereby DOE will dispose of the waste. We plan to modify the
contracts next year to include a waste acceptance schedule to
reinforce our obligation to begin accepting waste beginning in
1998.
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Fee Adequacy

The main source of revenue to conduct the Nuclear Waste
Program is a one mill per kilowatt hour fee charged to utilities
for all electricity generated by civilian nuclear reactors
beginning April 7, 1983.

The Act provides for annual review to determine if the fee is
sufficient to meet full-cost of the program. It is our objective
to maintain the program at the one mill per kilowatt hour revenue
level. We issued an interim report which basically assumed that
we would at this time stay within that fee structure. The full
annual report is scheduled to be issued in early 1985 around the
time we submit our FY 1986 budget.

Conclusion

DOE has made considerable progress in moving ahead toward
development of a waste disposal system. This year will be a very
active time, with major decisions to be made, extensive
interaction to occur and major milestones to be achieved. A year
from now, we plan to have completed the site screening phase and
to have begun site characterization on three sites in the long
process leading to selection of the first repository; to have
submitted a thorough MRS proposal to Congress; to have a developed
a transportation strategy underway with the private sector; and to
have a number of other activities well underway.
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such water is present, the accessible environment will be defined
to be just two kilometers away. This will have the effect of
protecting substantially more groundwater than in the proposed
rule.

The final issue is timing. The rule is currently in the
next-to-last phase of internal Agency review. Once this phase is
complete, there will be formal interagency review and the
administrator will conduct his own review and make the final
decisions called for under the law. As mentioned at the
beginning, EPA expects the adminstrator will be able to promulgate
the final standards early next year.

That, then, is a quick overview of EPA's role, the work thus
far and the expectations for the future. It should be noted that
this whole exercise is one which should be approached with
humility. The time frames discussed here tend to intimidate.
Think of what Europe was like a thousand years ago. Then, think
about the changes which have occurred in the last millenium. Now,
think about the changes which have occured in the last 30 years.

Having absorbed that, please think ahead, not one thousand
years, but 10 millenia, 10,000 years, the time period contemplated
by our rule. I invite you to speculate about the changes which
might occur in the next 20, 80 or 100 years. Then speculate,
about what might happen in 10,000 years -- a period more than
twice the length of recorded human history. Certainly, the EPA
rule gives new dimensions to the idea of a long-term commitment.
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Nuclear Power Plant Decommissioning: State-of-the-Art Review

Daniel H. Williams
Arkansas Power and Light Company
AIF Committee on Decommissioning

Introduction

Nuclear power plant decommissioning is rapidly becoming a
highly visible issue. As recently as two years ago, a study by
John Strasma, professor at the University of Wisconsin, found
"very little material readily available to the ILS. public on the
subject" of nuclear power plant decommissioning. However in the
past two months there have been articles on the subject in
Science '84 and Atlantic. I was recently contacted by a reporter
preparing material on this subject for U.S. News and World
Report. An Associated Press reporter contacted my company with
questions on this subject while I was writing this paper. Perhaps
this increased interest is at least partially a result of
announcements this past summer regarding the fact that Humboldt
Bay would be decommissioned and that Dresden I would not be
returned to service. Whatever the reasons, interest is certainly
on the rise and many find themselves thinking about the subject
for the first time.

This paper will provide a brief orientation to the state-of-
the-art of nuclear power plant decommissioning. This will be
accomplished by discussing three basic areas related to the state-
of-the-art: 1) Experience, 2) Tools and Techniques, and 3)
Planning. These discussions will of necessity be very limited in
their level of detail. Further detail can be obtained from the
works abstracted in the DOE's four volume selected bibliography on
Nuclear Facility Decommissioning and Site Remedial Action which
has some 2,626 entries as of the last update in September, 1983.
This is in itself an indication of the state-of-the-art.

Experience

A discussion of experience in decommissioning nuclear power
plants would be remiss if it did not acknowledge that
decommissioning itself is largely an age old process and a common
one. As long as man *s built structures and facilities they have
become obsolete or uneconomical and have been removed from
service. In many cases they have been demolished to make way for
other structures or facilities. This is important to note because
most of the effort in a nuclear power plant decommissioning
project is based on this experience. Just because it involves a
nuclear power plant does not mean that knowledge must begin from
zero. Of course, certain aspects of dealing with nuclear
facilities require more specialized efforts.
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According to the latest data available' some 68 nuclear
reactors have been decommissioned, and as a result considerable
experience has been gained. If we want to restrict our discussion
to nuclear power plants we can eliminate the 18 critical
facilities and 41 non-power producing reactors from that list of
68. This does not mean that the experience gained in those 59
decommissioning projects was not extremely valuable. As mentioned
earlier3 the history of nuclear decommissioning technology devel-
opment has paralleled that of nuclear energy technology
development. Of course, there has been the lag time expected by
virtue of the relationship between the two technologies. As
nuclear energy technology has proceeded through the research, test
and demonstration phases, the similar developmental effort has
been underway for decommissioning technology. Such development
has progressed through the decommissioning of 9 nuclear power
reactors. These are listed in Table 1 along with their net
electrical capacity and location. Five of these reactors were
mothballed, three were entombed and one was dismantled.

In addition to those nuclear power plants already
decommissioned the 72 MWe Shippingport nuclear power plants at
Shippingport, Pennsylvania, is entering the early stages of a
decommissioning project aimed at dismantlement. This project is
being extensively documented and the U.S. Department of Energy is
making special efforts to produce and make available the data in
useful forms to the industry. This project will bring the
development of nuclear power pJant decommissioning technology to
the brink of commercialization*5 Three other nuclear power plants
have been permanently removed from service because of the cost of
regulatory backfits and are prime candidates for the next nuclear
power plant decommissioning projects. These are the 65 MWe
Humboldt Bay plant, the 265 MWe Unit 1 of the Indian Point plant,
and the 200 MWe Unit 1 of the Dresden plant. The decommissioning
of these three units, especially the latter two, will definitely
usher nuclear power plant decommissioning technology into its
commercial era.

A computerized decommissioning data system has been developed
by UNC Nuclear Industries for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission6
under a multi-year program initiated to assess and evaluate the
methods, radiation exposure and costs associated with
decommissioning of retired nuclear facilities. Under this
program, reports have been issued on the decommissioning of the
Ames Laboratory Research Reactor, Enrico Fermi-1 Reactor, Elk
River Reactor10 and Plum Brook Reactor Facility11 and extensive
data has been compiled on Shippingport and Three Mile Island Unit-
2. The data provided under this program includes details of waste
volumes and activities, man-rems, man-hours, costs, etc. broken
down into detailed work activities involved in the projects.
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Table 1

Decommissioned Nuclear Power Reactors

Reactor

1. Fermi 1 Fast
Breeder Power Reactor

2. GEVBWR BWR
Power Reactor

Net
Electrical
Capacity

60.9

Unavailable

3. Pathfinder Nuclear 58.5
Superheat, Power Reator

4. Hallam Sodium
Cooled

5. Elk River BWR

75

22

Peach Bottom 1
HTGR Power Reactor

CVTR Pressure
Tube, Heavywater

Piqua Organic
Cooled

Bonus BWR
Nuclear Superheat

40

17

11.4

16.5

Location

Monroe Co.
Michigan

Alameda Co.
California

Sioux Falls
South Dakota

Ha 11am
Nebraksa

Elk River
Minnesota

York Co.
Pennsylvania

Parr
South Carolina

Piqua
Ohio

Rincon
Puerto Rico

Mode

Mothballed

Mothballed

Mothballed

Entombed

Dismantled

Mothballed

Mothballed

Entombed

Entombed

(Capacity Data from Reference 4)
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Tools And Techniques

Despite the fact that most of the tools and techniques
applied in nuclear power plant decommissioning are quite
conventional there are tools and techniques that have been
developed or enhanced or that are particulary useful for specific
application in nuclear power plant decommissioning. Some of these
are briefly described below. Further details on these and other
tools and techniques can be found in some of of the works
referenced in this paper.

In order to properly and efficiently accomplish a nuclear
power plant decommissioning project one must first determine
levels and the locations of the radioactivity in the specific
nuclear power plant to be decommissioned. Such knowledge
facilitates an adequate determination of when and when not to
decontaminate specific systems and components, waste volumes,
radiation protection provisions, the need to use remotely
controlled equipment, the sequencing of activities and other
items.

Techniques have been developed for makjng reliable
estimates. These techniques involve 3 basic areas.

1. Estimating activity levels and exposure rates for neutron-
activated products. This area is for application in the
vicinity of the reactor vessel itself where neutron fields are
present during operation. By considering such factors as
construction materials Involved, operating history and
standard activation analysis techniques, an estimate can be
made of radionuclide identities, quantities and locations.
This is necessary before an attempt is made to cut, dismantle,
demolish or otherwise handle the materials in this location.

2. Estimating internal system and external surface
contamination. This requires carrying out a radiation survey
of the external surface and taking representative scraping
samples from inside representative piping and components. The
samples are then analyzed for radionuclide composition and
concentration. Using the data obtained from the survey and
sampling, the surface exposure rates can be rorrelated to the
radiounclide content from the samples and the total deposited
radioactive inventory determined in specific locations. This
information is then compared to decontamination criteria in
order to select the most effective decontamination techniques.

3. Estimating work area dose levels. Host of this can be done by
measurement with survey instruments. In inaccessible arts;,
data from the two areas described above can be used to
calculate dose levels. In all areas the change in dose levels
with time can be calculated using the radionuclide inventory
data from the two areas described above. This dose level
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information can be used to identify shielding requirements,
stay time limits and the need for remote controlled equipment
applications.

Decontamination techniques to remove surface deposited radio-
active materials have been in use ever since man began to work
with radioactivity. Certain techniques have proven to be particu-
larly useful for decommissioning activities. These can generally
ba classify as either chemical or mechanical decontamination
techniques. 3 Chemical decontamination conventionally uses
solvents in contact with the contaminated item to dissolve either
the contamination film covering the base metal, or the base metal
itself. Chemical decontamination for decommissioning is actually
a simpler process than for most other applications because the
contaminated item is usually not slated to be returned to service
thus care taken not to damage the contaminated item itself durirg
the decontamination process is not necessary. This technique has
also been combined with ultrasonic agitation using the solvent as
a liquid couplant to transmit the energy from the ultrasonic
energy waves. Another form of chemical decontamination proven
useful is electropolishing. This technique has been used in the
steel making industry to clean finished products. It uses an
electrical potential difference between the workpiece end a
cathode immersed in an electrolyte to remove thin layers of
contaminated metals.

Decontamination of structural surfaces in decommissioning
projects often involves mechanical techniques and tools. Such
techniques are usally applied to concrete structural surfaces.
The idea is to separate contaminated and/or activated surface
layers from the bulk of the concrete which can be disposed of in a
conventional landfill.

A popular tool in this application is the scarifier which
makes use of pneumatically operated piston heads that strike the
surface of the concrete with tungsten carbide tips to chip off
the concrete leaving a coarse but generally level surface after
removing the surface layer. This tool has most recently been used
with great success at Three Mile Island Uryit-2 during the cleanup
process. Another tool is the spallerib which consists of a
hydraulic cylinder, a push rod, and bit with expanding wedges.
The spaller is inserted into pre-drilled holes and the cylinder is
activated which embeds the wedges of the bit into the wall. When
the push rod pushes against the bottom of the hole the wedges are
forced out causing the concrete to spall. Water cannons have also
been used to spall the concrete using discrete jets of either high
velocity glycerine or high velocity water. Continuous surface
removal has been accomplished using a water jet scarifier with a
continuous, high pressure water jet. Very thin layers of
contaminated concrete have been effectively removed using water
cooled grinding wheels or multiple tungsten-carbide surfacing
discs.
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Sometimes bulk concrete removal rather than separation of
contaminated or activated l|yers is required. Controlled blasting
has been used effectively1" as has conventional paving breakers
(jackhamraers). Wrecking balls, of course, are effective though
not very practical for radioactive concrete. For concrete less
than about 2 feet thickness an air or hydraulic-operated impact
ram with a moil or chisel point mounted on a backhoe arm has been
used. Thicker sections of concrete, especially with heavy
reinforcing bar densities have been cut with flame cutters1' which
use a thermite reaction process whereby a powdered mixture of iron
and aluminum oxidizes in a pure oxygen jet achieving temperatures
of about 16.000F. This causes rapid decomposition of the
concrete. Iron is added to the reaction by. the reinforcing bar
thereby sustaining the flame and assisting the reaction.
Similarly a thermic lance uses an iron pipe packed with a
combination of steel, aluminum, and magnesium wires through which
a flow oxygen gas is maintained. Again, the thermic lance uses a
thermite reaction to cut through the concrete.

Rock splitters are similar to the spallers except that the
splitter applies force perpendicular to the axis of the pre-
drilled hole using a wedge shaped plug between two expandable
guides. This opens a fracture along the hole axis which extends
considerably further into the concrete than the original hole. A
similar result is accomplished using an innovative concrete
demolition chemically expanding compound. This compound is poured
into pre-drilled holes where it hardens and expands. It is a
proprietary compound of limestone, siliceous material, gypsum and
slag. Diamond and carbide saws have also been used to cut walls
and floors up to 3 feet thick. Thinner sections (up to 8 inches)
have been cut using an abrasive water jet.

These techniques are attractive because of the control they
offer over cuttinq depths, contamination dispersion, vibration or
other parameters.

The decommissioning of a nuclear plant involves the removal
of many metal components, some massive. Tools and techniques
particularly useful in this application have also been
developed. These include conventional oxyacetylene cutting and
the thermic lance described above as well as power hacksaws and
guillotine saws. Circular cutting machines which consist of a
self-propelled circular saw that cuts as it moves around the
outside circumference of a pipe on a track have proven useful.
Power nibblers and shears are useful for remote cutting
applications. The nibbler is a punch and die cutting tool that
normally operates at a rapid reciprocation rate, nibbling a small
amount of sheet metal workpiece with each stroke. A shear is a
two-bladed or two-cutter tool that operates on the same principle
as a conventional pair of scissors.
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One technique adopted from the oil industry is explosive
cutting. This uses an explosive formed in a geometeric shape
designed and sized to produce the desired separ&cion of the
workpiece. A very versatile tool for cutting and piercing thick
metal pieces (up to 7 inches) is the plasma arc torch. This tool
uses a process based on the establishment of a direct-current arc
between a tungsten electrode and any conducting metal. The arc is
established in a gas, such as argon, that flows through a
constricting orifice in the torch nozzle to the workpiece. The
constricting effect of the orifice on both the gas and the arc
results in very high current densities and high temperatures in
the stream (10,000 - 24.000K). The plasma arc torch is
particularly suitable for remote applications including both
underwater and in-air applications.

A tool that has drawn a great-deal of attention in
decommissioning circles is the arc saw, patented by the Retech
Company. The arc saw is a toothless circular saw that cuts by
electric arc erosion. An arc is established between the metal
blade and the grounded workpiece. The arc melts the work, but
does not melt the blade because of its rotation. Cutting is
performed by the blade's brushing away of the molten metal. This
tool is useful both underwater and in air and the depth of cut is
limited only by the physical diameter of the saw blade (cut depth
limited to 30 to 40 percent of the blade diameter). A 6 foot
thick blade can cut through a 30 inch thick workpiece which
sometimes is multi-layered including layers of non-conducting
material. Since the blade does not touch the workpiece, binding
is not a problem. Flimsy workpieces can be cut without problems
of shaking and vibration. This tool is also suitable for use in
remote applications.

There are areas in a nuclear power plant where radiation
levels require that equipment be operated without the immediate
presence of its operator. In the past such equipment has been
custom designed for constraints of the specific application.
However, economics dictates that a more universal capability.
Advances in robotics in recent years are beginning to provide
equipment that looks very promising for decommissioning
applications. Two examples provided below are particularly
attractive due to their versatility and mobility.

Westinghouse has developed a computer controlled remotely
operated generic tqpl positioner called the Remotely Operated
Service Arm or R0SA.uO ROSA can be controlled from up to 600 feet
away and can be quickly mounted in a variety of configurations (it
weights only 150 lbs.) including a mobile configuration in which
it can pull itself along tortuous paths, e.g. over walls and up
steps. The arm has 6 degrees of freedom both rotational and
translational and can be fitted with a wide variety of tools for
cleaning, cutting, lifting, etc.
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P.E. Holmgren of Sweden has developed Mini Max which is an
electro-hydraulically powered remote-controlled, self-propelled
machine with a boom that can be fitted with a wide variety of
tools. Capable of larger payloads than ROSA, it can carry out
jack hammer operations, even handle a drill rig for shaft
sinking. Mini Max is small enough to fit through conventional
sized doorways with its boom folded up and mobile enough to stand
on its boom head with its tires in the air. This equipment has
been used to aid in decommissioning a research reactor in Sweden.

Some might expect a discussion of waste disposal at this
point. However, a discussion of the state-of-art of waste
disposal for nuclear power plant operation would be identical to
one for decommissioning. The main difference is the volume that
is generated and the introduction of activated waste from the
reactor vessel and internals and from shielding and structural
material in the vicinity of the reactor vessel. None of the waste
from decommissioning is high level nuclear waste and its
processing, transportation and disposal is conventional. The
estimated volume of solid waste generated by a dismantlement type
of decommissioning of a typical PWR is 13,000^ cubic yards as
compared to an annual volume of about 1,000 cubic yards from an
operating PWR. Considering that such a decommissioning project
will take place over a few years the annual volumes of solid
wastes could be expected to be about twice that generated during
operation. Of course, I am talking about radioactive wastes. The
non-radioactive waste volumes would be much larger but would be
suitable for conventional landfill disposal, much of which could
be used on-site to fill substructure voids.

Planning

The third area involved in the state-of-art of nuclear power
plant decommissioning is planning. It has been pointed out that
there are four basic areas of utility planning for decommissioning
a nuclear power plant. These are:

1. Project Planning

2. Technological Knowledge Base Planning

3. Decision-Making Planning

4. Financial Planning

The project planning area is a conventional one that makes
use of the experienc gained in planning and implementing other
projects both nuclear and non-nuclear. There is nothing
mysterious about a nuclear power plant decommissioning project
that really makes the state-of-art of its project planning any
different than for large industrial project planning in general.
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It still involves an identification of the individual tasks
involved and their resource requirements and limitations and
integrating those tasks into a cohesive project with some
preparation for contingencies. The breakdown of tasks is somewhat
unique to a nuclear power plant decommissioning project as well as
to the specific facility involved. The references provide
considerable guidance for such task breakdowns. A new effort
underway by National Environmental Studies Project (discussed
later) will provide even more guidance in this area.

Technological-knowledge base planning is nothing more than
the development of some technical expertise in the area before it
is time to start dealing with it directly. Without this a utility
will find itself either not planning, planning inadequately or
relying completely on consultants and consultants to
consultants. This is not really a state-of-the-art issue as much
as it is a monitoring of the state-of-the-art itself.

Decision-making planning involves a recognition of the
decisions to be faced regarding decommissioning and making
preparations to be adequately informed for making those decisions
properly when the time comes. These decisions include how to know
when to decommission or whether to extend the life of the plant
instead. They include land use planning including consideration
of future sites use for other power plants which may affect the
extent to which and timing at which a retired plant is
dismantled. They include more detailed decisions regarding
attempts to salvage equipment and whether to use a general
contractor or in-house project management. All of these decisions
require information, much of which is needed considerably in
advance of the decommissioning project itself or even the
decisions themselves, thus the planning aspect of the decision
making.

The financial planning aspect has received considerable
attention oecause of its inherent relationship to electric rates
and somewhat due to mistrust of utility attitudes toward their
civic and environmental responsibilities. This planning area
boils down to two issues, how much it costs and how best to
recover the costs.

The mistrust mentioned earlier has driven the "how best to
recover" issue largely_lo a battle between assurance of funds and
cost of collection. " Overemphasis on assurance can double or
even t r i pjje the revenue to be collected from electricity
customers. On the other hand, a carefully designed revenue
collection method can result in a negative revenue required to be
collected from electricity customers, i.e. the customers can
make money from the decommissioning project by investing the
revenues to pay for it in the utility during the operation of the
plant. Regarding the state-of-the-art here, a survey of more than
30 investor-owned utilities in October 1983 found only one state
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not presently allowing recovery of the costs of decommissioning in
electric rates and that state plans to do so soon. ° These
collection methods vary but all are based on the widely accepted
concept that the cost of decommisioning is part of the cost of
electric service and that the cost of production is paid by the
purchasers of the product.

The other issue of financial planning is how much it costs.
Many estimates have been made and the results have concerned a lot
of people. A review reveals that when differences in base year
dollars, plant size and location, scope of proposed
decommissioning effort, etc. are all taken into account the
estimates are not unreasonably different.31 The expertise
involved in making many of these estimates has been pulled
together recently into a task force to oversee the National
Environmental Studies Project effort mentioned above. This effort
will produce a guideline for producing commercial nuclear power
plant decommissioning cost estimates. Use of this guideline
should make cost estimates more practical and meaningful. Early
comparisons were found to be extrememly difficult and inconclusive
because of the inscrutable nature of many of the estimate reports,
and different nomenclature, and grouping of expenses.3'1 The new
guideline will not include any total decommissioning project cost
estimates. Rather, it will provide a list of activities for a
decommissioning project and break these activities into generic
discrete work units such as labor, material and equipment
estimates. This allows an estimator to use his own labor rates
and prices to derive a unit factor. In addition, bases will be
provided for the labor, material and equipment estimates to allow
the estimator to modify these estimates and to accommodate his own
specific needs before deriving the unit factor.

For unusual costs not routinely dealt with in normal utility
estimating practice, actual dollars will be provided with guidance
to a source or sources that can be used to update that cost. The
number of work units can then be determined for a specific site
from plant data and the cost associated with a specific activity
derived by multiplying the number of units by the unit factor.
Non-activity dependent costs are dealt with by the identification
of collaterial costs, e.g. insurance, and project-related costs
that cannot be distributed to specific work units. A demonstra-
tion of how to estimate the market value of salvage and scrap
items is included.

The impact of waste classification criteria and disposal site
locations will be discussed as will be issues associated with
multiple unit stations. Methods of accommodating future
modifications to the station will be provided and a basis for the
identification, evaluation and application of contingency factors
will be provided. A structure for reporting the results and basis
of the estimate is presented as well. While the effort empahsizes
the importance of site specific estimates it also provides a
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common foundation on which to build them. The effort is nearing
the stage of a complete draft report and should be available for
general public use in the spring of 1985. I should point out
that, in an attempt to provide something palatable and useful to
public service commission staff members, National Environmental
Studies Project has enlisted a staff member of the National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners to serve on the
task overseeing the effort.

Conclusion

Hopefully, the foregoing discussion has provided a lucid
snapshot of the state-of-the-art of nuclear power plant
decommissioning. The picture I see suggests that the term "art"
may be misapplied since the area of nuclear power plant
decommissioning is now more of a mature commerical industrial
endeavor than a research and development endeavor. It also
suggests that the nuclear industry has shown considerable
foresight in this area by preparing for it before it became a
crisis situation. Some af this has already influenced operators
of coal power plants^3 especially where scrubber sludge,
significant quantities of PCB's, asbestos and other hazardous
materials may be involved.
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Safety Standards And Safety Record Of Nuclear Power Plants

A. Bert Davis
Deputy Regional Administrator, Region III
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

This paper will focus on the use of standards and the
measurement and enforcement of these standards to achieve safe
operation of nuclear power plants. Since a discussion of the
safety standards that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) uses
to regulate the nuclear power industry can be a rather tedious
subject, this discussion will provide ycu with not only a
description of what safety standards are, but some examples of
their application, and various indicators that provide an overall
perspective on safety.

These remarks are confined to the safety standards adopted by
the NRC There are other agencies such as the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, and the state regulatory agencies which impact on
a nuclear power plant. The NRC has regulatory authority for the
commercial use of the nuclear materials and facilities which are
defined in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 to assure that the public
health and safety and national security are protected.

The history of federal intervention in the nuclear industry
dates back to the 1940s when the military controlled the
development of nuclear fission to produce weapons grade fuel. The
Atomic Energy Act of 1946 gave the government a virtual monopoly
on the use of nuclear materials. In 1954, Congress amended the
Atomic Energy Act, directing the Atomic Energy Comission (AEC) to
promote and regulate the emerging nuclear industry and issue
•licenses to private companies to build and operate commercial
nuclear power stations. Congress also directed the Commission to
adopt whatever rules were deerced necessary to protect the public
health and safety. The first set of regulations was developed in
1955 and 1956. These early regulations were designed to allow the
commercial sector considerable discretion in choosing designs and
satisfying the objective of assuring that public health and safety
was not endangered. It was assumed that the technology would be
easily handled by the industry and only minimal and periodic
regulation would be necessary. As the nuclear power industry
grew, it became clear that the task of assuring safety was more
complex than originally anticipated. As a result, regulatory
activity expanded in the 1960s and 1970s as did knowledge of the
probability and consequences of reactor accidents. Both public
participation and regulatory guidelines increased with the rapid
evolution of the nuclear industry.
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The NRC continually attempts to refine its regulations and
standards by examining its safety goals and reviewing existing and
proposed new requirements to assure they are needed to protect
health and safety.

In very simple terms, the goal of the NRC's safety
regulations is to make sure that both existing nuclear power
plants and those coming on line operate safely. As a result of
recommendations of the President's Commission on the Accident at
Three Mile Island, the NRC has been in the process of developing
saf2ty goals. In 1982, the Commission published a draft policy
statement that included qualitative safety goals supported by
provisional numerical guidelines. An explicit statement of NRC
safety policy is veiwed as a means to provide the Commission's
views on the acceptable level of risks to public health and safety
and on the safety-cost tradeoffs in regulatory decision making.

Six goals (thus far) have been proposed:

1. Individual members of the public should be provided a
level of protection from the consequences of nuclear
power plant accidents such that no individual bears a
significant additional risk to life and health.

2. Societal risks to life and health from nuclear power
plant accidents should be as low as reasonably
achievable and should be comparable to or less than the
risks of generating electricity by viable competing
technologies.

3. The risk to an individual or to the population in the
vicinity of a nuclear power plant site of prompt
fatalities that might result from reactor accidents
should not exceed one-tenth of one percent (0.1%) of the
sum of prompt fatality risks resulting from other
accidents to which members of the U.S. population are
generally exposed.

4. The risk to an individual or to the population in the
area near a nuclear power plant site of cancer
fatalities that might result from reactor accidents
should not exceed one-tenth of one percent (0.1%) of the
sum of cancer fatality risks resulting from all other
causes.

5. The benefit of an incremental reduction of risk below
the numerical guidelines for societal mortality risks
should be compared with the associated costs on the
basis of $1,000 per man-rem of radiation dose averted.
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6. The likelihood of a nuclear reactor accident that
results in a large-scale core melt should normally be
less than one in 10,000 per year of reactor operations.

These goals are being evaluated and are not to be used as a
basis for regulatory decisions during a two year evalution period
which began in 1983. However, the ultimate goals developed will
likely impact on existing and future safety standards.

Safety Standards

The NRC uses a variety of sources to define the standards by
which nuclear power plants can be constructed and operated. The
basic safety standards and regulations that set policy for nuclear
power plants are mostly incorporated in the Code of Federal
Regulations, in Title 10, Part 50. For example, Appendix A to
Part 50 defines the general design criteria for nuclear power
plants; Appendix 8 sets the quality assurance criteria; Appendix E
sets the requirements for plans to cope with emergencies; Appendix
G sets fracture toughness for the reactor coolant pressure
boundary; Appendix J establishes the requirements for primary
reactor containment leakage testing; and Appendix R covers
programs for fire protection. Other parts of Title 10 cover such
important topics as standards for protection against radiation,
siting criteria, and policy and procedures for environmental
protection.

SOURCES OF NRC SAFETY STANDARDS

o NRC Regulations - Code of Federal Regulations Title 10
o NRC Regulatory Guides
o Professional Codes and Standards
o NRC Standard Review Plans
o Technical Specifications
o IE Bulletins, Information Notes
o NUREGS

NRC Regulatory Guides describe methods acceptable to the
Commission for implementing specific parts of the regulations and
may describe techniques used by the NRC staff to evaluate specific
problems or postulated accidents. Although the regulations are
legal requirements, Regulatory Guides are not. Therefore,
licensees are free to propose methods other than those described
in Regulatory Guides.

The NRC relies heavily on national standards. By using
standards developed by national standards setting organizations
and endorsed by NRC we can uniformly and generically, resolve
nuclear safety, safeguards, and environmental issues. Some
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examples of these national standards setting organizations are:
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE); American
Welding Society (AWS); American Institute of Steel Construction
(AISC); American Nuclear Society (ANS); American National
Standards Institute (ANSI); American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME); and the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA).

As part of the licensing process, a standard review plan is
used to guide the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation staff
in performing safety reviews of applications to construct or
operate nuclear power plants. The safety review is primarily
based on the information provided by an applicant in a safety
analysis report. A preliminary safety analysis report is required
for each construction permit application and a final safety
analysis report is required for each permit to operate a nuclear
power facility. The standard review plan is written so as to
cover a variety of site conditions and plant designs. Each
section is written to provide the complete procedure and all
acceptance criteria for all of the areas of review.

Technical specifications are contained in each operating
license of a nuclear reactor. These specifications set forth the
detailed safety and environmental protection requirements the
facility must meet. The technical specifications cover such
important topics as safety limits, instrument settings to assure
the safety limits are not violated, limiting conditions for opera-
tion, surveillance requirements, effluents, and administrative
controls.

The NRC Officer of Inspection and Enforcement issues
bulletins and information notices to licensees, including
construction permit holders, to inform them of significant events
that may have generic implications. Each of these issuances is
based on events reported, where a preliminary evaluation indicates
that the event may affect other licensees.

Information notices provide information but do not require
specific actions by licensees. They are rapid transmittals of
information which may not yet have been completely analyzed by the
NRC. Licensees receiving an information notice are expected to
review the information for applicability to their current and
future licensed operations. It the information does apply,
licensees are expected to take whatever action necessary to avoid
the problem.

NRC Bulletins provide information about one or more similar
events of significance and request licensees to take specific
actions. The licensee reports back on actions taken or to be
taken and provides information the NRC may need to assess the need
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for further action. NRC bulletins generally require one-time
action and are not intended as substitutes for formally issued
regulations or license conditions.

Figure 1 gives an example of a nuclear power safety issue and
indicates where requirements, guidance, and information are
addressed in codes, standards, and other documents. This figure
shows the many sources and documents of which nuclear designers
and operators should be aware to perform their functions properly.

The Application Of Safety Standards

NRC's application of these codes and standards is carried out
through the agency's major functions of licensing, inspection and
enforcement. To begin with, a utility must obtain a construction
permit from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission before it can start
to build a nuclear power plant. The application for a permit
contains many volumes of information on safety and environmental
matters. The technical staff then undertakes a review of the
material submitted. An independent body of leading technical
experts—known as the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards--
also carries out, as required by law, a safety review for each
application and informs the Commission of the results.

When these reviews are completed, public hearings on the
application are conducted near the proposed plant site by a three-
member Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. Interested parties may
participate in these hearings to challenge the proposed facility
on safety or environmental grounds.

If a permit is granted, the construction process is monitored
through our regional inspection force. NRC resident inspectors
now are located at all operating plants and at all of the active
construction sites. They are supported by region based inspectors
who are normally specialists in specific technical disciplines.

A few years before construction of a plant is scheduled to be
completed, the utility files an application for an operating
license. As with the application for a construction permit, our
staff and the expert advisory body review the data. A public
hearing is not mandatory as it is at the construction permit stage
but will be held upon request of any interested party.

Finally, during the late stages of construction our
inspection and investigation activities are especially intense in
an effort to identify situations that might cause safety problems
later on. If and when a license to operate is issued, it includes
the technical specifications described above, which set forth in
detail the particular safety and environmental protection measures
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FIGURE 1

EMERGENCY PLAN REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
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required of the licensee. Each nuclear plant must be operated
under exacting procedures and regulations by trained, utility
operators licensed by the NRC.

A nuclear facility remains under NRC evaluation and
surveillance and is inspected throughout its operating life.
Should it be determined that a nuclear plant is not in compliance
with our regulations, enforcement action is taken. Enforcement
action can take the form of notices of violations, civil
penalties, or orders to modify, suspend, or revoke licenses.

At this point actual examples of difficulties a utility
encountered in not meeting safety standards is in order. It will
give you an understanding of how the NRC applies these standards
and the importance of meticulously performing tasks in a manner to
assure the standards are met.

The first example relates to a facility which is under
construction. As most of you know, on January 13, 1984, the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board withheld authorization for an
operating license for Commonwealth Edison's Byron Station because
of failures in the applicant's quality assurance program. As
background, a special Region III team inspection conduced in
early 1982 revealed deficiencies related to the certification of
quality control inspectors at the Bryon site. An objective of
this inspection was to determine if the training, qualifications
and certification of QA/QC personnel working for contracting
organizations to the licenseee were in compliance with Contractor
Quality Assurance Manuals.

This objective was accomplished by randomly selecting thirty
QC inspectors, at least one from each contractor working at
Byron. The records for their training, qualifications and
certification were examined, and many deficiencies were
identified. Deficiencies were also identifed with some contractor
QC supervisor records, and one contractor QA manual did not
require training and certification to ANSI N45.2.6-1978. In
short, the records established that many inspectors were not
qualified.

In response to the identified problems Commonwealth Edison
took action to upgrade the contractors QA/QC programs and to
assure that inspectors working at Byron after September 1982, were
properly certified. Since records were not sufficient to
determine whether inspectors working prior to September 1982 were
qualified, Commonwealth proposed to conduct a reinspection program
to determine if inspectors with questionable certifications had
overlooked significant safety deficiencies during their
inspections.
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This program involved over 247,000 manhours. After a
thorough NRC review and continuing inspections of the program,
Region III concluded that:

1. The contractor QC inspectors who may not have been
properly certified prior to September 1982 did not
overlook significant safety related hardware
deficiencies.

2. The safety related work done by Byron contractors is of
acceptable quality.

The second example involves the failure to properly conduct a
test that is designed to demonstrate the leak tightness of the
reactor containment building. The reactor containment completely
encloses the entire reactor and reactor primary coolant system and
assures that essentially no leakage of radioactive materials to
the environment occurs under normal and accident conditions.

To ensure that the containment structure is within
permissible leak rates, periodic integrated leak rate tests are
performed. The standards and requirements for these tests are
found in the licensee's technical specifications, NRC regulations
(10 CFR 50 Appendix J) and American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) Codes and standards. As a result of a petition filed by
Citizens Against Nuclear Power (a Chicago-based organization),
Region III personnel performed an inspection which determined that
a containment integrated leak rate test conducted at the Zion
Nuclear Power plant failed to demonstrate the leak tightness of
the Unit 1 containment. The test performed was not done strictly
in conference with 10 CFR 50 Appendix J and the appropriate ANSI
Standard. Briefly, the test duration was not long enough and a
superimposed leak rate to confirm instrument accurancy was not
done properly. As a result, the licensee was required to shut
down the unit until it could be determined whether the leak rate
was acceptable. A rerun of the test showed that the containment
leak rate met requirements. This case shows how failure to meet
standards resulted in the necessity to shut down a reactor and re-
run a test in order to determine if appropriate safety
requirements were met.

These cases exemplify the importance of meeting appropriate
standards and maintaining adequate documentation so that thi
adequacy of the activities can be demonstrated. Neither example
identified significant "hardware" problems. The retest at Zion
showed the containment leak rate was acceptable. The reinspectior,
program at Byron showed significant safety related hardware
deficiencies were not overlooked by inspectors. Unfortunately,
facility delay anJ costly shutdown resulted while significant
effort was expended to show that adequate safety existed.
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Safety Record

With this substantial set of safety standards and regulations
in place, what is the record of the nuclear power industry? One
may conclude that the nucelar power industry's track record is
excellent, if you judge it based on the fact that in over 20 years
of commercial nuclear power activity there has not been a nuclear
accident which has killed or injured a member of the public or the
workers at a nuclear power plant. While this is true, it may be
an overly simplistic way of judging safety.

Let me discuss some measures or indicators used to monitor
the performance of nuclear power plants and their operators.

Event Reports

Operating nuclear power plants must report unplanned
operational events which have safety implications. Some events
must be reported within one hour via dedicated telephone lines
directly to the NRC and raany are also reported to us in writing
within 30 days. The written reports are called licensee event
reports (LERs). The NRC staff reviews each event report to
determine ^uch things as the adequacy of short-term corrective
actions, the need for possible action at other plants, and
significant safety concern warranting further study.

NRC routinely disseminates information on operational events
to power plant licensees and the public. We also keep statistics
on LERs that indicate the number of LERs reported and their
relative significance. Figure 2 shows a method used by NRC Region
III to monitor LERs. We assign a point value to LERs which result
from causes that should have been preventable. The point value
assigned is proportional to the safety significance of the
event. We find this LER monitoring to be one indicator which is
of value in our continuing evaluation of licensee performance.

Itetr; Of Noncompliance

As a result of the NRC inspection program, any items of non-
compliance with NRC regulations are identified and documented in
inspection reports. All items of non-compliance are required to
be addressed and corrected by the licensee. Regulatory
requirement shave varying degrees of safety, safeguards, or
environmental significance. Therefore, the relative importance of
each violation must be identified as the first step in the
enforcement process. Consequently, violations are categorized in
the terms of five levels of severity to show their relative
importance. As we do with LERs, discussed above, we also assign
point values for items of non-compliance. This provides another
indicator in our continuing evaluation of licensee performance.
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FIGURE 2

REGION III LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS
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Figures 3 and 4 show the point values of non-complainces
issued for a one year period to Region III facilities.

Number Of Reactor Trips (SCRAMS)

A reactor trip involves the sudden shutdown of a nuclear
reactor by rapid insertion of the control rods. Emergencies or
deviations from normal reactor operation cause the reactor
operator or the automatic control equipment to trip the reactor.
Operator errors or equipment problems may also cause £. reactor
trip. Figure 5 presents data on the number of reactors trips by
facility in NRC Region III in 1983 and 1984. The NRC is
interested in the frequency of reactor trips and comparing with
that of the Japanese, whose reactors trip far less frequently than
American reactors. As a point of comparison, in 1982 Japanese
reactors average 0.3 trips per plant. NRC believes that the
number of reactors trips is another indicator of plant and
licensee performance.

Operational Availability

It is very difficult to make a correction between the amount
of time a plant is operating and safety. It can be argued that
plants that are in operation a greater percentage of the time may
be safer, because they have less problems that force them to shut
down operations and steady state operation is safer than changing
states. On the other hand, there are those would argue that
licensees that are diligent in diagnosing problems and willing to
take the plant off line to correct them are safer than those who
strive to constantly keep the plant on line. In fact, the NRC is
presently aware of some state incentive plans that offer financial
incentivies for utilities to maintain operations. The concern
becomes when do financial incentives to operate a plant become
disincentives for public health and safety?

Operational availability is another indicator of plant and
licensee performance. However, it must be used cautiously and in
conjunction with other indicators in measuring performance.

Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP)

The NRC has established a program for the Systematic
Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP). The SALP is an
integrated NRC staff effort to collect available observations and
data on a periodic basis and evaluating licensee performance based
upon those observations. SALP is supplemental to normal
regulatory processes used to insure compliance to the rules and
regulations. SALP is intended to provide a rational basis for
allocating future NRC resources and to provide meaningful guidance
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FIGURE 3
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to the licensee's management to promote quality and safety of
plant construction and operation. Figures 6 and 7 show the SALP
ratings for the operating and construction facilities in NRC
Region III for the second, third, and fourth rating periods.

The licensee performance is assessed in selected functional
areas. The areas evaluated depend on whether the facility is in a
construction, pre-operational or operating phase. Each functional
area represents areas significant to nuclear safety and the
environment. One or more of the following evaulstion cirteria are
used to assess each functional area.

1. Management involvement in assuring quality

2. Approach to resolution of technical issues from safety
standpoint

3. Responsiveness to NRC initiatives

4. Enforcement history

5. Reporting and analysis of reportable events

6. Staffing (including management)

7. Training effectiveness and qualification

Each functional area evaluated is classified into one of
three performance categories. The definition of these performance
categories is:

Category 1. Reduced NRC attention may be appropriate. Licensee
management attention and involvement are aggressive and oriented
toward nuclear safety; licensee resources are ample and
effectively used such a high level of performance with respect to
operational safety or construction is being achieved.

Category 2. NRC attention should be maintained at normal
levels. Licensee management attention and involvement are evident
and are concerned with nuclear safety; licensee resources are
adequate and are reasonably effective such that satisfactory
performance with respect to operational safety or construction is
being achieved.

Category 3. Both NRC and licensee attention should be
increased. Licensee management attention or involvement is
acceptable and considers nuclear safety, but weaknesses are
evident; licensee resources appear to be strained or not
effectively used such that minimally satifactory performance with
respect to operational safety or construction is being achieved.
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FIGURE 6

SALP SUHHARy RATINGS - SALP CYCLES 2 THRU 6
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The objective of the NRC is to keep a finger ^n the pulse of
licensee activities and plant problems so that appropriate action
can be taken to avert significance safety problems.

This paper offers an idea of where the standards can be
found, the importance of meticulously meeting them, and our
methods of monitoring licensee's performance to assure standards
are met and safety is achieved.
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Considerations for the Transportation of Spent Fuel

Robert H. Jefferson
Transportation Technology
Sandia National Laboratories

In our society today the transportation of radioactive
materials, and most particularly spent reactor fuel, is surrounded
by considerable emotion and a wealth of information, good and
bad. The transportation of these materials is viewed as unique
and distinct from the transportation of other hazardous materials
and as a particularly vulnerable component of the nuclear power
activities of this nation. Added to this is the concept, widely
held, that almost everyone is an expert on the transportation of
radioactive materials. One significant contribution to this level
of emotion is the notion that all roads (rail and highway), on
which these goods will be transported, somehow traverse everyone's
backyard. The issue of the transportation of spent fuel has thus
become a political battleground. Perhaps this should not be
surprising since it has all of the right characteristics for such
politicization in that it is pervasive, emotional, and visible.
In order that those involved in the discussion of this activity
might be able to reach some rational conclusions, this paper
offers some background information which might be useful to a
broad range of individuals in developing their own perspectives.
The intent is to address the safety of transporting spent fuel
from a technical standpoint without the emotional content which is
frequently a part of this argument.

In order to address the subject of safety there are three
classic approaches available. Obviously one of these is to look
at the past history of transporting any particular commodity and
evaluate safety on the basis of experience. Another approach
widely used to evaluate safety is to analytically approach the
subject by combining the various elements of risk involved and
assessing these in light of the consequences attached to each of
those risk levels. A third perspective on safety can be achieved
by reviewing available research in the field to determine if this
research might reveal information that would either augment or
alter the experience or analysis. Unfortunately, using these
approaches individually, or the three approaches combined, will
rarely satisfy all of those individuals expressing concern about
the transportation of spent fuel. In order to address those
lingering concerns not explicity addressed by these three classic
approaches this paper will also look at a class of considerations
generically called, "What If's."
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A Perspective of Past Experience

A prevalent concept concerning the transportation of spent
fuel is that somehow this activity is going to produce a
significant increase in the number of hazardous material shipments
involved in this country. It is important, therefore, to look at
the enormous scope of the transportation activity in the United
States. It has been estimated1 (references are at the end of the
paper) that approximately one person in five is employed in some
manner or activity involving the transportation of people, goods,
and materials. Another reference point might be the fact that
there are approximately 500 billion {1/2 trillion) packages of all
commodities transported in the United States every year. Of these
half a trillion packages, approximately 100 million of them
contain hazardous materials of one sort or another. This would
include such things as flammables, combustibles, explosives,
toxins, and radioactive materials. The radioactive component is
made of of approximately two million packages per year, thus the
radioactive material transportation activity constitutes only
about 2% of the totaj hazardous materials transportation activity
within this country.2

Further, it is interesting to break down these radioactive
material packages by categories. Two-thirds of the two million
packages (about 1.3 million) involve the shipment of radioisotopes
used in the medical industry. These include such things as
radiopharmaceuticals, radiodiagnostic sources, and teletherapy
sources ranging from the microcurie quantities at one extreme to
thousands of curies at the other. Industrial applications of
radioisotopes account for approximately one-eight of all the
packages (250,000) moved every year in this country. These
include such things as field radiography sources, so useful to the
construction of high-rise buildings and bridges, well logging
sources, widely used in the oil and gas industry, and a broad
application of what are called DXT gauges or density times
thickness gauges. All of the strip steel, sheet plastic,
cigarettes, and most of the paper produced in this country depend
on DXT gauging. About one-sixth of the total number of packages
of radioactive materials moved every year (320,000) fall into a
miscellaneous category which includes a variety of applications
ranging from consumer goods like smoke detectors and watch dials,
to items like luminous exit signs, and similar low-level
radioactive materials. The remaining application is nuclear power
which accounts for one-twenty-fifth (approx. 80,000/yr) of all the
packages of radioactive materials moved in the United States at
the present time.

These movements include the shipment of low-level radioactive
wastes produced in the nuclear industry, radioactive sources used
in a variety of applications and, of course, the spent reactor
fuel. While the distribution of packages indicates that nuclear
power contributes a rather insignificant part of the total
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activity, (i.e., the number of packages being moved), it is widely
believed that the total number of curies shipped by these various
activities is almost totally dominated by the nuclear power
activity. Recent studies indicate that thi<= is also not the
case. If these same four categories are analyzed from the
standpoint of the tota'i number of curies shipped then the medical
profession accounts for one-eight (12.2%) of all the activity,
industrial applications account for six-sevenths (85.4?) of the
curies, the miscellaneous category covers one-one-hundredth of the
radioactivity (1%), leaving nuclear power (including spent fuel
movements) to account for only one-seventieth (1.4%) of the curies
shipped every year.

Since 1964, when the United States began shipping spent fuel,
there have been an average of 291 shipments per year. The highest
number of shipments of spent fuel projected by any analytical base
published to date would indicate that this would reach a maximum
of about 9,000 shipments per year when a repository is fully
operational, with the equilibrium most likely being approximately
cne-half of that magnitude or approximately 4500 annual
shipments. This projection taken in concert with projections
based on the increased use of radioactive materials in industry
and medicine would indicate that nuclear power's share of the
total number of curies shipped will continue to be relatively
small. Further, it is important to realize that spent fuel is
being transported at the present time, and has been transported
for the past twenty years. Somewhere around five thousand spent
fuel elements have been moved during that period of time.

This experience base can be expanded further when you include
other radioactive materials which have been moving in our society
since 1944. It is this base of experience which allows us to
evaluate, at least in one respect, the relative safety of
transporting radioactive materials and spent fuel in particular.
Further, the Department of Transporation initiated a program
called the "Hazardous Material Incident Reporting System," at the
beginning of 1971. Data from that compilation, augmented by
inputs from other sources provide an accurate evaluation of the
accident history involving radioactive material transportation.
In the period 1971 through 1981 there were a total of 108
accidents involving vehicles carrying radioactive materials.
While later data is available, the accident rate has not changed
as compared to that eleven year period. These 108 accidents were
divided into the following categories: twenty-six involved low-
level wastes generated by all segments of the industry; twenty-
four involved industrial radiographic sources being moved to or
from job sites; eighteen involved medical sources and thirty-six
involved raw materials such as uranium ore, or yellow cake. The
remaining four accidents involved spent fuel casks (two of which
were empty at the time of the accidents).
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Another way to look at this spectrum of accidents' was the1

fact that these 108 accidents involved 1,198 packages of radio-
active materials. Of these, 861 were in a category called "Strong
Tight" which is the type of container in which low-level materials
are shipped, such as yellow cake and consumer oroducts like smoke
detectors. Of these 861 packages, 56 were damaged in the accident
to the point where they released some radioactive material. For
example, 28 of the 56 were involved in one single accident in
Colorado when a truck carrying drums of yellow cake (UjOg) hit a
horse and overturned along the side of the highway rupturing the
drums. Even so, a total of 56 releases out of 861 packages
represents a 93-1/2% surviving ability rate for a package type
that is used in general commerce.

For materials of a slightly higher activity, it is required
to use a type A package designed to survive the normal rigors of
transport. The design conditions for type A packages specified in
the regulations are intended to assure that during accident-free
transportation the package does not release any of its contents.
These criteria do not insure that the package will survive
accidents. However, of the 286 type A packages involved in
accidents during the referenced period only five released
radioactive material into the environment, for a survivability of
98 1/4%. Both type A and the "Strong Tight" packagings are used
to transport limited quantitites of materials which if released
would not constitute a significant hazard to the public.

The remaining 50 packages involved in the 108 accidents,
during the date period, involved what are called type B
packages. These are packages used to transport higher-level
radioactive materials including spent fuel, and are designed to
survive accident conditions without release of their contents. Of
the 50 type B containers involved in accidents none released
radioactive material. While these data apply specifically to the
United States it is important to note that the accident experience
involving type B containers is uniform throughout the Western
world.6 7

In the 40 years of transporting high-level radioactive
materials there have been no deaths or injuries incurred as a
result of the radioactive nature of the materials of any kind.
Further there has never been a release from a type B package as a
result of a vehicular accident. It is an interesting comparison
to note that during the same 40 years in the United States there
have been roughly 1,100 deaths directly attributable to the
hazardous nature of gasoline being transported. A large number
of similar problems with chlorine, ammonia, PVC, and other
hazardous materials can also be cited. The perception of the
safety of transferring higli level radioactive materials suffers by
extrapolation from the experience of other hazardous materials
which are not transported in accident resistant packages. Thus,
the safety of transporting spent rue! from a historical
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perspective has proven to be very much greater than the safety of
transporting other hazardous materials.

An Analytical Approach

It h?.i become popular in the United States today to analyze
the risk of any activity based upon statistical information and
projections combined with a review of the consequences that might
develop from activities of various kinds. This same kind of
analysis has been done in the field of transporting radioactive
material and has produced some rather interesting results. These
studies, based on what are generally believed to be conservative
assumptions, would indicate that the accident-free transportation
of all radioactive materials throughout the United States would on
average produce radiation exposures of those persons less than
one-half millirem per person, per year, as contrasted with an
average background radiation from soil, building materials, foods,
and cosmic radiation of approximately 160 millirem per year.10

Even tlie maximum exposed individual under accident-free conditions
would only receive 16 millirem per year.11 When accidents are
introduced into this analysis the average exposure level of the
population at risk goes up by somewhere between 0.005 millirem to
0.0005 millirem. In other words, accidents contribute an
additional risk to the average individual of only about one-one-
thousandth that of the accident-free activity.

It is important to understand that those very same accidents
which are envisioned to threaten tie integrity of the package also
involve mechanical deaths and injuries. In other words, people
are killed and injured in traffic accidents involving radioactive
material shipments in which the nature of the cargo has absolute^
nothing to do with the consequences of the accident. When one
compares the mechanical risk with the radiological risk of
transporting radioactive materials, the mechanical risk is on the
order of one hundred to one thousand times as high as the
radiological risk. It is on this basis that the transportation of
high-level materials, such as spent fuel, is carried out under
federal regulations which attempt to minimize total distance
traveled and thereby to minimize the risk of mechanical deaths and
injuries.li This same approach, not surprisingly, further reduces
the already small radiological risk as well. Thus the analytical
tools used to evaluate risk in this activity and others as well,
indicate that the hazards to which the public is exposed arising
from the transportation of radioactive materials, including spent
fuel, are considerably below those risks commonly accepted in the
transport of people, goods, and services in general. ,*
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Safety Research ' ' '

Since the early 70's there has been a growing research effort
to evaluate the effectiveness of materials used in the design and
construction of packages, to review the adequacy of design tools,
and to evaluate the adequacy of the existing regulations.

Since the adequacy of the regulations frequently comes into
questions there has been a substantial effort to explore that
area. For instance, one frequently voiced complaint about the
regulations is that the design criteria intended to encompass
accident conditions specifies a 30 foot drop onto an unyielding
surface. A very simple calculation quickly reveals that a 30 foot
drop translates into a 30 mph impact. Obviously there are a large
number of potential accidents occurring at speeds above 30 mph;
even with the 55 mph speed limit everyone has the occasional
experience of being passed by a truck going 60 or 70 mph (even
occasionally 80 mph). The key to this design criterion is the
unyielding target. The regulations define an unyielding target as
a concrete body which weighs a minimum of ten times the weight of
the package being dropped on it and is surfaced with a minimum of
two inches of steel emplaced when the concrete is still wet and
vibrated to eliminate air pockets between the two. Those tests
conducted in the United States on unyielding targets are most
frequently performed at a facility at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratories in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The target at this location
consists of 1,200,000 pounds of concrete poured into a pit in the
ground and topped with 12" of steel. Even this target is nrt
infinitely rigid, but it is considerably more rigid than those
man-made or naturally occuring targets available along the rail or
highway right-of-ways. Thus, while the regulatory requirements
involve a velocity that is seen as unrealistically low, they also
involve a target that is truly unrealistically rigid. The
question becomes whether or not these two conditions encompass the
environment that one would find in a real accident.

In order to explore this concern a number of research
programs have been conducted. The earliest of these involved
dropping two identical casks on two targets of different
hardness. In the first of these a 16,000 pound research reactor
spent fuel casks were dropped 30 feet oito the unyielding target
described above. While the cask did not fail in any way, there
was visible damage created in the cask in the form of deformation
of the outer shell and some movement of the lead shielding between
the two shells. An identical cask was subsequently dropped from a
height of 2,000 feet onto hard pan desert soil. This cask
impacted the target at a speed of 235 mph penetrating the soil to
about 52 inches. Damage to this second cask consisted entirely of
paint scratches.14

In recent tests performed to evaluate the same relationship
between target hardness and package damage, a series of steel
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bodies were dropped from various heights onto three different
targets. The targets utilized were compacted soil, two feet of
reinforced concrete, and an unyielding target. Data from those
tests indicate that a 30 mph impact into an unyielding target is
equivalent to an impact at about 90 mph into two feet of
reinforced concrete and about 120 mph into one foot of reinforced
concrete (roughly equivalent to a bridge abutment). In order to
achieve such impact velocities on realistic targets, casks would
have to be dropped from altitudes varying from 270 feet (90 mph)
to 480 feet (120 mph) Thus, while the 30 foot drop test appears
to be nonthreatening, the unyielding target boosts the effective
impact velocity to values well above the range of speeds
encountered in surface transportation.

Still the question persists as to whether or not an accident
involving a complex set of environments is actually encompassed by
these tests. In addition there are questions about the capability
of analytical tools to predict the damage produced by such "real
accident" environments. In order to evaluate these analytical
tools, and to gather data on the accident environment, a series of
tests were staged in 1977 and 1978 involving full-scale crashes of
spent fuel casks mounted on railcars and tractor-trailer rigs.
The casks used had been retired from service because they could no
longer meet the quality assurance requirements in effect at that
time. Using these casks, a series of fiva tests were conducted,
including two crashes of a tractor-trailer rig carrying a spent
fuel cask. The vehicle was propelled into a 690 ton concrete
block at speeds of 60 mph in the first case, and 84 mph in the
second case. In these two tests the same cask was used because
in the first accident the cask received only superficial damage.
In the second (84 mph) crash the cask was permanently deformed but
that deformation was well within the limits predicted by
analysis. In the third test another truck-type spent fuel cask
mounted on a tractor-trailer rig was struck by a 120 ton
locomotive going 81 mph. As a result of the crash the cask was
thrown up over the top of the locomotive and tumbled end-over-end
coming to rest between the tracks. The locomotive was demolished,
but the cask suffered only minor damage; again as predicted by the
analysis. The fourth test consisted of a rail-type spent fuel
cask impacting the same 690 ton target at a speed of 81 mph. Here
again the behavior of the cask was as predicted. In all four
cases, it was important to note that the environments produced by
the accident event were consisent with those predicted by the
analyses and calculations employed.

The fifth of the test series involved placing the rail
mounted spent fuel cask and its rail car in a 30 x 60 foot
concrete lined pool of JP4 (jet aviation fuel), and burning the
cask for a period of two hours and three minutes. This burn test
was conducted for a protracted period of time in order to evaluate
the total behavior of the cask and not to simulate some real
accident. In order to provide an event lasting this long it was
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necessary to burn approximately 65,000 gallons of fuel within a
well contained pocl. As a result of this extended burn all of the
lead in the cask was melted and the interal temperature was raised
to a point where the relief valve opened and steam was ejected.
Once again, the behavior of the cask was as predicted by the
thermal analysis conducted in advance of the test.

In none of the five tests outlined above would there have
been any significant release of radioactive material to the
atmosphere as the result of the vent, had the cask been carrying
spent fuel. The conduct of these tests provided information on
the accident environment to support the conclusion that regulatory
requirements are indeed more severe than those encountered in
highway and railway crashes. In addition these tests showed that
analysis is an accurate method of predicting damage, making it
possible to rely on proven design techniques to produce competent
shipping casks.

What If

In spite of the historical experience, the risk analysis
techniques and the safety research, there still lurks in some
poeple's minds the question - What if? What if a cask were to
leak following some extremely severe accident? Or, what if a
terrorist was to attack one of these with explosives - what would
happen then? During 1981 - 1982 a series of tests were conducted
on spen.jL fuel casks to evaluate the consequences of an explosive
attack. ' After employing eight different explosives attack
methodologies, one methodology was chosen as the standard for
further testing. This choice was made on the basis of the
availability of the munitions involved, the likelihood of
expertise to use that munition, and the success probability should
that munition be utilized. A series of tests were then conducted
utilizing an explosive attack on a spent fuel shipping cask.18

Prior to beginning this research it was estimated that
approximately 0.7% of the total contents of a spent fuel cask
might be released as respicable particles as the result of a
successful sabotage attack.19 This research program reached its
culmination in an explosive attack on a full scale shipping cask
conducted inside of a very large chamber. After all the debris
was collected and analyzed it was concluded that instead of 0.7%
of the contents being released in respirable form the value was
only 0.0006%18 While the consequence analysis based on 0.7%
release indicated the possibility of hundreds of early fatalities
and thousands of latent cancers, the same consequences analysis
using the measured release indicates that there would be no early
fatalities and the expectation that about two-tenths of one cancer
would occur in the exposed population over the next 30 ye?rs. If
all of the uncertainties are pushed to their extreme limits it
might be possible to predict approximately 14 cancers in the
affected population over the same time. The population chosen for
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the" analysis consisted of a very densely populated urban area in
which the normal expectation of cancer incidence in that
population would be about 250,000 cancers during the same time
period. Thus, while the successful explosive attack on a spent
fuel cask would create an ugly situation it would not be
impossible to handle, nor would it create a signficant public
health impact.

Emergency Reponse

In spite of this, there is still concern over how
municipalities and states might respond to an accident involving
radioactive materials, and most particularly to a severe accident
involving spent fuel. There is a widespread belief that there are
no emergency .jsponse capabilities in existence. Nothing could be
further from the truth. There is already in existence, as a
result of the daily transport of many other hazardous materials, a
well established emergency response capability thoughout the
nation. This emergency reponse takes palce at three distinct
levels and in three distinct phases. The first responder to an
accident involving hazardous materials is almost always a state
policeman, a local policeman, or a fire department. In each case
these people are trained to conduct first-response type activities
under all sorts of emergency conditions. This first responder is
responsible for those activities necessary to achieve two
objectives. First, the initial responder is to isolate the
situation. That is accomplished byestablishing exclusion areas,
keeping people away at the discretion of the first responder, and
attempting tosave lives in imminent danger (such as pulling the
driver from a burning gasoline truck). A second responsibility of
the initial respohder is to notify the state emergency personnel,
be it the Office of Civil Defense, the Office of Emergency
Government, the State Police or whatever other duly constituted
authority is in effect in each state. * "

This notification brings on the second phase of response.
These second responders have the responsibility for stabilizing
the situation to prevent whatever hazards exist from getting
worse, and to take whatever measures are possible to reduce the
hazards involved. This would include fighting fires, neutralizing
chemicals, preventing winds or water from further distributing the
hazardous material, or other such activities. In tnis second
phase there is available from private industry and the United
States government a substantial amount of aid and assistance. The
Chemical Manufacturers Association operates a hot-line system
called "Chemtrec" which acts as an information resource to provide
local responders with data on the materials invoj.ved in accidents
and to provide advice on response methodologies.'1- In addition to
the Department of Energy, in cooperation with several other
federal agencies, operates a similar response capability for
defense related nuclear accidents called "JNACC" {Joint Nuclear
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Accident Coordinating Center). * These people not only' provide
advice, but within a reasonable time provide physical assistance
as well. The third phase of the accident response is the recovery
phase which is handled by commercial organizations whose task it
is to clean up the accident site and remove all the hazardous
materials.

Conclusion

The purpose of this paper is not to insist that problems of
transporting of spent fuel do not exist. Rather, what this paper
has tried to present is a synposis of the factual information
which individuals can use to establish a rational perspective
toward the safety of this activity. It is the considered view of
the author, that society should spend its limited risk-reduction
resources (which in every case ultimately came from the taxpayer)
where they can produce the greatest payoffs in the health and
well-being of our citizens. Since the transportation of spent
fuel and other radioactive materials has such a good historical
record, is accompanied by a very low risk to the public, and is
currently being conservatively regulated, it appears that this is
not the place to argue for higher levels of risk reduction.
Indeed, in a global view of the all the risks routinely accepted
by the public at large, it appears to be almost imperceptible.
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Transportation Safety And Spent Fuels:
A State's Option

Fred Hi liar
Nuclear and Hazardous Materials
Transportation Project
Environmental Policy Institute

Massive numbers of shipments of high-level nuclear waste
(mostly as highly irradiated, sometimes called "spent", uranium
nuclear fuel) are being scheduled for around the year 2000. They
will cross as many as 31 states from Eastern and Midwestern
nuclear power plants, most likely to a Western mined repository.
The safety and environmental risks of this unprecedented national
nuclear transportation enterprise will be concentrated along major
highway and rail corridors, creating what a recent report from the
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) calls "nuclear waste
funnels". The shipment patterns will almost inevitably involve,
according to NAS, severe and controversial "regional inequities",
in that states which have several nuclear reactors may well be
sending their dangerous wastes through other states which do not.

Citizens and public officials in many of the "corridor"
states and cities are beginning to demand that the federal
government's choice of candidate waste repository sites should be
influenced in part by the transportation risks that the site
choices would impose on surrounding states and cities. (This was
a major theme, for example, of the Colorado High-level Waste
Conference hosted by the Governor of Colorado at Keystone, CO on
October 12, 1984)

It seems clear that the federal government's current ranrje of
favorite candidate sites puts Hanford WA and the Nevada Test Site,
along with Moab, UT, among the most likely choices for a high-
level nuclear waste repository. (Figures 1 & 2) The use of any of
these sites for the first (70,000 metric tons of waste) repository
would obviously have major impacts (about 175,000 truck shipments
worth, with current cask designs) in setting up rail and highway
nuclear waste funnels in the Midwest. The choice of one of the
salt sites in Mississippi or Texas might involve considerably
smaller risks for Midwest corridors if Northeast nuclear wastes
avoid the Midwest routes.

There is also a possibility that for the second repository, a
granite site in Wisconsin, Minnesota or Michigan would be chosen,
with resultant convergence of nuclear waste shipments along rail
and highway funnels into the Midwest. Already the Midwest is the
national focus of unnecessary, discretionary shipments by nuclear
power utilities who are taking advantage of the fact that General
Electric's water pool storage facility at Morris, IL does not
require any demonstration that the utilities have exhausted their
on-site storage options. Morris is on the way to becoming the
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PROJECTED SHIPMENT TO A WESTERN STORAGE SITE IN 2004

Depicted is a ORNL map of a southern Nevada wast3 storagj disposal site which
creates a nuclear waste funnsl with massive corridnrs from the Eastern and Mid"
western reactors.

Figure 1



PROJECTED SHIPMENT TO A WESTERN STORAGE SITE I.M 2004

ROUTES TO A HANFORD. WASHINGTON WASTE SITE

ROUTES TO A MOAB, UTAH SITE

Figure 2
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only operating private Away-From-Reactor storage placfe in *th*e
U.S., as utilities in Nebraska and Minnesota are each planning to
dump ten years' worth of irradiated fuel for storage in
Illinois. Each series of shipments will require 30 round-trip
nuclear trains using the GE IF-300 rail cask whose design is
admittedly flawed.The choice of the Washington and NevaCa sites
as major candidates for a high-level nuclear waste repository was
clearly made by DOE at least as much for political convenience as
for technical geological suitability: the federal government
already own^c* the land and could do site research work without as
much interfere,::e from pesky state regulators. But the fact that
the Hanford 2nd Nevada sites are virtual "worst cases" for
transportation risks, because of their distance from the vast
majority of nuciea" power reactors (not to mention the weather),
means that there is a built-in political incentive for DOE to show
that no matter where you put the repository, transportation risks
will be acceptable.

No one disputes the inherent hazardous potential of nuclear
irradiated fuel shipments. The definitive health effects studies
by the federal government (NUREG-O17O and the Sandia "Urban
Study") say that if only one percent of the contents of a spent
fuel cask were to be released in respirable form in a densely-
populated area, thousands of latent cancsr fatalities could
result. The extent and shape of the resultant "wind plume" of
radioactive gases and particles would depend largely on the
weather.

Nor does anyone doubt that, since the nuclear irradiated fuel
shipments go out in the normal rail and highway transportation
systems, accidents will happen, at more or less the usual rate for
other cargoes. Nor does anyone claim that mo?t local firefighters
and emergency response personnel are prepared to handle a serious
release of radioactive materials shipments.

The main technical issue in dispute is whether the steel and
lead (sometimes water-filled) casks will allow even one percent of
the irradiated fuel to escape. The current federal estimates say
such a release will occur only once in 300 million years; critics
of the current casks point out that none of the 17 have been
physically tested. The most recent NRC study (NUREG/CR-3499)
"Severe Rail and Truck Accidents", recommends a list of severe
rail and highway accidents as a basis for new and more adequate
mechanical and thermal tests for the casks. The railroad industry
has been the most persistent and forceful critics of the casks;
several railroads have been arguing since 1976 that the spent fuel
shipping casks have not been designed adequately to survive actual
crash conditions in rail shipments, and that public concern
following even a minor release could cause a lengthy and expensive
delay with returning a major capital asset (the right-of-way) to
service.
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New1 Laws Needed in Corridor States and Cities

Many of the "corridor" states, termed "access" states by the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), which is responsible for the
waste shipments and disposal, have realized that crucial decisions
on choosing candidate sites and on regulating the safety of the
approximately 350-450,000 truck shipments to be transported over a
40-50 year period (some may go by rail) must be made now. State
and local officials are looking for ways to maximize their inputs
into a realm of decision-making that many are increasingly
unwilling to leave to federal predominance.

There are several ways in which states and localities can
work for a more serious consideration of nuclear waste
transportation risks and for improvements in safety before the
shipments begin. For many states and localities, this job can
best be done within an overall framework of trying to bring some
rationality and improved safety regulation to the wider area of
hazardous materials transportation. Nuclear waste shipments are
regulated federally under the comprehensive Hazardous Materials
Transportation Act of 1974, covering all hazardous materials and
all modes of transport (and not under the Atomic Energy Act).

It seems unlikely that any inputs from states and localities
will be taken seriously by DOE or by Congress unless the state and
local actions have some teeth, that is, unless these actions have
real potential of disrupting the proposed waste program if state
and local concerns are not accomodated by the DOE and by the
nuclear industry:

o New state laws and local ordinances, specifically tough
permit ordinances, on the routing of hazardous materials cargoes
including nuclear can begin to force the shipper5 of the most
dangerous cargoes to take responsibility for choosing the safest
routes. This is not the same as states' designating highway
routes for nuclear or non-nuclear hazardous cargoes.

States and cities can take advantage of the new information
sources (e.g., the Federal Railroad Administration waybill samples
and FRA routing studies on hazardous rail cargoes) and new
federally developed computer databases and computer programs (from
Oak Ridge National Labs and ALK Associates, Inc. in Princeton, NJ)
specifically designed for enabling shippers of the most hazardous
cargoes to choose the safest routes (avoiding heavily populated
areas and rail lines with high accident rates, for example).

If states and localities take no action, under current law
the vast majority of routing decisions for the waste shipments
will be left to the trucking companies and the railroads, who will
no doubt use their normal routes for hazardous cargoes, many of
which go through large metropolitan areas (For the truckers of
non-nuclear hazardous cargoes, transport through densely populated
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areas is a violation of current federal law, 49 CFR 397.'9). Many
state and local officials and citizens consider it unacceptable
for the federal government (DOE) to be spending millions in safety
research to choose the nuclear waste form (e.g., glass), and the
canisters tc put it in, and the type of rock, and the states to
hos+. the repositories, while leaving the choice of route up to
some (unspecified) trucking companies and railroads.

Denver, CO, for example, seems to be right in the "nuclear
alley" for the most probable rail and highway routes leading to
virtually all the potential Western repository sites. Denver area
residents are alarmed by the potentials for accidents on 1-70,
especially in the mountainous Eisenhower Tunnel, and on the high
mountain roads that hazardous cargo trucks by state law must taice
tu avoid the tunnel. Denver's ski industry may not be helped if
skiers frequently find their autos trying to negotiate the same
icy roads as clearly identifiable nuclear waste trucks.

o Emergency response capabilities — training, equipment,
and administration — need to be beefed up in a targeted way so
they can be focused along the routes eventually selected.
Accidents will clearly happen: even such a major railroad as
Burlington Northern has had three fatal crashes in three months in
1984, including two head-on collisions that killed eight
crewmembers.

None of the states have anything close to the $5.6 million
"model state system" for emergency response to a radiological
transport accident as outlined in the definitive 1981 federal
Nuclear Regulatory Commission report (NUREG/CR-2225, the "Rockwell
Report") which describes the state-of-the-art training, equipment,
and administration needed by major corridor states.

o User fees imposed by states and localities on the
shippers (utilities) of nuclear wastes cargoes will probably be
necessary. Such permit fees have been increasingly levied by
states and localities to raise funds in ways that put the burden
on those who cause the need for regulation. For example, EPA says
that at least 12 states have user fees on the transporters of
hazardous wastes. Several states, including SC, IL, and PA, also
have fees on nuclear waste transporters. Permit fees levied on
the shippers of the most hazardous cargoes seem an eminently
reasonable way to finance needed emergency response capabilities.

Cask testing of a new generation of nuclear casks may be
achieved only after sustained pressure on the nuclear industry and
DOE from states and cities. The Governor of Michigan in 1982
imposed a state regulation, still in effect, that requires that
irradiated fuel casks be tested before a permit for transport
through Michigan will be allowed. The nuclear utilities have been
unwilling to test any of the current casks used in the U.S.,
notwithstanding the superb propaganda of the Sandia film that is
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most often misrepresented as proving the safety of the casks. One
new problem is that the nuclear industry is clearly interested in
having DOE help them develop a new cask design that (S cheaper and
lighter than the current casks, rather than stronger.

Federal Preemption: Kot Such An Imposing Obstacle

Perhaps the biggest problem in this whole area is the myth of
federal preemption in any area affecting interstate commerce.
State and local safety regulation of transportation of hazardous
cargoes is clearly recognized as valid in the main federal law
that applies in the transportation of nuclear wastes: the
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act of 1974. While the Act
does provide for limited federal premption of inconsistent state
or local regulation, it never mentions "uniformity" of federal and
non-federal regulation as a major Congressional purpose; it is
clearly a safety law, with uniformity as a sub-standard valuable
insofar as safety is furthered.

The HMTA moreover specifically sets out a structure for
allowing a non-federal safety regulation to stand even if it
conflicts with federal law, the DOT'S "Inconsistency Rulings."
And the law provides standards for such a ruling: (1) no undue
burden on interstate commerce and (2) the nonfederal law provides
an equal or greater degree of safety than the federal law.

State and local safety regulation of transportation has also
been upheld in a number of important court cases, including most
recently the U.S. Court of Appeals decision in American Trucking
Associations, Inc. v. Larson, upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court
(683 F.2d 787 (1983), Cert. Denied: 74 L.Ed. 2d 603 (1982) and in
the U.S. Court of Appeals decision in National Tank Truck Carriers
v. City of New York (12 ELR 20774 2d Cir. Hay 3, 198£)). Still
under litigation is the 1981 U. S. District Court decision
upholding the City of Boston's restrictive routing requirements
and daytime curfew: American Trucking Association v. City of
Boston.

One interesting way to guess in what areas of hazardous
materials transportation states and localities have considerable
leeway under current law to regulate strongly is to see what
proposals the trucking industry brings to Congress, seeking new
federal preemption over pesky state and local officials. The
truckers' most recent proposed legislation, embodied in the ill-
starred "Hazardous Materials Coalition" proposal, seeks federal
preemption of state and local regulation on user fees, routing,
containers, etc. We can only appreciate their lawyers' guidance
as to what states and cities may legally do. Only in the area of
large-quantity nuclear trucks has U.S. DOT issued specific
regulations on safe routing: the HM-164 regulations, published in
the Federal Register January 19, 1981. And even these regulations
allow considerable latitude for state and local regulation of
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nuclear waste shipments. The federal activity in this area has
been upheld in court against the challenge of New York City, but
the federal rule is. not all-pervasive, and leaves a clear role for
state-level activity in the designation of preferred routes for
truck shipments of irradiated nuclear fuel. New York City is
currently having Arthur D. Little consulting firm do a risk
analysis for alternative routes that would bypass the city for
nuclear waste trucks from Long Island. The state would have to
designate such routes, however.

For other categories of hazardous materials shipments, DOT
considers the metropolitan or regional government level to be
appropriate for decision-making about various routing, curfew, and
other regulations, and DOT has just completed seven regional
studies of hazardous materials transportation (Portland,
Indianapolis, Niagara Falls, etc.) at a total cost of $500,000.
For the local government designation of mandatory routing for
hazardous materials trucks, DOT has issued suggested simplified
guidelines through the Federal Highway Administration:
"Development of Criteria to Designate Routes for Transporting
Hazardous Materials, " Final Report No. FHWA/RD-80/105, September
1980.

In DOT's six Inconsistency Rulings (which are only opinions
from DOT; the courts do any actual preemption if a city or state
regulation is challenged by the truckers) and in correspondence
with various cities, DOT has clearly specified its two main
criteria for how local jurisdictions may specify preferred routes
for non-nuclear hazardous cargoes: (1) a risk analysis, not
necessarily elaborate, must show that the safer route has been
chosen and (2) the regulating jurisdiction must consult with all
affected local jurisdictions (not necessarily agree with them).
The most useful Inconsistency Ruling documents are probably the
ones upholding the comprehensive Boston regulations on several
classes of hazardous cargoes including nuclear waste (Federal
Register, April 29, 1982 and March 26, 1981).

It remains to be seen exactly in what ways cities and
counties can regulate nuclear cargoes; only states are supposed
to be able to use the "Guidelines for Designating Preferred Routes
fro Large Quantity Radioactive Shipments by Highway", published by
the Materials Transportation Bureau/U.S. DOT, and cited by
reference in the DOT regulation HM-164. There are no similar
guidelines for rail.

The Environmental Policy Institute has published a "Model
Ordinance on Hazardous Materials Transportation (Including
Nuclear)" which is based on the Boston ordinance and which, in the
light of federal law and rulings seeks to suggest strong city or
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county legislation which can nonetheless survive federal
preemption. We are currently modifying the model ordinance into a
model state law, since many state legislatures have indicated an
interest in legislation for the January 1985 sessions.

It would be ideal if adjacent states or localities tried to
enact similar and complementary legislation. The main problem is
to find a way that the main nuclear waste corridor states and
cities can work together to implement some selection of the safest
rail and highway routes (and safest modes, for that matter) for
the impending national nuclear waste transportation program.

In DOE's recently published Mission Plan for the nuclear
waste program, it is clear that DOE is not eager to accept any
responsibility for routing choices. Although DOE recognizes
routing as "a primary concern of state, local and tribal
officials," there is no discussion of how the safest routes will
be chosen. DOE simply hopes to rely on the current structure of
federal law (page 3-C-2), which calls for:

o Carriers (trucking companies and railroads and barge
operatives) may choose the routes, and all the Interstates (and
for lack of federal action, all the raillines) are considered
adequate. Only in the case of truck shipments are the carriers
given any real guidance, in the DOT rule HM-164 for nuclear truck
routing only, such as using most direct route, staying on
Interstates, using Interstate beltways around cities when
available. All the Interstate highways are considered acceptable
unless the individual state takes action to designate alternative
routes.

o The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has only a minor role,
and soon to be sharply curtailed, it seems (see Federal Register,
Vol 49, No. 112, p. 23867), in approving, for security purposes
only, routes chosen by the carriers. In Virginia, for example,
VEPCO applied for five routes, three of which went through
Richmond, and NRC approved all five. This NRC process has nothing
to do with safety, only with the prevention of sabotage;
irradiated fuel shipments are considered by the NRC to be "an
attractive target for saboteurs" because of the credible danger of
a saboteur's threat that a seized cask of nuclear irradiated fuel
would be blown up with a shaped explosive charge.

o For nuclear trucks only, individual states may designate
alternative routes in place of any given Interstate route, under
the DOT Guidelines document issued with HM-164. Provided that the
state agency:

o Consults with all affected localities and adjacent states
o Does a comparative radiological risk assessment that

shows the chosen alternative route to be safer
o Maintains the continuity of the Interstate system
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This system has proven v»ry problematic in the only case
where it has been used with any public input. The California
Highway Patrol, to its credit, held seven public hearings on the
nuclear waste routes it had designated in a preliminary fashion.
The resulting public uproar and legal maneuvers from Los Angeles
has caused CHP to reconsider its recommendations fcr many
months. Individual nuclear waste route designations have only
worked in states which did it virtually in secret, like Maryland
(no public hearings) and Delaware (one), and where no great
nuclear traffic is evident or expected.

What is clearly necessary is for the corridor states and
cities to begin to work out some mechanism for joint decision-
making, so that there is a realistic method by which states need
not simply say all its Interstates and rail lines are allowed, and
yet so that the situation will not arise (as currently in the
Pennsylvania/New Jersey confrontation on West Valley shipments) in
which some state designates preferred highway or rail routes that
do not match up with those in the adjacent states. (In the case
of rail shipments, States and/or cities would be enacting rout
regulation, etc., with no federal rules to guide them.)

Once states and localities indicate with new legislation
their determination to be involved in some rational planning for
the nuclear waste transportation program, DOE may find it
impossible to duck the question of how the safest route(s) are to
be chosen, with inputs from state and local and federal officials
managed in some practical way. Beyond the sheer political
necessity for public acceptance of the risks in any "corridor"
state or city or county, choice by public officials of the safest
route or routes will allow a sensible focussing of emergency
response upgrading along these routes. Otherwise, on virtually
every major route there will be a need to do such upgrading.

DOE is not currently working well with state and local
officials to develop means of resolution of transportation
concerns: In reply to the recent inquiries from Nebraska's State
Energy Office and Senator Exon about how many shipments would
cross Nebraska and on what routes, DOE responded in essence that
there are 7 major East-West Interstates, and 1 through Nebraska,
so you take 1 divided by 7 and multiply by 3200 truck shipments
per year...

When pressed by four states for information from the Oak
Ridge National Laboratories databases, DOE has hemmed and hawed.
Recently Mr. Rusche, however, in answer to questions from Senator
Hecht (NV), promised to expedite the availability of the database
to the States, and DOE Secretary Hodel has reiterated that
commitment. DOE plans a meeting at Oak Ridge National
Laboratories on November 27 to brief state officials on the
routing models and databases.
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Likewise it is unwise for COE to ignore the problems with
potential massive volumes of rail shipments as considered by the
1984 study by the National Academy of Sciences, "Social and
Economic Aspects of Radioactive Waste Disposal." One of the
concerns in that study was that the decentralized nature of the
U.S. rail system might mean that nuclear spent fuel casks could be
left standing for long periods in rail switching yards, so that
such railyards, such as in Chicago, might become de facto nuclear
waste storage dumps.

Although current public concern about the rail casks has
meant that the utilities planning imminent shipments have decided
to use "special train" methods, DOE in its Mission Plan doesn't
discuss the potential necessity of this option. If DOE in fact
needs to get considerable cooperation from railroads for future
shipments of nuclear waste, it is going about it in a curious
way. DOE joined the nuclear utilities who beat the railroads in
an 8-year battle (1976-84) in proceedings before the Interstate
Commerce Commission and all the way to the Supreme Court, when the
railroads were insisting on their right to charge "special train"
rates (added $22 per mile) for carrying nuclear waste. Now DOE is
in court asking that the railroads pay reparations for overcharges
on DOE nuclear waste shipments over the years.

In its Mission Plan, DOE recognizes several "impediments" to
nuclear waste transportation as potentially v^ry troublesome, but
is vague as to what to do about resolving them. DOE "recognizes
the need for States affected by waste transportation to
participate in the geologic-repository program," but clearly has
left until later the thinking about exactly what mechanisms are
needed: some kinds of "new Federal and State coordinating bodies
through which States can express transportation-related concerns
related to the repository program."

I would suggest that the current structure of federal law and
the most authoritative court decisions leave much room for state
and local jurisdictions not only to express concerns, but to have
a powerful role in the decision-making for the nuclear
transportation program. The Environemntal Policy Institute is
developing a handbook for state and local officials on the
regulation of nuclear and other hazardous cargoes, including model
state and local legislation and supportive legal analysis of court
cases and DOT rulings. And we will continue to work with DOE and
state and local officials and concerned citizens to make the
necessary shipments of high-level waste as safe as possible.

Safety Problems And Emergency Response

The safety problems and politics associated with nearly 3
million shipments of hazardous radioactive materials annually are
the leading edge of similar problems with the even larger and
ever-increasing volumes of other hazardous cargoes, including new
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and exotic chemicals. The fire service is frequently called to
respond to truck and rail accidents with hazardous cargoes, often
in crowded metropolitan areas that make evacuation and efficient
response difficult. Hazardous cargo trucks are prohibited from
going through cities, if there Is any practicable route around, by
the current federal law (49 CFR 397.9)--this regulation has been
completely ignored by truckers and the U.S. DOT has never issued a
citation to a trucker since the regulation was written in 1971.
The cities of Cincinnati and Denver recently began enforcing this
law, which has also been recently adopted by 30 states as part of
their participation in the federally-funded Motor Carrier Safety
Assistance Program to beef up state enforcement capabilities.

New and sophisticated computer databases are available for
shippers of hazardous cargoes to choose the safest routes, e.g.,
routes that avoid dense populations and areas of high accident
rates. There is no evidence that they are doing so.

The history of severe hazardous cargo accidents (including
radioactive ones) shows severe deficiencies in the information and
training available to the fire service and emergency response
officials: for example, the derailment and explosion at Waverly,
TN that killed 19 fire service people in 1977; the 1980
Somerville, MA derailment and phosphorus trichloride spill in
which the fire chief had 30 industry and government "experts" on
the scene for six hours giving conflicting information — he later
remarked about his three water attacks, "Boy, we learned the hard
way that was the wrong thing to do." A nuclear train derailment
in 1977 in Rockingtiam, NC. manifested a chaotic response
situation; the Mayor of Denver found in the August 1984 torpedo
truck accident that no one answered the three emergency numbers
provided by the U.S. Navy and their experts arrived in Denver nine
hours after the event.

State and local officials attempting to remedy these
deficiencies face serious political and funding obstacles. The
federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission, e.g., has designed a "model
state program for emergency response to radioactive transportation
accidents" (NUREG-2225) which no state or local program even
approaches. The U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency has released a list
of 26 "Broken Arrow" incidents, serious accidents in which nuclear
bombs were dropped out of planes (Florence, SC in 1959), involved
in fires, etc.; nuclear weapons are routinely transported over
major rail lines and highways with no notice to local
authorities.

Metropolitan or regional decision-making in the regulation of
both rail and highway hazardous cargoes is clearly allowed under
current federal law (with the sole exception of nuclear trucks,
for which only the state may designate approved routes), and the
U.S. DOT has recently completed $500,000 worth of studies in
seven metropolitan areas on hazardous transport flows and
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problems. Fire chiefs in cities like Dallas-Fort Worth, New York
City, Boston, and Columbus have often been the most vigorous
advocates of the strong legislation enacted by these cities to
regulate hazardous cargoes.

There is no federal law on the routing of hazardous rail
cargoes, so states and localities have a lot of room for creative
legislation. After three disastrous rail explosions in 1977,
Congress directed the Federal Railroad Administration to study the
feasibility of re-routing hazardous rail cargoes to avoid
cities. The FRA work resulted in a computer database ("The
Princeton model") that is the stat^-of-the-art in rational routing
methodology. Major chemical companies could be required to
demonstrate to cities that they are using such resources before
allowing their dangerous cargoes to go through a given
jurisdiction.

Conflicting with the current hazardous trucking law cited
above, most federal officials tell local officials that all
hazardous cargoes can move through the most heavily populated
areas (e.g., nuclear waste trucks through New York City) because
federal agencies (DOT and NRC) certify that the design of the
shipping containers has been analyzed as acceptable. Testing is
not involved: none of the 17 nuclear shipping casks, for example,
has been tested.

Recent serious deficiencies have been revealed, however, in
several of the major types of shipping containers for extremely
hazardous materials:

o The $6 million GE IF-300 rail nuclear casks have $25,000
valves that fail to reseat after releasing radioactive steam in a
severe potential accident involving fire. Several of the truck
casks have also been withdrawn from service for defects.

o Federal studies have recently found that the MC-306, the
major gasoline tank truck that makes 100,000 deliveries a day in
the U.S. is a leaker; even in a gentle overturn maneuver, it spews
out an average of 2 gallons of product from each of its valves.
Since the truck has several compartments with an average of 2.5
openings per compartment, an overturn produces "a spray pattern
looking for an ignition source."

o After a series of three disastrous explosions in 1977,
Congress forced a major retrofit of new safety devices on the
major railroad tank cars carrying hazardous chemicals: head
shields, shelf coupling devices, and thermal insulation jackets.
This retrofit is still ongoing.
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o Some DOT officials have estimated that as much as 90
percent of the trucks used to haul hazardous wastes do not meet
DOT specifications. The industry wants a new federal rule that
will declare this situation acceptable for the present.

Fire chiefs have been among the most articulate spokespersons
for new state and local regulations to fill the gap in safety left
by the pathetic federal programs, which appear to an informed
observer a'., so deliberately token as to serve mainly as a
deterrent to state and local programs. Sharp critiques of the
inadequacies of the DOT data and enforcement programs have been
written by the National Transportation Safety Board, the General
Accounting Office, and the Senate Commerce Committee. For
example, DOT is charged with regulating the safety of 412,800 tank
trucks that regularly transport hazardous materials of all kinds
-- DOT has 9 full-time inspectors in the whole country. For the
160,000 railcars carrying hazardous cargoes, DOT has 16 full-time
inspectors.

The local and state regulation of hazardous materials
transport has taken several forms:

o "Community Right to Know" laws at state and local
levels. Recently several information sources (e.g., the ICC \%
Waybill Sample for rail traffic) have been developed that can help
local fire chiefs and officials learn what hazardous cargoes are
moving through their area. Recent DOT studies suggest more
resources.

o Routing to avoid populated areas and other high-hazard
areas: a key issue in Toronto after the huge Missassaugua
evacuation of 250,000 people for a week. Federal Railroad
Administration studies show that rerouting could in certain areas
provide tremendous benefits in lowering exposure rates to
hazardous cargoes; only local regulation can force shippers to
implement a more rational planning approach to routing of
dangerous shipments.

o Protective apparatus/equipment: respirators, radioactive
dosimeters, hazardous materials team response vehicles for
monitoring and decontamination are costly. Dosimeter reliability
has proved a big problem in the nuclear industry.

o Training for emergency response: currently there is
neither a federal nor a fire service-certified model program for
different areas with different needs. State and local officials
who have begun to fund their own programs with user fees on the
shippers (better than on the carriers) of hazardous materials have
prompted industry calls for federal prohibition of such practices
and the substitution of a poorly-funded federal system of grants
to states for ER training.
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• ' o User fees for financing state and local programs: an
eminently conservative Republican idea, an alternative to raising
taxes. U.S. EPA says that already 14 states levy such user fees
on the transporters of hazardous wastes; other states tax the
generators and disposers of radioactive and other hazardous
materials shipped into the given jurisdiction.

The politics of federal preemption have gotten more bitter as
state and local officials see industry (mostly trucking) lobbies
pressing for federal overrides of state and local protective laws
without any serious effort to provide an equivalent level of
safety regulation at the federal level. The truckers' current
proposed bill (embodied ir the so-called Hazardous Materials
Coalition proposal) would have Congress mandate the federal DOT to
exercise all its authority in hazardous materials areas in order
to crowd out state or local regulation. Even for areas in which
DOT would decide that no new federal regs are required, DOT would
be compelled to issue "no-standard standards" (as in the recent
case of energy-efficiency standards for appliances).

Conclusion

It is vital for all concerned that nuclear waste
transportation be made as safe as possible; this is unlikely
without vigorous participation by state and local officials in
policy-making. There are thousands of tons of civilian irradiated
nuclear fuel (and high-level military nuclear waste as well)
currently stored in obviously unacceptable locations and
unreliable containers (in fact all existing nuclear high-level
wastes): Three Mile Island wastes of many interesting varieties
in the middle of an island in the Susquehanna River, reactor
storage pools designed to hold irradiated fuel for 10 to 20 years,
Hanford, WA, etc. A vast program of necessary nuclear
transportation will be involved in the implementation of th2
necessary geologic repository program called for by the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act of 1982.

There is enormous public sensitivity to high level nuclear
waste shipments: helicopters from TV stations follow the first
shipments of nearly any new series of shipments. Recently the 35
nuclear utilities in the Utility Waste Management Group jointly
commented to the NRC that the schedules of irradiated fuel
shipments be made public, even though the NRC has characterized
such shipments as "attractive targets for saboteurs," because the
secret shipments have aroused deep public suspicion and
apprehension. "Secret" nuclear weapons shipments by DOE have been
tracked in well-publicized protest campaigns by a scattered
network of nuns and other conscientious citizens.

Even one serious transportation accident involving any
significant release of radioactive material, given the vast
amounts of necessary irradiated fuel transportation in the
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civilian nuclear power enterprise, could bring that enterprise' to
a screeching halt-- and in the process could enormously complicate
the job of "disposing" of both civilian and military high-level
nuclear wastes in as safe a manner as we can devise.
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ECONOMICS OF NUCLEAR POWER



Is Nuclear Power Competitive?

by W. W. Brandfon
General Analytical Division
Sargent & Lundy

Introduction

In view of the current high cost of coal and nuclear plants
and the unfavorable regulatory and financial conditions under
which they've been built in the last decade, the Atomic Industrial
Forum assembled a Study Group, with extensive experience in
economic analysis to examine future cost possibilities. This
paper summarizes the first phase of a two-phase study to address
the competitiveness of electricity from new coal and nuclear
plants with oil and natural gas in common markets. The AIF
Economics Study Group consisted of the following:

Three leading engineering consulting firms

Bechtel - Paul Schmitz
Sargent & Lundy - Bill Brandfon
United Engineers & Constructors - John Crowley

Two "Big 8" accounting firms

Arthur Andersen - Dick Swanson

Deloitte, Haskins & Sells - John Ferguson

A prestigious Investment bank

Morgan Stanley - Caren Byrd

A major manufacturer

Westinghouse - Fred Frank

A top engineering school
University of Illinois at Champaign-
Urbana - Dan Hang

A large electric utility

Commonwealth Edison - Roland Kraatz

A private energy consultant

Professional Analysis, Inc. - Doan Phung
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Electric Power Research Institute

Chaim Braun

Atomic Industrial Forum

Frank Graham

The charge in the first phase was to determine what the
relative economic standing of nuclear and coal-fired plants would
be in the late 1990's in the United States under moderately
favorable assumptions. These included a continuation of the
relatively low inflationary environment and a stabilization of the
licensing process and administrative procedures such that nuclear
plants could once again reach commercial operation eight years
after authorization. This lead time prevailed in the early 1970's
and is now generally the situation outside the U.S.

Based on the assumptions and procedures to be discussed, the
group concluded that with few exceptions throughout the country,
overall levelized nuclear generating cost could be lower than coal
generating costs by more than 40%.

This study Shows a wider margin of economic superiority for
nuclear than has been seen in other recently published studies.
The only substantial difference in the input assumptions has
related to a shorter lead time for both coal and nuclear units.
It is generally recognized that a shorter lead time will reduce
capital costs, particularly interest and escalation charges.

The study therefore gives substance to the charge that
delaying tactics by intervenors and an unstable licensing
environment has driven up the lifetime costs of both coal and
nuclear power plants, capital intensive nuclear plants in
particular, because of their longer construction times. This, in
turn, has caused an increase in electric rates and the prices of
everything produced with electricity. The effect on the nation's
economy has been pervasive. If electric load growth outpaces
current projections, as it is now doing, we could be forced in the
future, because of power shortages, to ration our-electric power,
or to sustain brownouts and blackouts. Our reliance on foreign
sources of energy, both imported oil and power from Canada, will
also increase. In a nation blessed with abundant natural
resources of coal and uranium, the logic of nepdlessly
experiencing such consequences is incomprehensible.

Project Construction Durations

Capital and fuel costs are the most significant determinants
of relative nuclear and coal economics. Of these, the comparative
capital costs of nuclear and coal power plants have evoked
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controversy as to the relative level of these costs. There has
been particular interest in changes which might occur in the
magnitude of these capital costs should the length of time
required for plant construction be reduced.

Figure 1 snows the rising trend in construction durations
commencing in 1960. The construction times are shown to have
increased rapidly as regulatory demands became more stringent. As
the bar chart shows, before 1979, with a few exceptional years,
construction was completed in under 72 months. It was not until
the aftershock of Three Mile Island in 1980 that construction
periods increased markedly.

Much publicity has been given to plants such as Diablo Canyon
which was authorized in 1966 and is not yet commercial, and to the
Zimmer and Midland plants whose construction periods exceeded 13
years before their cancellation. Very little has been heard
outside the industry, however, about plants with short
construction times. These include Florida Power and Light's St.
Lucie Unit 2, Duke Power Company's McGuire Unit 1, the Joseph
Farley Unit 1 in Alabama and other units commissioned since TMI
which achieved construction durations of 6 to 8 years.
Indications are that, given the right set of circumstances,
nuclear power plants can be constructed expeditiously, even in a
most difficult regulatory environment.

With this record in mind, the Study Group made the assumption
that a perceived future need for power facilities would require
that the unusually long construction periods of some nuclear units
would be behind us, and the period upon which the capital cost
estimates are based, i.e., the period from authorization to
commercial operation, could conservatively be estimated at 8 to 9
years for nuclear units; and 5 1/2 to 6 1/2 years for coal units.

Outside the U.S., experience indicates that nuclear power
plants can be built faster than they can be built in the U.S. In
France, the slowest plants have taken 7 to 8 years from reactor
order to commercial operation, while the fastest plants have been
built in 5 years, Figure 2. In Japan, plants commissioned since
1981 have entered service in 5 to 6 years. One could conclude
therefore, that an eight year construction period for a nuclear
unit represents the outside limit of the true time it takes to
build these facilities without major opposition and regulatory
restraint. Durations in excess of this time must be attributed,
for the most part, to compliance with changing regulatory
requirements compounded by the delaying tactics of intervenors.

Figures at end of paper
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Construction Costs

Construction costs were estimated in great detail for two
1200 MW nuclear units and three 800 MW coal units. These plants
would enter service in 1994-96. A sensitivity study was performed
to test the effect of commissioning four years later in the 1998-
2000 time frame, and the nuclear generating cost advantage over
coal did not change.

Twelve hundred MWe nuclear and 800 MW coal unit sizes were
selected as optimum for large utility systems for which the
economies of scale would be provided. A large body of design and
estimating experience is available to back up the cost projections
for these large units. Plant designs are based on current
regulatory requirements and conform to procedures and material,
equipment, and construction labor provisions contained in the
"Engineering Economic Data Base" developed by United Engineers &
Constructors under contract to the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE). Design details of the plants estimated are described
thoroughly in Appendix to the AIF Report on this subject, which
will be circulated to its membership.

The detailed construction costs of both nuclear and coal-
fired plants are based on a Northeast hypothetical hard rock site
located near a navigable river. Construction labor costs are
adjusted from this site to sites in the four other regions
analyzed in the study.

Figure 3 indicates a nuclear/coal ratio of "overnight"
construction costs - the sum of direct and indirect costs without
escalation and Allowance for Funds Used During Construction
(AFUDC) - to be about 1.24 in the Northeast region. To test the
sensitivity of this important capital cost ratio, the nuclear
plant costs in each region were increased approximately 20%.

The Study Group recognized that increasing construction costs
of the nuclear plants rather than reducing construction costs of
the coal plants to achieve the higher nuclear to coal capital cost
ratio used in the sensitivity check is a bias against the capital
intensive nuclear option.

In the base case, an inflation rate of 4.955 was assumed,
Figure 4, generally conforming to the long range expectations of a
published survey of 45 prominent U.S. economic organizations.
This inflation rate can be represented by the Gross National
Product Deflator (GNPD) to which was applied a "real" escalation
rate of construction material, labor and services equal to
2%/year. The resulting apparent rate of escalation for these
items is therefore 7%/year. The 2% real rate is consistent with a
Data Resources, Inc. construction cost forecast through 1994 which
varies among plant accounts from 1.6% to 2.6%.
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' For 'simplicity, this 7% escalation rate was also used to
escalate fuel and other operating expenses in the base case. The
rate used to apply the AFUDC was an 112 per year pretax cost of
capital reduced by the tax benefits of debt in the typical utility
capital structure, yielding an after-tax AFUDC rate of about 8.9%

The sensitivity of the results were tested against a higher
GNPD rate of 7.7% which yielded a pretax cost of capital of U%
and an after-tax rate of 11%. The after tax cost of capital was
again assumed to equal the AFUDC rate. For economic consistency,
discounting to present value was also performed at the after-tax
cost of capital in developing the levelized generating costs per
kilowatt-hour used as the criterion of economic choice.

Fuel Costs

The cost and escalation rates of coal and nuclear fuels are,
along with capital investment costs, vital in any comparison of
the two technologies. The nuclear fuel costs assumed for the
study are based on operation under a once-through fuel cycle
wherein spent nuclear fuel is turned over to the government for
disposal under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 for a fee of
one tenth of a cent per kilowatt-hour generated. This fee was
assumed to escalate annually. Nuclear fuel revenue requirements
were developed using a separate computer program and include a
return of and on investment, and taxes. Investments include
expenditures for uranium, conversion of U3O0 (yellowcake) to
uranium hexafluoride, enrichment by the DOE, fabrication of fuel
assemblies, and spent fuel disposal by the government as indicated
above.

Uranium prices were obtained from a DOE Energy Information
Agency (EIA) Report that analyzed world uranium supply and demand,
Figure 5. Prices were determined for 1995 and escalated
thereafter at 7%/year, a rate equivalent to the coal fuel
escalation rate, despite the fact that delivered coal prices have
historically escalated much more rapidly than has the price of
uranium.

Enrichment costs projected for the mid-19901s are at levels
considered feasible based on the introduction of new enrichment
technologies such as Advanced Gas Centrifuge Enrichment and the
Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation Process. Government reports
indicate that potential exists for significant reductions in
enrichment costs using these advanced techniques. As a measure of
conservatism, however, the study assumes that the price of
enrichment, in constant dollars, does not drop significantly from
today's levels. The prices for conversion of yellowcake to UFr
prior to enrichment, and the price of fabricating nuclear fueT
elements are representative of current pricing levels.
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The analysis is based upon an advanced core design, Figure'6',
which permits up to 18 months between refuel ings and discharge
burn-ups close to 50,000 megawatt-days per metric tonne of
uranium. Performance at these levels has been verified by
extensive testing programs conducted by DOE, fuel vendors,
utilities. Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and other
research facilities.

Fuel costs for the coal-fired plants differ regionally
depending principally on the characteristics of the coal the plant
is designed to burn, where the coal is mined, and the cost of coal
transportation. An analysis was made for either high sulfur or
low sulfur coal for each of the five regions considered. In two
of the regions both high and low sulfur coals were considered.
The relative sulfur contents and coal sources used for each region
are shown in Figure 7. Further details of the coal specifications
are found in the AIF Report.

Coal price information is based upon reports developed by
DOE, Figure 8. FOB mine prices are as reported by mine owners to
the EIA, and an assumption was made that these prices will
escalate through the mid-19901 s at a rate no faster than that of
the general inflation.

Coal transportation costs are expected to have escalation in
excess of inflation though 1995, principally due to the impact of
railroad deregulation under the Staggers Rail Act of 1980. The
costs were developed using the EIA "National Coal Model" which
develops transportation cost for coal movements between supply and
demand regions as a function of distance, terrain, rail congestion
and competition. Subsequent to 1995, both coal at the mine and
its transportation component are assumed to escalate at a real
rate of 2% per year above inflation.

This is an extremely conservative estimate based on the
historical record. In a late 1982 Report entitled, Projected
Costs of Electricity from Nuclear and Coal-Fired Power Plants, DOE
notes that "... the cost of coal delivered to electric utilities
increased 14% in real terms nationally from 1975 to 1980". This
is equivalent to 2.7%/year. DOE (EIA), which authored the Report,
points out that the real price of coal has increased "because of
increases in unit labor costs, the cost of replacement equipment,
additional production cost to meet mine safety and health
regulations and water pollution regulations, lower labor
productivity and the depletion of easily minable resources in the
East." On the other hand, the same EIA Report notes that nuclear
fuel increased throughout the United States at an average compound
rate of 6.3%/year between 1975 and 1980. During this period, the
GNPD rose at 7.2%. Thus, nuclear fuel costs rose at a rate less
than that of the general inflation and only 6255 as fast as the
apparent rate of increase in coal costs. This study assumes that
nuclear and coal fuels will escalate at the same rate subsequent
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to 1995, which is the approximate date of commercial operation of
the plants under the study. Figure 9 is a plot of coal and
nuclear fuel costs, expressed in constant dollars from 1966
through 1983. In this period, delivered coal costs more than
tripled while nuclear fuel cycle costs remained essentially the
same. Based on history therefore, this study probably penalizes
the nuclear alternative by assuming equivalent long range fuel
cost escalation rates.

Other Costs

Non-fuel operation and maintenance expenses include plant
staff, maintenance materials, supplies, off-site support services,
administrative and general expenses, and in addition, NRC
inspection fees and nuclear insurance expenses for the nuclear
units; reactant and waste disposal costs for the coal
alternatives. The methodology is based upon surveys and
procedures developed by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. For
the coal units, flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system costs are
based upon wet lime throw away systems for the units which use
high sulfur coal and dry lime/spray drying FGD systems used with
low sulfur coal. FGD expenses include the cost of lime reactant,
ash and sludge disposal. Decommissioning costs for both coal and
nucelar facilities have been included. The reliability of these
projections for largely untried procedures co be accomplished more
than 50 years in the future is perhaps more speculative than any
other of the factors considered in the 3tudy. Nevertheless,
detailed estimates have been made by knowledgeable industry
authorities and entered into the calculations. The present and
levelized values of these expenditures to be made in the distant
future is very small however, and has a minor impact on the
results.

A more significant factor in the evaluation involves capital
expenditures added to both nuclear and coal plant accounts
subsequent to commercial operation of the units. Studies based on
capital additions reported to DOE form the basis for percentages
of the original estimated costs to cover, net of retirements,
plant equipment, materials or services expenditures associated
with replacement, refurbishment, enhancements, regulatory
backfitting and other causes. Information on these additional
capital expenditures was based on industry depreciation studies,
on data relating to plant additions and retirements collected by
industry committees and, as previously indicated, on accounting
information reported to the government. These interim capital
additions, or "backfitting" charges, were escalated, related
annual carrying charges were developed, and the aggregate was
added to other annual costs of generation.
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Performance ' ' •

The most comprehensive source of performance data available
to utilities is that developed by the Generating Availability Data
System (GADS) of the North American Electrical Reliability
Councils (NERC). GADS performance data is used in availability
improvement projects for new and existing units. The most recent
analysis was issued in September 1984 and covers data through 1982
reported by almost all major private and publically owned electic
utility systems in the United States and Canada. NERC's principal
strength lies in its comprehensive coverage and its ability to
enlist the expertise of key individuals actually working in
electrical utility systems.

The measure of economic comparison typically used to compare
generating technologies is to divide a plant's average or
levelized cost, including carrying charges, fuel, operation and
maintenanced costs, by the average number of kilowatt-hours of
energy it is expected to produce each year. This yields a cost in
dollars per kilowatt-hour which is essentially comparable if the
respective capacities and availabilities can produce equal amounts
of electrical energy over the same economic life. The assumption
requires that the capacity, availability and service life of the
coal and nuclear alternatives be approximately the same.
Examination of the most recently available NERC data from 1973
through 1982 substantiates this assumption.

Plant capacity factor is the ratio of the actual electricity
production during a given period divided by the electricity that
could have been produced if the plant had run continuously at its
maximum rating. When the annual plant capacity factor is
multiplied by the plant's maximum possible energy generation, the
result provides the output over which annual costs are spread.
Figure 10, from the latest NERC data, indicates that for the most
of the ten year period ending with 1982, coal and nuclear capacity
factors have been generally comparable. Statistics show that
nuclear units have operated at somewhat higher capacity factors
during most of this period. This is due to their preferential
loading because of lower fuel costs. Figure 11 shows historical
nuclear and coal performance as a function of age of the units and
appears to indicate a signficiantly lower nuclear forced outage
rate as the units age. As with all statistics, however, these
should be examined with caution. Any conclusions would be
qualified by the many circumstances unique to each operating
company.

The AIF also collects performance statistics using annual
surveys of utilities having both coal and nuclear plants in their
systems. The most recent AIF survey was issued in late September
1984 and covers cost and performancee for 1983. The survey
confirmed NERC trends and showed that while nuclear forced outage
rates dropped in that year, so did nuclear availability. The
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availability figures reflect the extension of routine maintenance
outages for replacement of steam generators and recirculation
piping in several plants and to comply with new rules on equipment
qualification. Nuclear capacity factors for 1983 dropped slightly
from 60.5 to 59.5 percent while coal capacity factors rose from
54.1 to 58.6 percent, almost equalling nuclear.

Over a long period of time, history indicates that there is
no reason to believe that one technology will out-perform the
other by significant margins. Because this mass of statistical 34
data indicates long terra rough equality in operating performance,
the Study Group felt justified in comparing both coal and nuclear
plants at the same capacity factor - 65% - and agreed to examine
the sensitivity of the results at 55% and at 75%. Operation at
high capacity factors will favor the nuclear units, because the
higher "fixed" carrying charges on their larger required capital
investment will be spread over a larger energy base, yielding
lower costs per kilowatt-hour. The opposite is true at lower
capacity factors.

Methodology

Annual and levelized revenue requirements for each of five
regions cf the country were developed for about 500 cases
recognizing variations in inflation and interest rates, capacity
factors, coal characteristics, investment costs, operational
dates, and evaluation periods, Figure 12. Revenue requirements
were calculated on the computer to compare costs over the assumed
30 years service lives of the coal and nuclear units.

Calculations were performed using standard utility economic
evaluation techniques to accomplish the necessary escalating and
discounting, and to develop year-by-year carrying charges for the
investments. Carrying charges take into account direct and
indirect plant costs, escalation and AFUDC calculated monthly
based on a typical pattern of construction expenditures. In
addition, carrying charges include consideration of return on debt
and equity, book depreciation, income and other taxes paid and
deferred.

Expenses for fuel, operation and maintenance were escalated
from their base year dollars and added to the foregoing carrying
charges to obtain total revenue requirements for the year. Each
year's revenue requirements were then present valued to the start-
up of the first unit in the study, either 1994 or 1998, as
appropriate. Figure 13 shows the form of the tabulation developed
for each of the many alternatives studied.

Results

Figure 14 shows the ranges of the results expressed in terms
of the levelized nuclear cost advantage or disadvantage for each
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region of the country, and for an assumed 30 year lifetime
evaluation period. The greatest advantage for nuclear appears to
be in the Southeast region of the United States, because of the
high cost of hauling low-sulfur Western coal to the Atlanta area.

In the Middle West, which has large indigenous sources of
high sulfur coal requiring minimal transportation cost, nuclear is
a clear winner under most circumstances. Coal appears to have a
slight advantage only when generating at low capacity factors and
when the ratio of nuclear to coal capital costs is higher than
unexpected.

In certain cases, results favorable to coal were also found
in the Farwest region with relatively short coal hauls from New
Mexico to the Phoenix area. These results showed up, however,
only at lower than expected ratios of nuclear to coal capital
cost. Under the basic assumptions of the study, nuclear
generating costs were more favorable.

Nuclear appears to hold a substantial economic advantage
under all conditions studied in other sections of the country.
The fuel cost benefits of nuclear power more than offset its
capital construction cost disadvantage under the assumption of an
8 year lead time.

Conclusion

From an economic standpoint the study shows that nuclear
power can remain a cost competitive electric energy option for
utilities, and should be considered as an alternative to a coal
unit when large baseload capacity is again required. The most
important basis for these findings is a return to shorter and more
predictable project durations. These shorter lead times have been
and can be achieved in the U.S. and overseas. They will come
about with a more stable licensing environment, continued economic
recovery and a more favorable perception by the public of the need
for adequate amounts of electic power, produced with both coal and
uranium.
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Figure 1 Construction Duration—Construction Permit to Full-Term Operating License
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Figure 2 Sample Construction Times for Nuclear Plants In France and Japan
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Figure 3 Direct and Indirect Construction Costs ol Three 800-MW Coal
and Two 1200-MW Nuclear Units (Does Not Include Escalation and AFUDC)
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Figure 5 Nuclear Fuel Economics
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Figure 6 Principal Nuclear Fuel Parameter*
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Figure 8 Coal Economics
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Figure 9 Fuel Cycle Costs
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Figure 10 A Comparison of Fossil (Coal Primary) to All Nuclear Units

Operating U.S. Power Plants—Units 400 MW and Above
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Figure 10B Comparison of Fossil (Coal Primary) to All Nuclear Units

Operating U.S. Power Plants—Units 400 MW and Above
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Figure 11 A Comparison of Fossil (Coal Primary) to All Nuclear Unit.,

Operating U.S. power plants—unlit 400 MW and above
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Figure 11 B Comparison of Fossil (Coal Primary) to All Nuclear Units

Operating U.S. power plant*—unlit 400 MW and above

Performance by year of service Service year
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Figure 12 Variables Examined

• Two technologies-

Nuclear ond coal
• Two long-range Inflation/interest rate scenarios—

4.9% and 7.7%/yr GHPD growth rates
• Three capacity factor levels—
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• Five areas of the country—
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• Two types of coal -
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• Two ratios of capital investment costs—

Nucl«sr/coal ratio about 1.2 to 1.5 and nuclear about 20% higher
• Two operational dates—

1994 — 1996 and 1998 — 2000



Figure 13: Coal Comparison of Nuclear- and Coal-Fired Pcwer Plants (HighSulfur Coal)*
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Figure 14 Range of 30-Year Levelized Nuclear Generating Cost Advantage
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Competitive Economics; Nuclear and Coal Power

Richard Hellman
University of Rhode Island

Introduction

An extraordinary aspect of nuclear power is the fact that
until 1974 no competent and authoritative study of its economics
had been published, in or out of government. Yet well over $100
billion of orders have been given. In 1973, in the course of
researching the economics of the Millstone unit for testimony to
be given in two rate cases on behalf of the governor of
Connecticut, I asked the staff of the Atomic Energy Commission for
their study. It did not exist. I asked to talk to an AEC
economist. He did not exist. In its annual review of the next
year, however, the AEC published its first economic analysis of
coal and nuclear power.

Another extraordinary characteristic of the industry is
prematurity. Light water reactors operate at about half the
temperatures, a fourth the steam pressures and half the turbine
speeds of fossil fuel units. They therefore must move 3.5 times
the cubic feet of steam per hour to get the same power output, and
this requires piping, valves, pumps, boilers, etc. which are so
much bigger as to create serious technological problems of
manufacture, installation, operation and maintenance. Instead of
following normal sequences of test and proof, the industry rushed
massive orders prematurely — and this for a technology with
enormous problems of radioactivity and economic unknowns.

Thus, of the 1st three commercial nuclear units put into
operation in the US by 1962, the largest (a Z85-MW) was well
within the ability of suppliers to handle based on fossil fuel
sizes already working. By 1967, however, nuclear units of 1170-HW
were being ordered though the largest size was still only 285-
MW. Even the biggest operating fossil fuel units were Colbert-B
in 1965 at only 550-MW, and Bull Run in 1967 at 950-HW. Thus the
up-scaling of components of nuclear power raced far beyond the
industry's tried and proven capability. The magnificence of this
derring-do is measured by the volume of orders at the peak in
1975: 276 units and $400 billion.

Prematurity is also documented legally in the "Bechtel
Theorem." The Trojan nuclear unit had so many costly problems
that the utility sued Bechtel, the architect/engineer. "As of
1968," Bechtel replied, "the risk of consequential damages arising
from the unplanned shutdown of an electric power generating plant
... was extraordinarily variable, unpredictable and uncontrol-
lable." Everybody in the industry knew by "long standing custom
and usage" that the A/Es "were not to be liable for any form of
consequential damages, including loss of profit and loss of use."1
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Capacity Factors

The most important single indicator of technological and
economic prematurity of the US nuclear power industry is the
capacity factor (CF). Every unit operating today (so far as I
know) was predicted to average 80% for a 30-year life.1 Since
1960, however, it has averaged only about 55% year in and out.
For 1981, 1982 and 1983 CFs have been 54.9%, 53.0% and 52.9%. The
6 units of Commonwealth Edison have a lifetime average of 55.4%,
with 55.3% for 1983 alone, or about the same as the US averages.
(These CFs are all based on nameplate capacities.)

By contrast, the four 1300-MW coal units of American Electric
Power Co., with 24 unit-years through February 1982, had
equivalent availability factors of 79%, with 87% at peaks.
Because nuclear units almost always generate at full availability,
while coal units are load-following, the EAFs are the valid
comparison with nuclear CFs. Their CFs were 68% lifetime and 77%
at peaks, far superior to the best nuclear units.

Another extraordinary characteristic of the nuclear power
industry is defiance of the laws of logic for learning. Logic
tells us that when near-identical units are time-sequenced in
construction, the later should do better than earlier ones.
Caroline Hellman, however, has shown that US nuclear units not
only have experienced "no learning," but actually demonstrate
"negative learning." Applying 4 criteria of learning to 163
pairings of sequenced near-identical units, she finds only 38.7%
with learning. The remaining 61^3% showed 22.7% with no learning
and 38.6% with negative learning.

Obviously a new model must be devised to explain this
negative learning phenomenon. The combination of prematurity and
the resulting overtaxing of human factors (scientists, engineers,
executives, supervisors and suitable labor) may be taken as
beginning explanations.

Methodological and Data Problems

The absence of valid authoritative data to determine the
economics of a newly ordered nuclear power plant is what leads to
the methodological problems in comparisons with coal. It is an
ineluctable fact that the authoritative data can come only from
manufacturers, architect/engineers, constructors and, secondarily,
the utilities and government. But these data have not been
valid. The reason is that they have been and still are rooted in
fictitious design performance rather than reality. I have already
given the most crucial example, capacity factors, and cited the
industry's own explicit recognition of the unknown design risks in
the Bechtel Theorem. There are additional important invalidities
which I shall cover shortly.

Our methodological solution to this problem has been, first,
to select the four most authoritative studies available and,
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second, to apply adjustments to their assumptions to bring them
into line with the realities which we have validated at length in
our book. These four comparisons of nuclear and coal costs were
by the AEC in 1975, by a team of TRW and Mitre Corp. for Energy
Research and Development Administration in December 1976, by
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1979, and by Exxon. The last, a
private study made available to us, was the best. We developed
and applied a matrix of 15 factors to adjust the comparisons. The
matrix is shown for the Exxon study in Table 1.

The original Exxon data given to us were for the first
year. Using parameteres of Exxon, we converted to lifetime busbar
costs, which compare as follows:

Total busbar

Nuclear
High sulfur
Low sulfur

cost

coal with FGD
coal without FGD

Mills/Kwh
1st Year

52.70
49.80
39.60

Lifetime

66
67,
55,

.30

.30

.60

Note: FGD = flue gas desulfurization

The chief reason for the relative rise in coal generation costs
was the rates of inflation assumed for coal through the plant
li fetime.

Adjustments

We can only describe the adjustments briefly here because of
space limitations. (The full explanations will be found in our
book.)

Technological sufflation is the cost increase for nuclear due
to purely technological factors, and not due to general price
level changes which are properly termed inflation. We assigned a
30% factor, which is historically conservative.

Construction time was assumed by Exxon at 10 years, but the
record and outlook make 12 years more realistic. Unit life was
set by Exxon at 30 years for both nuclear and coal, which, for
some reason, is an industry convention. However there is ample
evidence to justify no more than 25 years for nuclear.

Exxon's lifetime capacity factors were 60% for nuclear which
we cut to 55%. We raised its 66% for high sulfur coal to 70%.

Exxon follows the industry convention in assuming that
operation and maintenace (0 & M) costs are lower for nuclear than
coal. The record and logic disagree, and we have made changes
accordingly.
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D.

Table 1

Exxon Case Study

Worksheet for Adjusted Lifetime Busbar Costs of Future
Nuclear and Coal Power Units

(mills/kwh)

Coal

A.

B.

C.

ORIGINAL COSTS ADJUSTED
FOR LIFETIME

Capital
Fuel 22.00
0 & M
Total 66.30
Capacity factor

CAPITAL ADJUSTMENTS

1. Technoloqical sufflation
Adjusted total, capital

2. Construction time
Adjusted total, capital

3. Unit life
Adjusted total, capital

4. Capacity factor
Adjusted total, capital

FUEL ADJUSTMENTS

5. Btu/'lb of coal

6. Heat rate

Nuclear

40.30
33.80
4.00
67.30

60%

55% CF

+12.09
52.39

+ 5.30
57.69

+11.54
69.23

+ 6.29
75.52

High Sulfur
W//FGD

26.50
32.60
7.00
55.60
66%

70% CF

-2.32
24.18

-1.38
22.80

-0.79

Low Sulfur
WO/FGD

18.40

4.60

70%

70%CF

-1.61
16.79

16.79

Adjusted total, fuel

0 & M ADJUSTMENT

7. 0 & M
Adjusted total, Q & M

22.00

+5.50
9.50

33.01

7.00

32.60
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E." OTHER' ADJUSTMENTS

8. Yoyo Factor
9. Replacement power

10. Major repairs
11. Senescence
12. Fuel prices
13. Use of low-sulfur coal
14. Waste disposal
15. Decommissioning

F.

G.

H.

SUM OF ADJUSTMENTS8

ADJUSTED TOTAL COSTa

COAL AS % OF NUCLEAR

+40.

107.

72

02

-4

62

58

.49

.81

.69

-1

53

50

.61

.99

.45

a Adjustments are not included for items 8 through 12, 14, and 15.

SOURCE: Competitive Economics of Nuclear and Coal Power, p. 218

Based on the first 7 adjustments in the matrix, nuclear ended
up 70% costlier than high sulfur bituminous coal w/FGD, 89% more
than low sulfur bituminous coal w/FGD, and 98% more than low
sulfur bituminous coal w/o FGD.

There were, however, another 7 factors which are important
but which we could not quantify. All would worsen nuclear's
relative costs. The Yoyo factor refers to the unreliability of
nuclear power, and refers to the fact that a daily histogram of
the CFs of individual units often shows an unpredictable up and
down pattern. Distress replacement power for prolonged and
unexpected outages can be overwhelming to utility finances. Major
repairs and replacements, such as for steam generators and
turbogenerators can aliO be huge. Senescence refers to the
degradation of capacity factors due to age -- an impor'ant
phenomenon for nuclear units which has largely been ignored. Coal
prices, which are over 2/3 of total busbar costs, are
conventionally escalated by the industry even though real prices
have dropped sharply since 1980. The industry has another
convention of comparing nuclear with high sulfur coal, whereas
there ample supplies of low sulfur bituminous coal to carry us
over the transition to better ways of burning coal regardless of
sulfur content. Two such near future technologies are fluidized
bed burning and gasification. Site-specific radioactive waste
disposal, including decommissioning, is so speculative that the
range of possible costs is too wide to narrow into a usable cost
assumption.

The bottom line of all the adjustments is that the cost of
nuclear power for a future unit is not less than twice coal's.
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The EIA Study

The manuscript for our book was closed out to the publisher
late in 1982. Subsequently the Energy Information Administration
published the finest study to come out of the industry. It
showed nuclear to be cheaper than coal (8%) only in New England
and the Southeast, but much costlier (37%) in the lignite and sub-
bituminous regions. In the rest of the country coal was a bit
cheaper.

The EIA study, however, has many of the conventional
assumptions that require adjustment. After applying our matrix,
nuclear was much more expensive than coal everywhere. Using
Midwest Region 5 (111., Ind., Mich., Minn., Ohio and Wise.) as an
example, we made the following changes, substantially as in the
Exxon case:

Unit life: 25 instead of 30 years of nuclear.

CFs: 55 instead of 65 for nuclear
70 instead of 65 for coal.

Unit size: a single 1200-MW unit for coal instead of two
600s.

The industry's convention of using half size for coal is

inscrutable.

Construction time: 12 instead of 10 1/2 for nuclear.

Technological sufflation: 30% added to nuclear capital cost.

0 & M, Btu/lb coal, and coal heat rate: minor changes.
Coal prices, real escalation: assumed by EIA as 3.3% a year.

This is much too high but was not changed.

The net effect of the adjustments; is to make total nuclear
busbar costs of a future plant 110% rather than 3% above coal's.
This confirms the results in our book.

EuroJapan's Nuclear Power Economics

The US nuclear power industry, when faced with the low and
unreliable operating rates, with the carnage of cancelled and
delayed plants, and the stream of assaults on mismanagement from
friend (NRC) and foe alike, has had a standard last retreat: see
how successful France, Germany and Japan are . The only trouble
is that analyzable economic studies have not been published to
back up this last retreat. I have spent two sabbaticals studying
EuroJapanese nuclear power economics, the last this past year, and
the results have been surprising.

The initial problem is to obtain comparable capacity factors
("load factors" to Europeans). Definitions of capacity vary so
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widely between and within countries as not to permit international
comparisons. We have used the only valid definition foi this
purpose, the nameplate rating on the generator, and net kilowatt-
hours. We obtained the nameplate ratings, which are generally not
published, from the utilities directly.

For France through 1983 the lifetime CF of its PWRs
(pressurized water reactors) has been 52?, or 3 percentage points
below the US. The average age, however, is 3.5 years, which gives
no basis for predicting a better or worse future. The German LWRs
have a lifetime CF of 55?, the same as the US.6

The Japanese experience has been unique. Units have been
shut down for "planned" refueling for a year or more, though the
pure refueling is designed to take 3 ?r 4 weeks every year. The
lifetime CF, however, had improved to 55% u> 1981. It rose to 63%
for 1982 and 65% for 1983. The improvements are due to partial or
omitted refuel ings for 21% of units in 1982 and 41% in 1983. The
more intense use may reflect an effort to cut oil imports after
the doubling of oil prices in 1979 - 80. This may engender a
compensating drop in CFs subsequently.

On the whole it is fair to conclude, on the record, that the
EuroJapanese experience with nuclear power has been no better than
ours.

Beyond this point of CFs, there has been a lack of studies to
generalize on the economics of nuclear vs coal power, until the
fortuitous publication early in 1983 of a pioneer study by the
Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organization of Economic Co-operation
and Development. It was done by "An Expert Group" from the
industry. It uses many of the same assumptions and methodology as
the EIA. We applied just 4 major adjustments. (1) We used 55%
instead of 75% CF for nuclear. (2) We added a 30% sufflation to
capital costs of nuclear. (3) We kept OECD's 20 year life for
nuclear units because some case could be made out for it, but
raised coal's to 30 years. (4) OECD's assumption that real coal
prices would rise from Janaury 1981 by 51% over the life of the
unit was reduced to "0" because they had already fallen 36% to
January 1984, and further rises were likely to be moderated by the
profound changes of technology and economics going on in the coal
industry from mining to burning. Other adjustments in favor of
coal could have been but were not made, such as using equal sizes
of coal and nuclear units instead of coal at half size.

Based on the 4 adjustments alone, however, the total busbar
cost per KWH from nuclear power units is 2.2 times coal's. This
is remarkably close to the results obtained in the 4 case studies
of our book, and the EIA study.
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The (HAL)Practice of Nuclear Power Economics

Charles Komanoff
Komanoff Energy Associates
New York, New York

Over the past 15 years, the economic fortunes of nuclear power
in the United States have steadily worsened, going from promising,
to marginal, to calamitous. Now the new generation of U.S.
nuclear power plants — the 1980s reactors -- looms as an economic
disaster. Of the fifty-odd reactors finished after 1982 or still
under construction, a handful at most will produce economical
electricity. The rest will contribute to a "nuclear power damage
bill" that may reach $100 billion in cancelled reactors' sunk
costs and excess power costs from completed projects, (notes at
end of paper) apportioned somehow between electricity customers
and utility investors.

This paper concerns how the nuclear damage bill ran up so
high; not the causes of the reactors' hugh costs, but the
concealment of the costs by nuclear power interests in business
and government. It recounts the methods used by nuclear power
proponents to convince policy-makers, the public, and themselves
that new nuclear plants would be competitive with other energy
sources, long after conclusive evidence was available to the
contrary.

Although virtually everything connected with nuclear power is
costing far more than most authorities had projected -- even after
adjusting for the effects of general inflation -- the nuclear cost
problem is rooted largely in the astonishing increase in reactor
"capital costs" (construction costs plus related financing
costs). U.S. nuclear plants in the "1980s" generation are costing
15 to 20 times as much to build as early-1970s reactors: $3
billion for a typical thousand-megawatt reactor now, versus $150
to $200 million then. The increase is about six-fold after
factoring out inflation, and it is considerably greater than the
rise in oil prices over the same period.

Capital costs have almost always been the main focus of
nuclear economics, notwithstanding flurries of interest in other
nuclear cost factors such as uranium prices, decommissioning costs
and plant capacity factors (performance reliability). This is
because paying off the capital costs through amortization,
depreciation and taxes makes up a very high percent of nuclear
plants' lifetime power costs. This can be as much as 75 percent
for some new reactors. Accordingly, predicting future nuclear
capital costs has been the key to the debate over the economics of
building nuclear plants.

Nuclear cost evaluations have traditionally used as their
benchmark the cost of concurrent coal-fired electricity. Today
nuclear/coal comparisons are moot, largely because megawatt-rich
but cash-poor utilities aren't shopping for new power plants.
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Even though an articulate body of analysts, led by Amory Lovinsj
has argued for a decade that nuclear and coal power's main
competitors weren't each other but conservation, cogeneration and
renewable energy (see Lovins (1984), for example), until recently
this broader cost comparison proved difficult to apply and for
most utility planners to absorb. In contrast, the nuclear/coal
comparison was straightforward and comfortable. Both technologies
produce a single, indistinguishable commodity -- kilowatt-hours of
continuously generated electricity -- production and sale of which
was viewed by utilities as their economic mission. For utilities
in the 1970s and early 1980s nuclear power's economic test was its
competitiveness with coal.

Although the nuclear/coal comparison hinges on capital costs,
it also involves costs for operation and maintenance, repairs and
improvements, and, nuclear's strong suit -- fuel. It is helpful
to distill assumptions about these costs into a "breakeven"
capital-cost ratio. This ratio measures the capital cost handicap
that a nuclear plant can stand and still break even with coal
power by means of its fuel savings. If a nuclear plant's capital
cost lies beyond that ratio, its fuel savings will not be
sufficient to offset its higher capital cost. Although different
regions have different breakeven ratios, primarily due to
variations in coal prices, a "national" average breakeven ratio is
sometimes employed for simplicity. Depending upon one's view of
cost factors such as the nuclear plant's capacity factor and the
coal plant's fuel cost, the breakeven capital cost ratio has
generally been placed between 1.2 and 1.4, meaning that nuclear
plants could stand between a 20 and 40 percent higher capital cost
than coal plants and still end up with equal lifetime generating
costs.

The Empirical Evidence

In what became a widely quoted statement, Harvard Business
School professor I.C. Bupp wrote in 1978, "Systematic confusion of
expectation with fact, of hope with reality, has been the most
characteristic feature of the entire 30-year effort to develop
nuclear power." "The distinction between empirically supported
fact and expectation," Bupp wrote, "was blurred from the beginning
in the discussion of nuclear power economics." "(W)hat was
missing ... was independent analysis of actual cost experience."
(Bupp & Derian, 1978)

Bupp was decrying the failure of nuclear promoters to analyze
the actual costs of nuclear power plants, to reconcile their
estimates of future plant costs with empirical data, and to
distinguish between the two. This failure persists even today.
Only four comprehensive studies of U.S. nuclear capital cost
experience have been published. Three, all produced outside of
the nuclear industry, found that cost trends were running against
nuclear power. The fourth, sponsored by nuclear utilities, seemed
constructed deliberately to thwart the drawing of any conclusions
at all.



• ' The 'three non-industry studies were Bupp's 1974-75 Harvard-
MIT work; analysis by William Mooz of the Rand Corporation in
1978-79, and ray own work of 1978-81. These studies measured
nuclear and coal capital cost trends through statistical analysis
of the costs of recently completed plants (Mooz studied only
nuclear plants, however). Bupp found that nuclear capital costs
increased two to three times as fast as coal plant costs between
the late 1960s and mid-1970s. (Bupp et aj_., 1974) Mooz
demonstrated that even after adjusting for inflation, reactor
costs increased just as rapidly in the second half of the 1970s as
in the first. (Mooz, 1978, 1979) My work showed that the average
ratio between nuclear and coal capital costs increased from just
over 1.0 at the start of the 1970s to over 1.5 at the end of the
1970s, even counting expensive pollution control devices such as
sulfur dioxide scrubbers in the later coal plant costs.
(Komanoff, 1981)

I also projected, based on divergent nuclear and coal
regulatory trends, that the capital cost ratio would climb much
higher, to a range of 1.75 to 2.65 for nuclear and coal plants
finished in the mid to late 1980s. Empirical data are bearing out
this forecast. After adjusting for inflation, nuclear plants
finished or scheduled for completion after 1982 are costing, on
average, over twice as much as late-1970s reactors and six times
as much as early-1970s nuclear plants. (Komanoff, 1984b) Coal
plant costs have plateaued, however, in real terms, as
increasingly advanced pollution controls have made them more
socially acceptable, leaving older coal plants as the main
polluters and the targets of acid rain controls. Although
comprehensive current coal plant cost data are not available,
representative data suggest that the ratio of real nuclear to coal
capital costs for 1980s plants will average around 2.3 to 2.5, far
beyond the 1.2 cost ratio (or up to 1.4 with more generous
assumptions) that would enable the new reactors to break even with
coal.

The nuclear industry didn't so much rebut these empirical
analyses as ignore them, partly by releasing studies favorable to
nuclear power. These studies were largely of two types:
compilations of current coal and nuclear generating costs, with
the sample of plants selected to put the best possible face on
nuclear power; and "engineering estimates" that disregarded
mounting regulatory and construction problems in forecasting that
future nuclear plants would cost only modestly more to build than
coal plants. The most influential studies are discussed below.

The Atomic Industrial Forum Surveys

The annual surveys of the nuclear trade group, the Atomic
Industrial Forum, purport to measure the average generating costs
of nuclear, coal and oil plants operating in the preceding year.
Until recently, they routinely found that nuclear plants generated
at a considerably lower average cost than coal plants. For
example, the 1978 survey (covering 1978 costs, published in 1979)
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put the average generating cost including fuel, operations and
capital charges at 1.5 cents per kilowatt-hour for the nation's
nuclear plants and 2.3 cents/kWh for coal plants. These figures,
and similar ones for other years, were disseminated widely by
other nuclear promoters including the Edison Electric Institute
and most nuclear utilities.

Two objections were raised to these surveys. First, they
obscured emerging cost trends by lumping together earlier plants,
where nuclear did have a cost advantage, with later plants, where
that advantage had been eroded and ultimately lost by rapidly
increasing capital costs. What was worse, however was that the
data were systemtically biased in favor of nuclear power. Both
AIF's 1977 and 1978 surveys omitted 12 of the 14 most expensive
U.S. nuclear plants (while omitting only 9 of the 46 other
reactors), and excluded the giant Tennessee Valley Authority and
American Electric Power Co., whose coal plants produced nore
power, at lower cost, than all the coal plants counted in the
AIF's surveys. Corrections to the 1978 comparison turned it
slightly in favor of coal (although this too shed little light on
cost trends). (Komanoff, 1980)

It is unclear whether the biases were intentional. The
expensive nuclear plants were omitted because their publicity-shy
owners did not provide the data, while the cheaper coal plants
were kept out by a survey convention limiting the comparison to
utilities with nuclear plants. Deliberate or not, the biases had
grossly misleading results. Moreover, the surveys included no
warning that because only coal plants operated by nuclear
utilities were included, the figures applied only in areas
favorable to nuclear plants. In other words, only those where
coal was expensive enough for utilities to build reactors.

Starting in 1979, the AIF revised its surveys to broaden the
sample of nuclear (but not coal) units, but at a price. In order
to elicit cost data for expensive reactors, the surveys ceased to
identify nuclear and fossil generating costs by utility. The
plants are now arranged by year of startup, with each plant's
costs averaged in with half-a-dozen others. This precludes
checking individual plant data -- an important consideration in
light of arithmetic inconsistencies in some AIF surveys and the
inherent complexity of much of the cost data. Indeed, the current
surveys are little more than press releases -- single sheets of
paper bereft of documentation (see Figure 1). The willingness of
nuclear promoters to pass off such superficial numbers as serious
evaluations of comparative costs is a telling commentary on their
concern for a meaningful nuclear economics debate.

The Department of Energy Estimates

For all their outrageousness, the AIF surveys have not offered
the most insidious misrepresentations of nuclear power costs.
That distinction falls to the series of reports prepared by a
Philadelphia-based architect-engineering firm, United Engineers &
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Figure 1a

U.S. AVERAGE ELECTRICAL GENERATING COSTS AND POWER PLANT PERFORMANCE. 1983
For unit* antaring commercial larvica in tha yaar* listed1

NUCLEAR
Initial

Year of
Commercial Number
Operation of

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Totaiaor
Weighted Averages

Unit.

4
4
8
7

11
8
4
7
2
1
2
4
1

(3

Generating
Capacity

2.368
2.694
5.458
5.167
8.714
6.826
3.649
5.851
1.977

757
1.748
4.079
1.128

60.416

Total
Generating

Coat K/Vwh)

2.4
2.7
2.5
2.5
2.8
3.6
6.4
4.2
2.9
4.7
3.2
5.5
3.3

3.6

Capital
Cost

K/kwM

1.0
1.1
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.8
3.8
2.3
2.1
2.6
2.0
3.8
2.3

1 . *

Fuel
Cost

(t/kwh>

0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.5

0.7

D I M
Cost

ItAwh)

0.6
0.9
0.7
0.6
0.8
1.1
1.8
1.1
0.3
1.4
0.5
1.0
0.5

0.*

Other
Cost

H/Icwli)

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0

0.1

Capacity
Factor

<*>

67.3
65.2
73.5
64.5
58.7
53.7
30.7
64.4
71.2
56.2
66.7
47.9
62.3

60.5

Availability
Factor

<*>

75.6
76.3
75.1
72.1
65.3
59.8
37.2
66.6
74.9
65.9
71.0
54.6
65.4

66.1

Forced
Outage
Mate IK)

S.4
6.0
6.4
3.5

10.8
6.6

30.1
11.4
18.5
16.7
11.4
21.2
11.9

10.1

Source: Atomic Industrial Forum "Generating Cost Survey 1983".



Figure 1b

U.S. AVERAGE ELECTRICAL GENERATING COSTS AND POWER PLANT PERFORMANCE. 1983
For units antaring commarcial sarvica in tha yaars listed1

COAL

Vaarol
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1S70
1971
1972
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1976
1977
1978
1979
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198)
1982

Totals or
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4
8
6
6
5
6
3
2
4
3
6
2
3

WalghtadAvaragas 68

Ganarating
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1.805
4.846
3.651
5.388
4.301
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2.272
1.410
2.217
1.284
4.457
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2.030

31,971

Total
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Cost K/kwh)

2.8
3.2
3.3
2.9
2.9
3.1
3.5
3.9
3.6
3.5
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4.9

3.6

Capital
Cost
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0.8
1.0
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0.7
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1.5
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2.6
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1.2
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1.7
1.9
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1.9
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1.8
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1.3
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1.9
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2.0
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Cost
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0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.2
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0.4
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0.3
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Cost
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0.0
0.0
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0.0
0.0
0.0
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0.0
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0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
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57.1
55.2
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Availability
Factor
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77.1
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Forcad
Outaga
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6.1
8.4

10.4
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5.3
6.2
7.4
3.7
3.6
2.1
6.6
1.3
3.3
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Constructors, and published over the past fifteen years by the
U.S. Department of Energy and its predecessor agencies starting
with the Atomic Energy Commission. While the AIF surveys are
concerned with existing power plants' generating costs the DOE
reports address future capital costs, but with no consideration
of, and in stark contradiction to, empirical data.

The DOE reports have formed the basis of the U.S. govenment's
pronouncements on the economics of nuclear power since 1968. They
have had a tremendous influence on both policy and public
opinion. The reports all rely on a method known as engineering
estimation to predict future nuclear and coal plant costs.

This technique first develops a conceptual plant design based
on a scope of work predicated on safety requirements. It then
calculates the labor, materials, equipment and engineering effort
needed to build the plant and applies estimates of wage rates and
material costs to compute the total charges. Engineering
estimation requires a reasonably stable scope of work, so that the
amount of inputs can be fixed in advance. Thus the method would
seem singularly unsuited for estimating the costs of nuclear
plants, which for essentially their entire commercial history have
been subject to new safety requirements, primarily arising from
public concern and technical problems, that have expanded the
projects' scope while they were under construction.

Estimators generally use contingency allowances to handle
scope increases, but nuclear power's constantly changing
regulatory situation has chronically left DOE's allowances far
behind. For example, the contingency in DOE's 1974 cost estimate
for a nuclear plant to be completed in 1983 was a mere 5 percent
(U.S. AEC, 1974). As it turned out, this allowance was enough to
cover only four months of scope increases, based on the 14 percent
average annual real increase rates experienced in nuclear
construction since the early 1970s. No wonder that for at least a
decade this and other DOE estimates of nuclear plant costs have
lagged far behind actual costs of completed plants. (DOE's
capital cost estimates made from the late 1960s through the early
1980s are shown in Figure 2).

Throughout this period, DOE has never compared its nuclear
cost estimates to actual reactor costs, or otherwise acknowledged
the burgeoning gap between its estimates and reality. Nor could
outsiders perform the comparison, because DOE stated most of its
estimates in nominal, "as-spent" dollars, unadjusted for the
confounding effects of inflation and interest. Instead, DOE's
analysts threw their energies into an elaborate computer model
that calculated capital costs under almost every conceivable
assumption including different geographical locations, cooling
tower types, turbine configurations, etc. What was not considered
were the conditions that were driving reactor costs sky-high:
unstable regulatory requirements, changing designs,
and overmatched construction management -- conditions well
documented elsewhere by DOE's own cost contractor, among
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Figure Za

Cost Estimate for 1,000 MW Coal Plant
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Figure 2b

Cost Estimate for 1,000 MW Nuclear Plant
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others. Using this model, DOE's 1977 report estimated that a
typical single large reactor completed in mid-1986 would cost only
$1130 per kilowatt of capacity. Current utility cost estimates
for actual 1985-87 plants now average about $3000 per kW -- almost
twice as much as DOE's estimate after adjusting for the difference
between expected and actual interest and inflation rates.

DOE also appears to have badly overstated coal capital costs,
contributing futher to inaccurate ratios of nuclear to coal
capital costs. Even in the face of nuclear plants' rapid cost
increases and unfavorable regulatory prospects, DOE's mid-1970s
cost forecast for mid 1980s completions still let stand the 1.25
nuclear/coal capital cost ratio from preceding forecasts. The key
assumption, an article of faith among nuclear proponents at the
time, was that SO? scrubbers and other pollution controls being
added to new coal plants would offset growing nuclear safety
requirements. In fact, the cost impact of nuclear safety rules
greatly surpassed that of coal emission controls, as shown by
growth in the ratio of completed nuclear to coal capital costs
from 1.05 in 1971 to 1.50 in 1978, even with scrubbers (1.90
without the scrubbers).

For its 1978 estimates of costs for 1988 plants, DOE raised
the nuclear/coal capital cost ratio to 1.43. Although this was
close to the actual ratio for plants completed at that time (once
the scrubbers had been counted), it was insupportable for future
plants, given the huge backlog of nuclear safety requirements not
reflected in completed plants' costs. But DOE's most egregious
misestimate of the nuclear/coal capital cost ratio came in its
1980 forecasts. There, despite a 113 percent higher nuclear cost
estimate to reflect anticipated impacts from the 1979 Three Mile
Island accident as well as sharply higher inflation and interest
costs, the ratio hardly grew, from 1.43 to just 1.49. This was
because DOE simultaneously increased its coal capital cost
estimate by 105 percent, despite the absence of prospective coal-
related environmental requirements during 1978-80 even remotely
comparable to nuclear power's TMI impacts. Here the nuclear
promoters, emboldened by the lack of a comprehensive data base of
coal capital costs, pushed their canard that coal's regulatory
burden and capital cost escalation were "just like nuclear
power's" to preposterous heights.

The 1980 comparison was especially fateful, as utilities and
DOE used it to reassure wavering utility regulators, investors and
others that reactor contruction ventures were worth completing.
These reassurances have since proven hollow for investors in
several dozen utilities whose capital is at risk in hyper-
expensive reactors, and to regulators who are now walking the edge
between utility insolvency and potentially devastating rate
increases.

DOE's most recent, 1982 nuclear cost .evision also failed to
keep pace with changing costs. It implied a 1.57 to 1.69 range of
nuclear/coal cost ratios, whereas the actual ratio had by then
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passed 2.0, based on utility reactor cost estimates which have
since increased further. Undeterred, DOE incorporated its
obsolete range into a "comprehensive" report on nuclear and coal
economics (DOE, 1982) which, by also assuming a big jump in the
future rate of increase in coal fuel costs, concluded that future-
ordered nuclear and coal plants finished in the 1990s would have
roughly equal national-average generating costs. This hypo-
thetical proposition neatly sidestepped the fiasco of actual
reactors being finished in the 1980s, whose lifetime generating
costs will probably average 70 to 80 percent over those of new
coal plants. (Komanoff, 1984a) Nevertheless, the DOE conclusion
is widely cited, particularly in international evaluations of
nuclear power such as those by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, as a definitive portrait of current
U.S. relative nuclear/coal costs.

DOE's contractor United Engineers, for its part, has begun to
back away from its insistence that nuclear power's precipitous
capital cost escalation is no different from that for coal.
"Recent information on material and labor requirements," admitted
U E & C's capital cost estimation manager in 1982, "indicate(s)
that a ... higher rate of cost increase may be appropriate for
nuclear plants." (Crowley & Griffith, 1982)

Other Capital Cost Estimates

Similarly vacuous engineering estimates, detached from nuclear
power's deep-rooted regulatory and construction problems and
oblivious of the gulf developing between nuclear and coal capital
costs, have been the stock-in-trade of other industry
"authorities." Giant constructor Bechtel projected only a 1.21
respective capita' cost ratio just before TMI, and 1.25 after.
(Davis & Sandberg, 1979; Davis, 1980) The Committee on Nuclear
and Alternative Energy Systems of the National Academy of Science,
which for all its patina of ecumenicity was no more than a blue-
ribbon nuclear-industry panel, forecast a range of ratios, but all
between 1.0 and 1.25 (NAS, 1979) As recently as 1982, the year
that the wall Street Journal coined the expression "rate shock" to
describe new nuclear plants' cost impacts, architect-engineer
Sargent & Lundy was still forecasting a capital cost ratio of
1.47. (Brandfon, 1982)

Sargent & Lundy1s work on comparative economics has also
carried to an extreme the nuclear industry's obsessive but
misplaced pursuit of shorter plant schedules. Its reports make
painstaking calculations of the potential cost savings to
utilities from curbing inflation and interest costs by speeding
licensing and construction. Missing from these algebraic
exercises is any recognition that what the utility saves, the
public bears. Because shorter construction durations advance the
date that ratepayers must begin paying for the power plant, they
do not reduce real costs, unless they are accompanied by scope
reductions that simplify design and construction.
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Ruled by the same misconception, asserting for example that
"time-related costs represent a large fraction of the total
capital costs (unadjusted for inflation) of most large
projects," the utility industry's Electric Power Research
Institute released a major study of power plant "lead times" in
early 1983 (E PR I); but it has yet to publish an analogous study of
power plant capital costs. (The study did break with industry
dogma to conclude that coal plant licensing and construction
periods were shorter and more predictable than for nuclear
plants, however. In addition, EPRI is rumored to be completing a
capital cost study.) Similarly, the nuclear industry has all but
canonized the St. Lucie 2 reactor, which Florida Power 8 Light
recently completed in a little over (, years, even though it cost
twice as much in i ̂ al terms pei kW as several of its
contemporaries such as Duke Power's HcGuire nuclear plant. While
shorter building periods can help control real costs (St. Lucie
was cheaper than the current nuclear average), the effect is far
less dramatic than the industry's inflation - and interest-loaded
figures suggest.

Commonwealth Edison

Chicago-based Commonwealth Edison, the nation's largest
reactor operator and builder, is also the industry's most ardent
champion of nuclear power. A 1978 Edison article in Science was
particularly influential in the academic and scientific
communities. (Rossin & Reick, 1978) The article touted the
roughly 40 percent savings for the company's nuclear generation
versus coal, a comparison that was not only biased (Edison's coal
units do not operate full-time and so have higher per-kWh fixed
costs) but was strikingly inapplicable to other utilities.
Edison's six commercial nuclear units cost only half as much per
kW as the U.S. average to that time (four of the six were built as
loss-leaders by General Electric), while the company's coal fuel
costs far exceeded the U.S. average.

The article's comparison of future nuclear and coal costs was
also strikingly inaccurate. Edison predicted an unusally low
nuclear/coal capital cost ratio of 1.08, perhaps extrapolating too
confidently from the company's inexpensive "first-generation"
reactors. Although Edison later scrapped its future coal units,
so no empirical ratio can be calculated, its 1980s nuclear units,
while virtually the cheapest of their generation, are nevertheless
costing roiighly 50 percent more in real terms than the article
estimated.

To date, the only empirical analyses of nuclear and coal
capital costs from the power industry have been those by Lewis
Perl of National Economic Research Associates, a utility
consulting firm. Like Bupp, Mooz and Komanoff, whose work was
discussed earlier, Perl used the statistical technique of
regression analysis to conclude that nuclear capital costs had
increased rapidly in real terms during the 1970s. However, Perl
steadfastly refused to extrapolate any increase into the future,
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for two reasons. First, from a statistical standpoint, "the
historic data provide(d) no accurate basis for extrapolating

' future cost." (Perl, 1978b) Second, Perl was not convinced that
growth in nuclear safety requirements, which had underlain past
real cost increases, would continue. Thus, he projected in 1978
that future nuclear plants (-ri coal plants as well) would cost
only as much, in real terms, as the most recently compeleted
plants, implying a capital cost ratio of only 1.44

What Perl tried to represent as conservatism may have been
artifice to bolster utilites building nuclear plants against
adverse data. Perl has always hewed to empirical data in his
extensive statistical analyses of power costs. But from late 1973
on, he calculated capital cost trends fr.m a hybrid data base, in
which costs of plants completed through 1977 were augmented by
utility cost estimates for plants under construction through
1985. The effect was circular, as unrealistically low utility
estimates of future plants' costs diluted the unmistakable upward
trend in completed plants' costs, permitting the otherwise
groundless inference that nuclear cost growth might not only slow,
but turn negative. Through this sleight of hand, shown in Figure
3, Perl rendered the meteoric rise in nuclear costs in the 1970s
as potentially transitory as any boom in commodity prices before
the next bust cycle.

Perl's predicted outcome differed radically in the one
instance in which he drew trends from completed plant costs only,
in a talk in early 1978. There, all of Perl's reactor cost curves
pointed sharply upward, and much more steeply than the
corresponding coal plant curves. (Perl, 1978a) This formulation
could not have been salutary to NERA's utility clients and was
subsequently withdrawn.

Nor did the TMI accident shake Perl's assertions that nuclear
regulatory prospects, rather than being necessarily dreary, were
as ambiguous as his cost trends. In recent testimony defending
the prudence of utility pursuit of nuclear power after TMI, Perl
said, "While it was clear in 1981 that TMI would cause regulatory
changes it was not clear that it would have a large impact on
capital cost." (Perl, 1983) The refusal to concede that TMI's
regulatory effect implied large cost growth, despite prior
admission that "(T)he increases in construction costs of nuclear
plants reflect, in large part, the steady revision of the rules
for plant construction," (Perl 1978b) is beyond comment.

Can Nuclear Economics Be Saved? An Agenda

Developing yet more rounds of nuclear capital cost estimates
and comparisons with coal would seem a fruitless exeicise, at
least until such time, if ever, as nuclear power's institutional
and technical status can be clarified so that cost estimates may
be grounded in reality. Nevertheless, because many of those whose
dreams and careers have been founded upon nuclear power refuse to
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Figure 3a

NUCLEAR CONSTRUCTION COSTS AS ESTIMATED
BY THREE REGRESSION FORMS WHICH VARY
WITH RESPECT TO THE TREATMENT OF TIME
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Figures 3a & 3b show Dr. Perl's two formulations
of projected nuclear capital costs derived in
early 1978. Each formulation modelled nuclear
capital cost behavior and projected future costs
with three mathematical forms -- l inear, parabolic
and logarithmic. All three curves in the l e f t -
hand formulation, based on actual costs of plants
finished through 1977, indicate that empirical
nuclear cost experience implied continued increases
in costs.
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Figure 3b

NUCLEAR CONSTRUCTION COSTS AS ESTIMATED
PV TUBER REGRESSION FORMS WHICH VARY WITH
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Figure 3b was based on a hybrid sample of empirical
costs plus utility estimates of costs for plants
under construction. The latter estimates "pulled
down" each of the cost curves, especially the para-
bolic, enabling Perl to argue that available data
were ambiguous about the direction of future nuclear
costs.
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documentation, component manufacture, operator t raining, etc.
Falling costs for computer simulation may also design improvements
to be tested more quickly and lead to some design margins' being
relaxed. But hand-waving is not an acce^jtable way to estimate the
savings.

Quantifying the possible savings won't be easy, particularly
since nuclear power's pervasive but hard-to-quantify "ripple
effect" from regulatory changes and construction inefficiencies
might have a positive side i f some degree of relative s tab i l i ty is
ever attained. Not al l benefits can be anticipated; others may
in i ta l l y be double-counted (such as reduced engineering effort
from both less changeable regulation and computer-aided design).
But i t would be a mistake to forego the effort and re ly , as
before, only on engineering estimates. The nuclear industry's
credib i l i ty is str ik ingly low, and i t w i l l probably go lower s t i l l
as pieces of the $100 b i l l ion damage b i l l from new reactors begin
raining on ratepayers and investors. The industry w i l l win a
hearing on i ts hopes for competitive future reactors only be
acknowledging the present disaster and explaining in fu l l why i ts
future w i l l be different from i ts past.

Lessons Learned

So much for an agenda for nuclear economics. What lessons
can be learned from nuclear promoters' failure to represent
nuclear costs competently and candidly? The first lesson is that
powerful institutions cannot be trusted to act even in their own
economic self-interest, let alone in the oublic interest. In the
case considered here, nuclear cost escalation, neither industry
leaders nor government planners grasped the true causes or the
true extent. They attributed their problems to double-digit
inflation and interest rates rather than to real cost increases
driven by the safety controversy and technical deficiencies,
believing that nuclear and coal cost behavior were the same when
in fact the former costs were rising at least twice as fast as the
latter. A firmer grip on the discrepancy between reactor cost
estimates and actual cost trends might have helped the nation
reduce its commitment to nuclear expansion when it was economical
to do so. Instead, the promoters' pro-nuclear mindset led them to
disregard obvious warning signs. Nuclear power became a victim of
its own propaganda.

Another lesson arises from the failure of public or quasi-
public institutions to challenge the promoters' self-serving
estimates or the assumptions that underlay them. Not Congress or
its agencies,not the State utility commissions, not the credit-
rating agencies, not the big foundations or think-tanks, not the
universitities (with the exception of Bupp's group at Harvard)
punctured the industry-government unanimity on nuclear/coal costs
or the hollow base on which it rested. Far too often these groups
merely parroted DOE or industry cost estimates, lending them the
aura of scholarship without the substance. For example, the
seemingly authoritative economic evaluation in the 1977 "Nuclear
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Power Issues and Choices" reported by a star-studded "Eastern
establishement" group sponsored by the Ford Foundation (Keeny.
1977) was based on a nuclear/coal capital cost ratio culled from
engineering estimates by industry and government sources, all of
which were at variance with empirical data. The report was
subsequently cited repeatedly for confirmation by the same
sources. What appeared to be a broad, independently won consensus
on nuclear oower's cost edge was largely created with mirrors.

The final lesson, a corollary to the first two, is the need
for truly independent analysis of the economic and other
consequences of major public investments. The need is hardly
confined to nuclear power. A parallel story to this could be told
about the utility industry's failings in forecasting demand for
power or to electricity or energy issues. The momentum that large
undertakings generate can breed intolerance of differing views,
but such dissent may be precisely what is needed to keep the
enterprise on track, or to help determine whether it is worth
pursuing at all. If the unfortunate nuclear power experience
helps to institutionalize such heresy elsewhere, then perhaps the
losses will have served a useful purpose.
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Notes

1. The $100 billion damage bill is comprised of approximately $25
billion already sunk into cancelled plants; possible future
cancellations valued at $10 to $30 billion; and $45 to $60
billion in excess lifetime power costs from recently or soon-
to-be completed reactors, measured against the cost of
electricity from new coal units with advanced emission
controls or existing coal units witn retrofitted controls.
(Komanoff, 1984b)

2. Testimony by United Engineers' manager of capital cost
estimation in a New York State investigation of comparative
nuclear and coal costs in 1976 was probably the most
articulate statement to that time of the effects of safety-
related requirements on nuclear capital costs. (Crowley,
1976) Several exhibits depicting nuclear power's regulatory
burden are still used today, including one charting the
explosive growth in reactor codes and standards over time, and
another showing the maze of criteria governing the design of
reactor light switches, and, by extension, nuclear
construction in general. The testimony also warned,
prophetically, that " the regulatory climate is still dynamic

the full effect of (regulatory) factors is not
predictable, and the current cost estimates and schedule must
be qualified as reflecting those criteria in effect as of the
end of 1975, with no additional regulatory changes or
delays." (Ibid., p 31) Remarkably, I) E & C's work for the
AEC and DOE contained no such explicit warnings.

3. Interest during construction stops accumulating once a plant
is finished because ratepayers then take over from the utility
the task of financing the plant. Thus, advancing startup of a
plant by a year, for example, through it would cut a year of
interest from the final cost, would also take from ratepayers
the use value of their money for the same year. This cost at
leact offsets the effect of the plant's lower capital cost,
prrvided that the utility's cost of capital is no higher than
the average ratepayer's.

4. Based on Edison's mid-1984 estimates, the company's six 1980s
nuclear units will cost an average of $1200 per kW in 1982
dollars without interest. Edison estimated in Science that
twin 1200-MW reactors would cost $692/kW in 1977 dollars, or
$1040/kW in 1982 dollars. This figure included interest,
however, "based on a 7 percent annual rate." (Rossin & Reick,
p. 586) The interest calculation was not shown, and nominal
dollars (the 7 percent interest rate) may have been grafted
onto a constant-dollar base. Assuming that interest accounted
for 20 percent of the estimate in the article the estimate is
equivalent ot $830 per kW in 1982 dollars without interest.
Edison's new reactors will overshoot this estimte by at least
45 percent.
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The exception was my own ratio, probably included for
universality, which, however, I had merely derived in 1976
from estimates by DOE to show the effects on generating costs
of low nuclear capacity factors (my capital cost research
began several years later).
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Nuclear Power: Year 2000

. John R. Siegel
Atonic Industrial Forum, Inc.

This paper offers a contrary view on the future of nuclear
power in the U.S. Contrarian, in that it will argue that it is
quite possible that the installed U.S. nuclear capacity in the
year 2000 will be in the range of 250GWe.

This projection is based on the longer view—a 20-30 year
picture--of the price trends of the fuels commercially available
to make electricity. And on the belief that other projections of
nuclear capacity for the year 2000, while generally acknowledging
the need to add significant amounts of new electricity capacity,
are essentially discounting nuclear power. And thus, are ignoring
fundamental economics.

The logic for the projected 250 GWe follows:

o The demand for electricity is continuing to grow, albeit
at a slower rate than that experienced prior to 1973.

o The excess generating capacity in the construction
pipeline, which developed during the 197"- as economic
growth rates came in at half the projections made in
1973, has been worked off; in fact, the pendulum has

past the mid-point.

o U.S. utilities need to order an additional 200-350 GWe of
capacity for service between 1992 and 2000.

o The real capital costs of plants, particularly nuclear
plants, ordered in the 1980s will be less than that being
completed today, as this new plant will be completed on a
more expedient basis for reliability reasons, and built
in an improved financial climate for utilities.

o Owing primarily to more favorable economics, but also to
environmental considerations, at least half of new
generating capacity will be nuclear.

Throughout history, societal energy choices have evolved
through a number of broad transitions. Economics and technology
have governed the timing of these transitions.

The duration of such transitions has generally been several
decades. In 1850, wood use peaked and was gradually replaced by
coal. Coal use peaked in the 1920s and 1930s, declining as cheap
supplies of oil and natural gas became available.

Future historians will view the time in which we live as
another energy transition. The use of oil and natural gas has
peaked and should decline for the remainder of this century.
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Today, the world marketplace, in large part reflecting
natural resource reserve positions and the economics of
extracting, processing, and transporting resources, has produced,
the following approximate electric fuel price differentials for
U.S. utilities:

Fuel

Oil

Natural gas

Coal

Uranium

Cents/Kwhr

5.0

3.5

2.0

0.6

Uranium enjoys a factor-of-three advantage over its nearest
competitor, coal. Internationally, the uranium advantage is
greater.

Reflecting these fundamental price differentials, uranium has
been growing as a world, and U.S. energy source. The Energy
Information Agency (EIA) estimates uranium electric production
will be up to 1556 of the U.S. electric supply, second only to
coal. In several industrial countries in Europe, the nuclear
contribution is in the 30-50% range.

Very simply, uranium power competes economically in the
electric marketplace. As will be discussed, the uranium advantage
is widening. As a result, uranium will continue to provide an
increasing share of world energy requirements, including those in
the U.S. As mentioned earlier, the uranium contribution in the
U.S. could grow to 250 GWe by the year 2000.

In discussing such projections I emphasize again the long-
term nature of the nuclear argument ... given marcro fuel price
trends, the economics of the technology are, and will continue to
be, fundamentally sound.

The corollary of this argument is equally important. Much of
the criticism of nuclear power's economics focuses on recent
unfavorable trends of the late 1970s and early 1980s. In the end,
critics note the dearth of nuclear plant orders and declare the
industry dead.

One should exercise caution, however, extrapolating from
short-term trends without a complete understanding of the basis
for such trenrfs. The oil market provides a good example. Between
1973 and 1980, spot oil prices increased from $2 to $40/f>arre1, a
factor of 20 increase. A simple regression analysis on this data
suggests $800/barre1 oil in 1985. Using more "sophisticated"
techniques, the Citizens-Labor Energy Coalition in 1981 predicted
oil prices would read $60/barre1 by December 1984. In late
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October,' the spot price of oil was near $27/barrel. Very simply,
the fundamentals changed. One should question the bases, for
short-term trends, prior to extrapolating into the future. Too
often, however, forecasters tend to predict the future on what
happened last year ... or yesterday.

Today, the fundamentals of the U.S. economy and the electric
industry appear to be in transition. The 1980s show signs of
being a repeat of the 1960s. And quite likely, nuclear power is
about to get back on track.

The nuclear power industry bottomed out on May 14, 1984. On
that date, Robert Hildreth of Merrill Lynch put together the
Newbrook financial package that resulted in construction
commencing again on Seabrook 1. De facto, Seabrook 1 represents
the first significant plant order, or revitalization of a nuclear
plant order, since 1974. Although the New Hampshire Supreme Court
and the State's Attorney General continue to play volleyball with
the legalities of the financing package, it will ultimately go
through, and Seabrook 1 ... and 2 will be built. The plants are
needed to meet growing electric demand in New England, demand that
has been growing at over triple the forecast rate since 1982.

This new order comes after a long winter for the power
industry. Since the oil embargo in 1973, 65 plants have been
cancelled. Many more have been delayed, some indefinitely. Over
the last three years, there has been but one firm order for a new
plant. Reflecting schedule stretch-outs, new regulatory
requirements, and chaos in the financial markets, average new
plant capital costs have increased nearly 500% since 1973. And
the capital costs of some troubled plants, scheduled for operation
in 1987, are up over 2000% l (see figure 1, all figures and notes
at end of paper). And those, friends, are the statistics for the
coal power business.

Specifically on nuclear power, there has been no shortage of
opinions offered on the economics, or non-economics of nuclear
power. Most arguments focus on nuclear's rising capital costs and
the bases for these costs. Factors mentioned include regulatory
delay, financial problems, mismanagement, public opposition, and
most recently, contractor gouging. A few even correlate the
number of lawyers per capita in the U.S. (the inference is there
are too many) with stretched-out nuclear construction schedules,
and contrast this with Japan: fewer lawyers and timely nuclear
construction programs. Without exception, these are all problems
on the supply side of the equation.

Moving on toward the bottom line, the emerging view -- from
both sides of the political spectrum — is that nuclear power has
"failed the market test."

This view is incorrect. The U.S. power business -- be it
nuclear, coal or any other central station technology — has been
in a cyclical recession for a decade. The planning cycle for
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large power plants is roughly 10 years. And with actual growth
rates of the past 10 years averaging about half of the 1973
expectations, it has taken 10 years to bring the backlog of plants
in the supply pipeline back into synchronization with demand.

In fact, no new capacity has been ordered since 1973. The
net of orders and cancellations in the past 10 years is roughly
zero. Because the majority of plants ordered in the early 1970s
were nuclear, the majority of plants cancelled since 1973 have
been nuclear.

While this should come as no great surprise, it is amazing
how many enlightened consumer activists and politicians chastise
utilities for poor planning. Neither group faults the big three
econometric houses for their long-term, 4% GNP forecasts made in
early 1973, on which the utilities based 1983 requirements.
Apparently, DRI et al hadn't heard of OPEC back then, either. Of
course, the planning horizon for the most verbal of the anti-
nuclear politicians appears to be somewhat less than 10 years ...
usually the date of the next election.

Because nuclear plants are more capital intensive and involve
longer lead times, they were particularly vulnerable to the
chaotic economic conditions of the past decade. A financially
weakened electric utility industry didn't help matters either. By
no means, however, have coal utilities been let off the hook.
There have been many instances of coal plant rate shock or coal
utilities not being allowed to put a new plant into the rate base
because of excess capacity.

It is difficult to accept the argument that nuclear power has
failed the market test when no market existed. One seldom hears
that coal has failed the market test, yet as noted earlier, 65
coal plants have been cancelled since 1973.

In retrospect, declining electric demand estimates of the
past 10 years contributed significantly to the supply-side
problems mentioned at the outset. Without demand, the nation
could afford the luxury of a 12-14 year construction process, for
whatever reason: regulatory delays, "enlightened" intervention,
or lack of money.

Not that these problems aren't real. The nuclear licensing
process has been very unstable and is badly in need of reform.
Unfortunately, progress toward addressing these issues has been
slowed by the perception that few new nuclear plants are needed.

The Demand for New Units Is Re-Established

In 1983, the excess backlog in the construction pipe was
depleted. In 1984, the pendulum swung past center. In short, a
market now exists for new power plants. Including the plants
under construction, with the current conventional wisdom on annual
electric growth of 2.5%, national electric reserve margins will
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drop to 20% in 1992. Assuming an eight-year lead time, the
nation's utilities need to order about 200 GWe of new generating

• capacity to come on line between 1992 and 2000.

Keep in mind that this 200 GWe in new plant committments
needed over the next eight years compares tc zero new plant
commitments over the past 10 years. Further, it is based on a
rate of f.lectric growth over the next 15 years equal to that of
the past 10 years. Ten years of stagnant economic growth. This
projected rate of growth could prove low.

Regarding the economy, the nation is currently experiencing
the largest recovery in the post-war period. GNP and job creation
are increasing at record rates (Figure 2a and 2b). Further, the
rate of GNP growth, which began to "cycle" down in May and
bottomed out in late September, now appears poised for another
jump in the first half of 1985. Continuing low inflation, the
recent fall in oil prices, strong gains in real personal income,
falling interest rates, and the Federal Reserve Board's
flexibility to bring interest rates still lower (having undershot
their monetary targets) all bode positively for the economy in
1985 (Figure 3a and 3b). The return of the consumer to the retail
market in September suggests this upturn has begun. This
"cycling" of the economy is the d >ect result of the Federal
Reserve Board's strategy of relying on monetary aggregates rather
than interest rates to regulate the economy. It argues for
sustained economic growth rather than the boom/bust cycles of the
1970s.

On electric demand, I have argued that the demand for
electricity at the national level will grow at rates of at least
4-5% -- or nearly double conventional electric industry estimates
-- for the 1983-1990 period. This higher growth is predicted on
economic growth averaging 3.5% over the period and a strengthening
in the electric-to-GNP growth ratio due to falling real electric
prices, increased capital investment rates, and sharply higher
levels of productivity and personal income.

Figures 4 and 5 depict actual values for electric demand and
real electricity price trends versus a number of 1982-1983
predictions. Briefly, electric demand is rising, strongly, and
electric prices are falling. Year-to-date, total electricity made
available for consumption is up 7% over 1983. And higher
earnings, driven by increased sales, and the improved economic
outlook, have pushed the utility stock index to its highest level
in 18 years (Figure 6).

This electric demand and price data suggests 3 points:

o The "low-growthers" have been proven wrong. A number of
individuals and institutions, predicting annual electric
growth rates of 0-1%, have totally missed the mark. If
the economic recovery continues into 1986, as many
economists now predict, the compounded annual electric
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growth rate for the 1982-1985 period could exceed 5*.
Interpreted on the 0-1% scenario, the nation is getting
15 years of growth in 3 years. Can we now count on no
growth for the next 12 years?

o A strong correlation between electric and GNP growth
continues to exist. A fundamental assumption of the soft
energy establishment over the past few years has been
that the electric content of unit-of-GNP would decline,
going the way of oil and natural gas. The electric sales
to GNP relationship, however, has continued strongly over
the past 10 years, averaging 1.15, thus nullifying the
principal argument of the soft energy faction.

o Real electric prices are falling. Contrary to the
conventional view that electric prices would rise sharply
as new, expensive plant was put into service, real
electric prices at the national level fell Z% in 1983 and
are falling at roughly a 3% rate in 1984. This, in spite
of the fact that nearly a dozen new nuclear plants (at
average capital costs of $1800/Kw compared with a
national total plant in-service average of $400/Kw) went
into service in the last 18 months. Electric prices will
continue to fall over the 1980s, reflecting stable fuel
prices and reduced fixed costs (lower unit production
costs) resulting from higher sales.

The Soft Energy Path

Note that little credit is given to demand side strategies
and alternative technologies such as cogeneration or wind power.
Conservation effects (price elasticity impacts) are largely played
out, and with falling electric prices, could be reversed. In
spite of various demand management strategies, peak electric
growth has continued strongly with GNP, indicating difficulty in
industry efforts to move peak load to off-peak.

Further, the economics of alternative, decentralized
technologies are uncertain and depend on a combination of
favorable regulatory and tax treatments and high oil prices.
While the oil market is not cooperating, a few regulatory
jurisdictions are.

In California, generous state tax policies have made wind
energy, according to Forbes magazine, "perhaps the juiciest tax
shelter in the land." As a wind energy salesman in California put
it: "A project can generate a \ll% return in the first year even
if the machines don't produce power." Apparently, the only supply
constraint on California wind energy development is the shortage
of doctors and dentists with incomes to shelter.

In New York and New England rate commissions have determined
the avoided cost for cogenerated electricity to be in the 8-12
cents/Kwhr range. At these rates, one could orofitably make
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electricity in one's garage with a Sears gasoline-driven 3.5Kw
electric generator! And there's more. In Louisiana, industrial

• cogenerators are pressing the rate commission to have electric
utilities buy all industrial cogenerated electricity at avoided
costs, and sell it back to the same customer at average industrial
rates. It is a paper transaction, as little or no electricity
would leave the industrial site. And in what would be a transfer
tax from electric rate payers to the chemical industry, Dow
Chemical is seeking $10-15M per year from Gulf States Utilities.

In short, the soft energy path will not contribute
meaningfully in the near-and mid-term to America's energy goals.
As Charles Ebinger noted in the October 29, 1984 Hall Street
Journal, "Renewable energy (promoters), fueled in large part by
liberal visions of decentralized energy systems, were
unrealistically optimistic." And there is a cost attached to all
of this nonsense, which is shouldered by poor and middle class
electric rate payers. No wonder the NAACP in a late 1970s energy
policy statement was suspicious of an overemphasis on the soft
energy path, a policy based upon the "inevitability of energy
shortage" and that this shortage will hit the poor first and for
the longest duration.

Nuclear Power's Economics Made Simple: Time Is Honey

The relative economics of nuclear power are dramatic ...
nearly one-third more cost-effective than those of coal. Provided
one key condition is met: plant construction is completed in six
years. Further, in the power market which is evolving, there is
reason to believe that nuclear plants can be built in six years.

In addition to the six-year construction lead time, the other
relevant assumptions in the cost analysis are a 65% capacity
factor, 5% inflation and 2% annual real increase in the cost of
delivered coal power. These assumptions are consistent with the
improved economy that many project for the 1980s:

o With a new plant market where demand and supply are in
balance, utilities should be in a postion to maintain
construction schedules, financing a large measure of the
costs out of retained earnings. This contrasts to the
1970s, when supply far outran demand. Plant construction
programs were based on 7% electric growth, but sales
averaged under 356. In contrast, the late 1980s could
resemble the 1960s, when demand outran supply and
national electric reserve margin fell below 20%. Then,
the average construction time for the 52 nuclear plants
started prior to 1970, when electric supply was an issue,
was five years.

o As reserve margins decline toward 20% later in this
decade, nuclear capacity factors, which are in large part
a function of utility system load factors, should trend
into the 65-70? range. Again, this was the case in the
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late 1960s and early 1970s, and again in 1978, when
reserve margins contracted. Over the past year, as our

, economy has recovered, nuclear plant capacity factors
have risen steadily and could approach 65% this year
(Figure 7).

o A 2% annual real cost-of-coal increase assumption may
actually be conservative, given the coal price trends of
the past 10 years, the nation's steadily increasing
demand for coal and the potential cost of implementing
whatever acid rain fix the American people ultimately
decide upon.

In fact, differential fuel prices are the main reason
nuclear's relative economics are so compelling if one assumes a 6-
year construction lead time. Since 1973, the average annual rate
of increase of delivered coal costs has been triple that of
nuclear fuel costs. And compared to 1966, real nuclear fuel cycle
costs are unchanged. Today, the fuel costs for a Kw-hour of
nuclear and coal electricity are 0.6 cents and 2 cents,
respectively (Figure 8). And the gap continues to widen: over
the past year, the spot market price for coal has risen 20?.
Nuclear's fuel cycle costs, on the other hand, have stabilized and
could actually fall in real terms during the 1980s, owing to
falling real uranium and enrichment costs (Figure 9).

The key to the American people having access to nuclear's
more favorable economics, however, is the utility's ability to
complete the construction process in a timely manner.

Other countries, notably France and Japan, have been able to
complete nuclear plants in five years, mostly because the
political philosophy in these countries is oriented toward the
successful implementation of energy policies toward national
objectives, even though market principles may be compromised in
the short term.

Not so the U.S. We are a market-oriented society. The
nuclear power industry has been in step with the power plant
market of the past ten years: there was none. Today, however,
that picture is dramatically changed. New plants are needed to
come on line on a timely basis, similar to the situation in the
1960s. The electric industry — utilities, regulators, and
suppliers -- no longer has the luxury of a 10-14 year construction
schedule.

Given the gap which has emerged between nuclear and coal fuel
prices, nuclear power's relative economics are compelling. Our
market system will soon recognize this. It is only a question of
time.
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The Nuclear Power Supply Sector

With electric growth rates of 4-5%, national reserve margins
fall to 20% between 1988 and 1990 (Figure 10). Using conventional
industry projections of 2.5%, the national reserve margin falls to
20% in 1992. Thus, even under low growth projections,, utilites
need to be ordering new capacity today.

Assuming an 8-year lead time, U.S. utilities need to order
additional new capacity, for service between 1992 and 2000, of:

o 200 GWe on 2.5% electric growth scenario to 2000;
o 350 GWe on a 4% electric growth scenario to 2000.

Logically, all new capacity for the foreseeable future should
be baseload, conventional coal or nuclear technology. This, since
the U.S. generation mix now includes roughly 30% of oil or natural
gas capacity, which should be considered as peaking capacity on an
economic basis. As 15% peaking capacity is considered prudent,
the U.S. could roughly double its generation capacity to 1200 GWe
before adding new peaking capacity. Unfortunately, supply-side
constraints such as lead times and institutional bias will effect
orders for now peaking capacity combustion turbines in the near
term.

Based on nuclear's favorable economics, at least half of the
200-350 GWe of new capacity could be nuclear. As there are about
120 GWe of nuclear in service or in the pipe-line, I am assuming
that roughly 130 GWe of new nuclear capacity will be ordered
between 1986 and 1993, for a total of 250 GWe. This amounts to
about 20 large plants per year. The implications for the nuclear
service markets and the uranium industry (domestic =>nd world-wide)
are large, as shown Figure 11.

The Political/Regulatory Front

As mentioned earlier, the electric supply pendulum swung past
center in 1984. This was due in large part to the electric
utility industry's reluctance to commit to new capital
construction programs without the approval of state public utility
commissions.

Today, that approval still does not exist. Over the past
several years, many state regulators have tended to emphasize
demand side strategies—conservation, energy management, and
cogeneration--as the more effective means to provide the consumer
the most reliable and cost-effective electric supply. In so
doing, and in conjunction with rate requests to complete large
base-load power plants, ?n adversarial relationship has developed
between some commissions and utilites.

The adversarial environment has not been universal,
however. A few regulatory commissions, notably the Illinois
Commerce Commission, have recognized that regulators and utilities
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share a common bond in providing the public a reliable and cost-
effective supply of electricity. And further, that sole reliance
on alternative or unproven technologies may not achieve this goal,
and further carries some uncertainty ... and risk for the
consumer.

Of late, continuing strong demand for electricity (in
particular peak electric demand growth) at rates equal or
exceeding economic growth rates, is causing a number of rate
regu^tors to question the degree to which a demand side strategy
can, in the long term, assure a reliable, cost-effective supply of
electricity. And in September, "Inside Energy" reported that a
group of state regulators, headed by J. L. Bradshaw, President of
the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
called for a Presidential Commission to explore long-term
electricity needs in the U.S.

Momentum on the media and political front is also
developing. If it continues, a utility/regulatory/political
consensus on the need to order new capacity could evolve in 1985,
and new plant commitments could begin in the 1985-1986 time frame.

Beyond the need to build, regulators should also hear out the
nuclear story ... It is the consumer who stands to gain from
nuclear power's potential to deliver electricity at two-thirds the
price of coal, with essentially no environmental impact.

NOTES

1. A simple regression analysis, using the troubled coal units,
suggests coal plant capital costs of roughly $76,000/Kwe in
the late 1990s. At these prices, it will be economic to make
electricity in your own home using a converted oil barrel as
the boiler and pecan shells (California energy policy
revitalized) as fuel.

2. In 1984, the National Electric Reliability Council estimated
the nation's generating capacity needs in 1993 to be 720
GWe. In 1974, it was estimated that 750 GWe would be needed
in 1983. Which is to say, because of the stagnant economy of
the 1970s and the resulting drop in electric demand, utilities
need have ordered nothing between 1974 and 1984 to have
satisfied demand in 1993.

3. Since 1972, the annual peak electric demand growth has
averaged 3%; that of GNP, 2.83!. Over smaller, more recent
time periods, the correlation is similar.
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Figure 1

COSTS OF SOME TROUBLED PLANTS
HAVE ESCALATED RAPIDLY
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Figure 2a
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Figure 2b
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Figure 3a
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Figure 3b
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Figure 4

COMPARISON OF FORECASTED GROWTH IN ELECTRIC OUTPUT
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Figure 9

U.O. PRICES HAVE TRENDED RACK TO PRE-1975 LEVELS
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Figure 10

WITH A 4 TO 5% GROWTH SCENARIO, RESERVE MARGINS FALL
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Figure 11
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V
ALTERNATIVES TO NUCLEAR POWER



Wheeling Power and the Canadian Hydro Option

Marc Eliesen
Manitoba Hydro-Electric Board

This presentation will discuss the issue of American
utilities importing Canadian hydro electricity as an alternative
to constructing new generating facilities. In particular it will
canvass some of the problems of nuclear and coal generation of
electricity, outline the advantages of importing hydro power, and
give a brief background on Manitoba's hydro-electric potential and
its strategy on power exports. It will conclude by examining some
of the problems associated with international inter-state
electrical trade and their potential solutions.

Many American utilities are now faced with the problem of
significant cost increases as they attempt to replace older
generating facilities and to build new ones to meet anticipated
load growth. What are the factors that account for these costs,
and are there alternative, less expensive ways to meet future
electric power requirements? It is known that the electric power
industry is the most capital intensive of all industries. High
interest rates add to these costs. Reduced demand leads to
construction delays which in turn push up costs. We only have to
look at the sorry state of nuclear power plant construction to
illustrate this point. In Canada, Ontario Hydro's Darlington
Nuclear Station was estimated in 1975 to cost $3.4 billion. Now
final costs are expected to be at least $12 billion (1984
dollars). In the United States a similar pattern is occurring.
For example, the Zimmer Nuclear Plant near Cincinnati was
orginally estimated to cost $240 million, but rose to $3 billion
before finally being converted to a coal-fired plant. And here in
Illinois, the Illinois Power Company has raised its estimate of
the cost of its Clinton Nuclear Plant to $3.15 billion. The plant
was originally scheduled to be completed in 1980 at a cost of
$429.4 million. The high cost of nuclear power has caused many
utilities to look for a more viable alternative.

Environmental concerns regarding nuclear and coal fired
electrical generation also mean increased costs. Public
opposition to new generating facilities for environmental reasons
can lead to costly delays in construction. Nuclear waste disposal
and plant decommissioning costs add to the expense of the nuclear
option. Pollution controls for coal fired plants are expensive,
often representing at least 20 percent of capital costs. The
environmental factor and its associated costs can only become more
important with mounting public concern about acid rain, the
disposal of nuclear waste and the question of nuclear safety.

Another important cost factor is the price of fuel. Although
nuclear power plants have lower fuel costs than coal plants they
also are not immune to fuel price increases. Ontario Hydro for
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example, is expected to face a tripling of its nuclear fuel costs
over the next decade as a result of a long term contract with its
uranium suppliers. For U.S. utilities which rely on coal fired
electrical generation, the average real increase in coal prices
was 5.8 percent annually during the past decade. Continued real
price increases can be expected. It is now common for many new
coal fired thermal generating stations to have one-third of all
fixed and operating costs accounted for by coal alone.

T'-.e rapid and enormous cost escalation for nuclear and coal
electri.. 1 generation as well as a lower than anticipated load
growth, have led to the cancellation or delay of some 200 power
plants in the United States over the past two years. Neverthe-
less, new sources of electricity will still be needed.

Older generation facilities will have to be replaced. The
age of over 10 percent of the Northeast-Midwest Region's capacity
is 30 years or older. In addition new sources of supply will be
needed to meet projected load growth. In 1981 the Midwest region
had about 140 Gigawatts of capacity. Projections of additional
generation capacity (with a 25% reserve) needed in the Midwest by
the year 2000 range from 43 Gigawatts based on estimates from the
Congressional Research Service, to 62 Gigawatts based on estimates
from the American Electric Reliability Council1. How will these
needs be met? One very attractive alternative to costly nuclear
or coal fired electrical generation is to import electricity from
Canada, especially non-polluting, renewable hydro-electricity from
provinces such as Manitoba, Quebec and British Columbia.

It makes economic sense for American Utilities to consider
purchasing our electricity on an interruptible and firm capacity
basis. Such import contracts will enable utilities to:

o Diversify their generating capacity
o Postpone construction of costly new generating facilities
o Reduce their need for reserve power
o Take advantage of differences in the seasonal electricity

needs of our respective systems
o Increase the reliability of their systems through

expanded interconnections
o Receive emergency aid during temporary generating

problems
o And most importantly of all, purchase electricity from a

cheaper source.

1 Calculations by the Northeast-Midwest Institute (1984) based on
assumptions used by CRS and AERC.
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Manitoba is a province with a well established hydro-electric
system and has vast potential for more hydraulic power
development. It is the policy of the government of Manitoba to
pursue vigorously the export of electric power that is presently
surplus to our needs.

The province of Manitoba, with a population of over one
million, is located in the geographic center of Canada bordered by
Ontario on the east, Saskatchewan on the west and the states of
North Dakota and Minnesota to the south. Manitoba is the fourth
largest province in Canada, covering 251,000 square miles and
stretching 761 miles from the United States border to the
Arctic. In the northern region of the province there exists great
hyrdo-electric potential, especially on the Nelson River which
flows into Hudson's Bay. The Nelson and Churchill River basins
comprise one of the main watersheds in North America - over half a
million square miles. Its northern rivers have more than twice
the hydro-electric potential of the mightly Niagara Falls, and to
date only 30 per cent of this power has been harnessed.

In 1966, after extensive investigation, a commitment was made
to "go north" to develop the Nelson River. Control works have
been built to regulate and divert water flows, generating stations
ha<e been built and others planned, and a 560 mile 450 Kilovolt
direct current transmission system has been constructed to link
the area to the southern part of the province. Since most of the
groundwork has already been completed, further hydro development
has the advantage of having a benign environmental effect on the
area.

The developed sites on the Nelson River h*v3 a generating
capacity of 2,600 Megawatts, and with thirteen more potential
hydro sites identified, there is the capability of producing an
additional 6,100 Megawatts. In addition, there is a further
estimated 3,000 Megawatts of undeveloped hydro-electric potential
available throughout other areas of the province. Manitoba's
current generating capacity is some 4,000 Megawatts of which 90
per cent is hyaro-electric. Our hydro potential will fulfill
Manitoba's needs well into the twenty-first century, and in the
interim, we are prepared to "prebuild" our system for export
purposes.

Most electrical utilities in Canada are Crown corporations,
that is to say, owned by the public through their provincial
governments. The Crown corporation operates at arm's length from
the government in its day-to-day operations, but is subject to
general policy direction by its board of directors appointed by
the government. Manitoba Hydro is our Crown utility.

Public ownership of our utility has resulted in a number of
advantages for the province. Manitoba Hydro's borrowing
requirements are backed by the government, bring lower interest
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rates on utility bonds and access to major pools of financial
capital. Hydro also has a monopoly on electrical generation which
creates efficiency of supply through co-ordination of generating
and transmission facilities. It also pays no income taxes. In
return for these advantages, Manitoba Hydro sells energy at cost
to Manitobans. Sound planning and our investment in clean,
renewable hydro power has resulted in Manitobans paying the lowest
electrical rates in North America. For example, monthly
residential electric bills (in American dollars) for 1,000
kilowatt hours as of January 1984 were $86 in Chicago but only $27
in Winnipeg, the capital of Manitoba. Monthly industrial bills
for 1,000 KW demand, 400,000 Kilowatt-hours for Chicago were
$25,201 but only $8,113 in Winnipeg. The low cost of power
provides the basis for Manitoba's export policy.

In 1983 Manitoba exported over 7.6 million Kilowatt hours of
interruptible power, most of it to the United States. In fact,
Manitoba has been exporting electricity to the United States for
the past twenty years. It has a proven track record of
reliability of supply as Manitoba's customers can attest. Given
the vast hydro resources, Manitoba is interested in finding new
opportunities for exports in which both buyer and seller can
benefit from the sale of this non-polluting, renewable energy.
While we shall continue to sell interruptible power, Manitoba has
now moved into the area of firm exports of electricity. Examples
of the vigour of our intent to sell electricity to our American
friends can be seen in recently completed sales and current
negotiations with U.S. Utilities.

On June 14, 1984, our government concluded an export sales
agreement with Northern States Power Company (NSP) of Minneapolis,
Minnesota. NSP is the largest utility in the mid-continent area
power pool. It serves more than three million people in
Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Wisconsin and Michigan.
Beginning May 1, 1993, Manitoba Hydro will sell NSP 500 Megawatts
of firm power at a 75 per cent capacity factor for twelve years'.
The sale will generate an estimated $3.2 billion in revenue for
Manitoba. Northern States Power, for its part will get a reliable
supply of firm power at a significant saving. The prica NSP will
pay is based on 80 per cent of the cost it would have to pay for
electricity generated by a new coal-fired plant.

We can offer this advantageous price to NSP and still make a
profit for the people of Manitoba because Manitoba Hydro can
produce electricity more cheaply than most United States
utilities. Whereas American private utilities face high capital
and operating costs for thermal and nuclear plants, extra costs
for pollution control equipment, and higher costs for capital
financing, our Crown Corporation's capital financing costs are
lower, and our operating costs are minimal compared to coal-fired
plants. Indeed, Manitoba Hydro's customers pay about one half of
what customers of NSP pay for its thermal and nuclear produced
electricity.
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Also in June the government of Manitoba signed a letter of
intent with the Western Area Power Administration of Golden,
Colorado, for the sale of 1,200 Megawatts of firm power per year
for 35 years beginning in 1993. WAPA is an agency of the United
States Department of Energy and is responsible for providing
electricity to more than 500 municipalities, co-operatives and
pr vate utilities in fifteen states. Should these discussions
result in an agreement, it will be a good deal for WAPA because
the pricing regime will be based on a percentage of the capital
and operating costs of coal-fired thermal generating plants in the
western area. It will be a good deal for Manitoba because the
sale will produce profits and because the sale would require the
construction of another hydro development, the Conawapa generating
station on the Nelson River, costing in excess of $3 billion. A
successful sale to UAPA in addition to the sale to NSP would
result in a decade of continuous hydro development in the
province, thereby creating significant employment and associated
economic benefits for the people of Manitoba.

Discussions are also underway with two other groups of
utilities. The Minnesota-Wisconsin Power Suppliers Group, which
involves nine utilities in North Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota and
Wisconsin, is reviewing the possibility of buying 1,100 Megawatts
of power over a fifteen to thirty-five year period. Eight other
utilities located primarily in Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota
are also considering a contract similar in length and size.

So far I have outlined the advantages of importing
electricity and how Manitoba's power can meet the needs of certain
American utility groups. What are the problems associated with
importing Candian power and wheeling it among utilities? Are
these problems of such a nature that they will effectively hold
down electricity trade?

The problems may be summarized as follows: A concern by some
U.S. utilities about the dependability of power from a foreign
country, the fragmented American market, lack of transmission
facilities, difficulties in transferring bulk power purchase
between utilities, and regulatory constraints.

On the issue of dependability of power from a foreign source,
there may be some concern amoung certain U.S. utilities. Let me
assure you that Canadians are not "blue-eyed sheiks". The record
of decades of electrical transactions between our two countries is
one of the reliability and the scrupulous honouring of contracts.

Canadian authorities realize that without customer confidence
all future exports could be in jeopardy. Electrical exports are
too important a source of revenue to Canada ($1.25 billion in
1983) to be jeopardized by arbitrary action such as curtailing
exports once a contract has been signed. Moreover, it should be
remembered that electricity imports from Canada represent only
about 1.5 per cent of total U.S. production.
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The Canadian National Energy Board, which has to approve all
energy exports, has never revoked an export license for electric
power. Indeed, when Parliament recently broadened the board's
powers to revoke or suspend an energy export license on the
grounds of what is referred to as "public convenience and
necessity", electricity exports were specifically exempted from
this provision. Transmission linkages also ensure security of
supply. Canadian utilities have invested in expensive hydro
transmission facilities to the American market which cannot be
rerouted elsewhere. The lack of interconnections between Canadian
provinces for technical and economic reasons bodes well for the
continued north-south flow of electricity trade.

A Canadian federal policy supportive of electricity exports
which in turn is supported by powerful provincial govenments who
own the resource, provides a secure framework for continued
electricity supply from Canada.

Let me turn now to the question of the nature of the U.S.
market. The fragmented American market makes it more complicated
to arrange export deals. The economics of electricity exports
demand, in most circumstances, an ability to market power
regionally. Of necessity, the formation of regional power
planning associations has developed in the U.S. Manitoba is
currently negotiating with two such groups - the Minnesota-
Wisconsin Power Suppliers Group (MINWIS) which represents nine
suppliers and the Wisconsin and Minnesota Utilities Group (WISMIN)
which represents eight utilites. Experience with these groups
thus far has been good. They have facilitated regional power
negotiations and Manitoba looks forward to a continued close and
productive relationship with them. As the advantages of importing
Canadian electricity become more compelling, more cooperation
between American utilities along the lines just described is
foreseen, such co-operation will help to mitigate the problems of
a fragmented market.

Even though there is a growing demand for Canadian power in
the American market there are important transmission
limitations. Existing networks connecting the various regions in
and between the two countries were not all designed for large-
scale power transfers. Manitoba currently has a 230 Kv line to
North Dakota and a 230 Kv and 500 Kv line to Minnesota.

Attempts to build new transmission lines can run into
difficulties as Manitoba has recently experienced. At the moment,
the province is attempting to finalize a 700 Megawatt seasonal
diversity exchange with a group of U.S. utilities led by the
Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD). This project, known as the
Mandan line, involves constructing a 600 mile, 500 Kv transmission
line from Manitoba to Nebraska. Because the planned line would
cross several state borders, approval had to be gained from each
state. This was successfully done in the states of North Dakota
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and Nebraska. However, although the NPPD estimated that the
project would save millions of dollars over the next least costly

. alternative, the Public Utilities Commission of the state of South
Dakota denied the necessary permit on the grounds that it was not
consistent with public convenience and necessity in certain
areas. The legal dispute which has ensued and a lengthy
regulatory process has set back the in-service date of the
project. It is apparent that more interstate cooperation is
needed if American consumers are to benefit fully from export
sales of Canadian electricity.

The time consuming regulatory approval process associated
with power imports and transmission line construction can be a
constraint on power transactions, just as they are on the building
of new generating systems. Both the United States and Canada have
necessary regulatory procedures which can be lengthy. Con-
sequently we must plan early and effectively in order to minimize
delays and to ensure that power is available when needed.
Manitoba is fortunate that most of the groundwork has already been
laid for the development of our northern hydro resources, and that
its export policy conforms to national goals. Therefore no
regulatory delays from the Candian system are anticpated.

Because of the long lead time required to get regulatory
approval and transmission systems in place in the United States,
we are seeking more contacts with American utilites and their
associations so that both sides of the border can benefit from the
sale and exchange of electricity. Our provincial utility,
Manitoba hydro, participates in information exchanges with
organizations such as the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP).
Our premier, the Honorable Howard Pawley has joined with the
governors of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Missouri in calling for
steps to be taken to co-ordinate the sharing of information among
utilities and to facilitate agreements on such issues as power
line location and generation facilites. As chairperson of the
Manitoba Energy Authority, I, along with the Minister of Energy
and Mines, the Honorable Wilson Parasiuk, have met with utilities,
associations and state governors to present the case that through
early planning and negotiations we can assure that power agree-
ments can come on stream when they are most beneficial to buyers
and seller.

Despite the institutional impediments, electrical power sales
to the United States will continue to grow because it makes good
business sense. How else does one explain the 200 percent
increase in the volume of Canadian electrical sales to the U.S.
over the past eight years? Manitoba has been a party to this
trend and will be an increasingly important exporter of
electricity.
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Over the past few years Manitoba's total electric power
exports represented about one third of the electicity sold by our
utility. Exports to the U.S. rose from about 1.4 billion kilowatt
hours in 1975 to 6.5 billion kilowatt hours in 1983 and account
for 18 per cent of Canadian exports. With the new sale to
Northern States Power and possible additional sales to the U.S. by
the middle of the next decade exports could reach an additional 10
billion Kilowatt hours of electricity.

Manitoba looks forward to a great future for electrical
exports to American utilities. The U.S. Department of Energy has
forecast that even with improvements in end-use efficiency,
American electrical demand can be expected to continue to grow at
a rate at least equal to the growth of the nation's economy
throughout the remainder of this century. Confronted with the
need to replace old generating facilities and to build new ones to
meet the long-term growth in electrical demand; and given the high
cost of such facilities and their associated regulatory and
environmental constraints, it makes economic sense for American
utilities to puchase Canadian electricity on an interruptible and
firm capacity basis.

In conclusion, Manitoba Hydro has had a long history of
providng inexpensive, reliable and non-polluting power to its
American customers. Recently negotiated long-term, firm power
sales illustrate continued confidence in Manitoba as a reliable
source of power. With vast northern water resources there are
even more possibilities for an expanded export trade with the
United States. We look forward to the continuation of
arrangements in this area to the mutual benefit of both countries.
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Conservation: An Alternative to
New Construction

Marc J. Sullivan
Northwest Conservation Act Coalition
Seattle, Washington

The decade since the first oil shock has seen the discovery of
energy conservation as a major option for meeting future energy
needs. Study after study has shown the potential for greater
energy efficiency in the American economy. Some of those
efficiencies have been realized. But too many have remained
between the dusty covers of the studies that identified them. The
challenge is to make conservation work by putting in place
legislation, programs, and incentives needed to realize those
efficiencies.

Over the last four years, the Pacific Northwest (Idaho,
Montana, Oregon and Washington) has charted out a program for
electrical energy conservation in the United States. We have
begun to take the first, admittedly faltering, steps towards
making that program a reality. The lessons that have already
begun to become clear from that experience have the potential to
guide other regions as they move to develop their energy-efficient
economies.

The technical and institutional climate of the Northwest is,
in some respects, peculiar and even unique. These peculiarities,
which will be specified do not disqualify the region from acting
as a laboratory for the rest of the nation. Rather they allow the
Northwest to act as a model, with several crucial features
highlighted, to allow more precise observation and analysis.

The Northwest is unique, first, in the extent of its
electricity conservation potential. The region's incomparable
resource of cheap hydropower produced electric rates so low that
consumers squandered electricity quite heedlessly. Indeed, they
were encouraged to do so by a variety of promotional marketing
schemes of the region's utilities. Much of the region's existing
housing stock was both electrically heated and virtually
uninsulated. So the available savings were so large as to impress
even the most loyal devotee of new plant construction, if they
were ever seriously examined.

The institutional development of the region's electrical
energy system eventually ensured that the potential of
conservation would be seriously examined. Because the region
depended so much upon hydro power, which was developed and
marketed by the Federal government, the Northwest has always been
an unusually integrated electrical system, not just in operation,
but in planning as well. But when a planning system that had
thrived in the hydro-electric era tried to move into the hydro-
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thermal era, disaster followed. The fiasco of the Washington
Public Power Supply System nuclear financial meltdown has not been
unique, but it has certainly been unusually spectacular, even by
current industry standards.

In the late 1970"s the enormous cost of the new thermal
resources and the need to spread those costs around coincided with
a battle over the allocation of increasingly insufficient supplies
of Federal hydro power. This forced Congress to rethink existing
institutional arrangements in the Northwest. The legislation that
was finally signed by President Carter in December of 1580 was far
different than the measures originally proposed by the utilities
and the region's Federal power marketing agency, the Bonneville
Power Administration, in 1977. There were three substantial
differences in the final legislation, called the Pacific Northwest
Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980.

First, the regional energy and conservation planning was to
be done not by utilities but by a more political body, an
interstate planning council appointed by the governors of the
region's four states. As a result the planning process became not
only more directly political, but more public, with extremely
stong mandates for public involvement and consultation in all
phases of the development and implementation of the regional
energy plan.

Secondly, environmental costs were, for the first time, given
due weight and consideration. Quantifiable environmental costs
were included in determining cost-effectiveness of new
resources. A comprehensive fish and wildlife program, paid
through electrical rates, was to attempt to compensate for past
damage done by the hydroelectric system.

Finally, for planning purposes, the Act established a firm
cost-effectiveness test for new resources and a hierarchy of
resource priorities. First choice was conservation of energy,
with that priority enforced by the provision that the energy plan
was to give a 10% cost advantage to conservation. Thus energy
conservation could cost 11056 of the cost of the next cheapest
resource and still receive preference. Second priority in the Act
was given to renewable resources and third to cogeneration and
other high-efficiency technologies. Last choice would be
conventional thermal technologies.

The first Northwest Power Planning Council was appointed in
the Spring of 1981 and spent the next two years developing the
first Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan. When the
final Plan was approved, on April 27, 1983, the region was
commited to conservation as its resource of choice. The Council's
Plan provided that, depending upon future load growth,
conservation alone could meet up to 97% of the region's new energy
needs for the planning period of the next 20 years.
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The Plan found substantial cost-effective savings available
in virtually all sectors. It found that new homes could use 75%
less energy for space heating than existing housing stock, by
installing measures costing less than 2 cents per kilowatt hour.
It found that measures costing a maximum of 4 cents per kwh could
reduce the space heating usage of existing homes by 33%. In the
commercial sector, the Plan found that energy consumption in
existing buildings could be reduced by 30 to 40% with measures
costing less than 1.6 cents per kwh. The Plan projected new
commercial buildings using 45% less energy than buildings
constructed to the strictest code then in effect in the region,
for a cost of less than a few cents per kwh saved. The Plan
identified 545 average megawatts of savings from industrial
conservation programs costing an average of only 1.5 cents per
kwh. Since April of last year we have seen the beginnings of our
efforts to turn that Plan into the region's energy future. Thus
far, a number of clear lessons have emerged.

The first lesson is that conservation will work if, and only
if, it is regarded as a resource like any other. The Regional
Act, in all its provisions, treats a planned reduction in demand
through conservation as exactly equivalent to an equal increase in
production. The Act defines a "resource" as:

(A) electric power, including the actual or planned electric
power capability of generating facilities, or

(B) actual or planned load reduction resulting from direct
applicaton of a renewable energy resource by a consumer,
or from a conservation measure (PL 96-501; Section 3
(19)).

Let me be more specific about what treating conservation as a
resource implies by moving to the second lesson, which is that
incentive levels are the key to making conservation work. In the
process of developing its Plan, the Council entered into a major
internal debate over the question of "full financing" of
conservation. In other words should the electrical system cover
the full costs of conservation measures or should some
contribution be required of the homeowners, businesses and
industries in which the conservation measures would be
installed. The Council split 4-4 on the question and was forced
to compromise on an agreement that only conservation in low-income
residences would be fully funded by the region.

The results of this decision are now becoming clear. A look
at the regional residential weatherization program is an
illuminating example. The Council Plan had provided that the
Bonneville Power Administration Program should, "Require, as a
condition of receiving Bonneville financial assistance, the
installation of all structurally feasible and regionally cost-
effective measures." Unfortunately, the incentive levels set by
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Bonneville provide regional funding of only 40-60% of the costs of
weatherization jobs. As a result, only about 50% of customers who
obtain audits and firm bids actually do any weatherization.
Region-wide less than 10% of all program participants are
completing "all regionally cost-effective measures."

What we conclude u that the participation curve for
conservation programs has a rather different shape than had been
assumed by many observers. It had been assumed that a graph
relating incentive levels and level of participation would be
approximately a 45 degree line, with participation increasing as a
roughly one-to-one function of increasing incentive levels.
Instead, what we see is a curve that starts somewhere above zero
participation, rises very slowly with increasing incentive levels,
before shooting up to virtually 100% participation with full
financing. In other words, those who are persuaded of the cost-
effectiveness of conservation (and can afford the up front
investment) will act almost regardless of incentive levels; others
are unwilling to pay anything fcr installing conservation
measures. However, almost no one will turn it down if it's free.

In the face of this evidence, Bonneville and the region's
utilities continue to resist full financing of conservation
measures, because they have not yet come to view conservation as a
resource equivalent to any other. Their rationale is that the
person or business in whose home or company the conservation
measures are installed is a beneficiary of the program and ought
to be expected to pick up part of the cost. Our analysis is that
those savings to program participants are, in fact, purely
secondary benefits, analagous to the increased employment and
economic activity which would take place in the community in which
a conventional generating plant was built. Those secondary
benefits, in the case of both conservation and generation, are not
the reason the region and its utilities engage in conservation or
construction of new generation. They institute conservation
programs or build new plants to meet electrical demand of the
entire system. Whatever approach is chosen, there will be some
side benefits, but no one thinks for a minute of charging higher
electric rates to the community in which a power plant is built,
despite the secondary benefits reaped by that community. Only in
the case of conservation do we see this determination to remove as
much of the cost as possible from electric rates. We conclude
that to treat conservation as a resource means to buy it like any
other resource. No other approach will effectively capture the
full potential of efficiency improvements.

The third lesson drawn from the Northwest experience is that
an effective conservation program needs centralized planning and
decentralized implementation. To insure that a consistent cost-
effectiveness test is truly being applied to conservation and
other resources requires centralized development and application
of cost-effectiveness criteria. This is, of course, particularly
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crucial when the conservation effort involves a state or region
encompassing more thar one utility. In that case, unless the

- entire system is covered by the criteria and program, some
conservation that is cost-effective to the region or state will
not seem cost-effective from a particular utility's standpoint and
the potential savings will slip through the cracks. Equally
important, in an integrated system like the Northwest, if the
entire system is not covered, the savers merely free up power for
the non-savers.

But, the other half of the equation, decentralized
implementation, is equally important. No central planning agency
has the omniscient knowledge required to identify all cost-
effective conservation opportunities; that knowledge is dispersed
throughout the community, in utilities, businesses and so on. The
Regional Act recognized this truth and aimed to set up essentially
a free market in producing conservation. The centralized planning
agency would establish overall criteria for desirable conservation
programs and then solicit specific proposals from a whole range of
potential providers. Utilities, businesses, private contractors
local governments, community organizations and agencies were all
to be encouraged to submit proposals for providing conservation
that met the centrally established criteria.

Nothing demonstrated more graphically the wide distribution
of knowledge about conservation opportunities than the process
that preceded adoption of ' the Plan. That process was
unprecedentedly open. Not just utilities but businesses, local
governments and citizens groups made major contributions to
defining the universe of conservation opportunities.

Unhappily, the long-established web of relationships between
Bonneville and the region's utilities has hamstrung the
realization of this intention. Bonneville, the financier of the
region's conservation effort, has leaned heavily on programs
developed by Bonneville and implemented by utilities. So far., the
result has been a conservation program that is narrow, that looks
primarily to the residential area in which Bonneville has
established expertise and that has not involved significant
numbers of non-utility providers of conservation.

A fourth lesson is that rate structures are a key to
identifying and implementing cost-effective conservation. The
wrong rate structure can send price signals that undermine the
impetus towards efficiency. In the specific case of the
Northwest, Bonneville, acting as a wholesale supplier of power to
many of the region's utilities, has maintained a flat, melded
power rate that disguises the true costs of new generation.
Because there is no tail block of high-priced power accurately
signalling to utilities new generation costs, the "lost revenue"
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effects of conservation have driven many utilities into opposition
to measures that are clearly cost-effective from a long-term
regional perspective.

Similar problems appear at the retail level. Many of the
region's utilities have made considerable progress in developing
rate structures that provide more accurate signals regarding the
cost of new generation. But no utility has gone all the way to a
tail block accurately reflecting new resource costs. This has a
particular impact on many potential industrial and commercial
providers of conservation, given that the region is not providing
full funding for conservation measures acouired. If businesses
are to act as conservation providers, identifying and developing
efficiency opportunities in their own business, they must have
either full funding or a rate structure that accurately reflects
the region's costs. As matters stand today, business customers
are paying around 2 4 cents per kilowatt hour, at the same time
the region's actual avoided cost of new generation is around 5
cents.

For all the promise of non-utility conservation providers,
utilities are bound to be central to any effective conservation
program. So a fifth lesson is that to encourage enthusiastic
participation by utilities, it is crucial that conservation be
made profitable for them. Two Northwest states have already taken
substantial steps in this direction. Both Montana and Washington
provide that conservation investments by utilities automatically
go into the rate base regardless of whether the utility presently
has a need for new generation. In other words, the "used and
useful" test is suspended for conservation costing less than the
utility's long-range incremental cost. Both states also authorize
a rate of return for conservation investments 2% higher than the
rate ordinarily granted. This is a crucial first step in
reorienting the utilities' self-concept. For the utilities to
enthusiastically adopt conservation as a priority they must begin
to conceive of themselves not as providers just of energy, but as
energy service companies providing customers with a whole range of
energy related services.

The outcome of these basically well-conceived steps by
Montana and Washington leads us to a cautionary lesson number
six. The lesson is that to make conservation work, it must be
done right, the first time. The Montana and Washington systems
have, unfortunately, provided incentives for what we call "cream
skimming," that is doing only the cheapest measures and ignoring
other cost-effective but more expensive measures. Thus, we find
Montana utilites doing low cost weatherization measures like water
heater wraps as an isolated program. To have effective incentives
the utilities must, as the Council's Plan required, demand
implementation of "all regionally cost-effective measures." A
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lower standard will result in halfway jobs and render non-cost-
effective later implementation of measures that would have been

• sound investments if done as part of a single visit installing all
cost-effective measures.

Lesson number seven is that effective conservation programs
are absolutely key to realistic forecasting and planning. The
growth of uncertainty about future loads is one of the more
ominous features of our new electrical energy environment. Gone
are the days when forecasting could be done with a ruler and graph
paper. Instead, present load forecasting is dominated by
uncertainties. Department of Energy forecasters are willing to
assert only that national electrical energy load in the year 2000
will fall between two points separated by 300,000 megawatts, a
difference of about 600 new coal plants. In the Northwest, the
range between high and low forecasts continues to expand.
Bonneville's 1983 twenty year regional forecast projected high and
low demand cases 8,500 megawatts apart. By the 1984 forecast the
range had expanded to 11,4000 megawatts, between 17,400 average
megawatts and 28,800.

This kind of uncertainty can be literally paralyzing to
utility planners, particularly to planners thinking of developing
large resources with long lead times, like conventional thermal
plants. Conservation is, in a real sense, the key to resolving
these uncertainties. Rather than simply speculate on energy usage
in the homes, businesses, appliances and so on for the year 2000,
the Northwest's conservation program can provide us with some
certainty about the size of these future demands.

It was to accomplish this purpose that the Regional Act
directed the Council to include in its Plan so-called "Model
Conservation Standards" for new residential and commercial
buildings. The Council carried out this mandate in an interesting
manner that conforms to the dictum of centralized planning and
decentralized implementation. Rather than provide a detailed
building code for new buildings, the Council simply set an
efficiency standard, an energy budget, if you will, and left to
builders and developers the precise means by which the standard
would be met. The standard for new single-family residences
simply provides that, depending upon the climatic zone in which
they are located, such residences shall use no more than 2.0 to
3.1 kilowatt hours per square foot per year for space heating.
Basically, the Plan is indifferent to how this standard is
achieved. You can build a passive solar house, a super-insulated
house, or a hobbit hole, anything, as long as it uses no more than
the specified amount of energy. This approach offers enormous
advantages to the region's utility in increasing the
predictability of future demand.
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Thus far, the Northwest has not followed the example of
California in similarly establishing energy efficiency standards
for new appliances, choosing instead to rely on education and some
degree of incentives. We suspect that the Council will eventually
come to the view that minimum efficiency standards for appliances
make good sense, too.

These seven lessons are by no means exhaustive. Our further
experience with making the Regional Plan work will doubtless
reveal other, previously unrecognized, principles of an effective
regional conservation program. In the end, though, all the
lessons are, in a sense, variations of the first: to make
conservation work, you've got to treat it as a resource. To do
that means to take the trouble to think about how this resource,
decentralized and available in small increments, can be fit into
our existing utility structures and how those structures may have
to be altered to ensure that we capture the full potential of
energy efficiency. But that can all be done if our utilities and
power planners start focusing on making energy efficiency work.
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Cogeneration: An Alternative to Central Power Generation

Donald G. Blake
NALCO Chemical Company
Oakbrook, Illinois

NALCO Chemical Company, a Fortune 500 company with annual
sales of more than $700 million, is an international producer of
specialty chemicals and services for water and waste treatment,
pollution control, petroleum production and refining, papermaking,
mining, steelmaking, metalworking, and other industrial
processes. In 1977, NALCO puurchased acreage in Naperville to
build a 250,000 sq. ft. Technical Center and planned to also use
the site for future offices. In November, 1983 construction
started on a 400,000 sq. ft. office complex in order to relocate
the Oak Brook headquarters and training center. During those six
years, utility costs rapidly increased and there were periodic
problems with power outages and brownouts.

Like many chemical companies, NALCO decided to investigate
backward integration. This time, however, it was not to make raw
materials but to produce electricity. This paper is not a
technical dissertation on the multiple ramifications of
cogeneration but, rather, a discussion of a case history -
NALCO1s.

I will use the term dual energy generation instead of
cogeneration. In early discussions with non-technical people, it
was found that they sometimes associated cogeneration with either
coal burning or waste burning operations. To avoid initial
negative reactions to the proposals, a different, but descriptive
term is used. When electricity and steam are produced separately,
about 53% of the fuel input goes into useful output and the other
47% is rejected as waste heat. As a point of comparison, modern
coal-fired electric generating stations seldom operate at more
than 35% thermal efficiency. Dual energy systems combine the
generation of electricity and steam. The waste heat from one
process is used to "power" the other process. Overall efficiency
is improved to about 76% and costs are therfore reduced
substantially.

NALCO's present facility consists of an administrative
building, three lab buildings and a power house. The new
construction includes three connected office buildings, an
addition to the power house and additional parking. After March
"86, there will be about 1150 NALCO people on site.

Currently, all of the energy used within the Technical Center
is purchased from Northern Illinois Gas and Naperville Electric.
During the past four years, combined utility rates have been
increasing by more than 12% per year. For 1986, estimated costs
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for utilities at the Technical Center (only) reached an annual
rate of $2 million. When the office buildings are occupied in
1986, costs are expected to increase to a rate of $4.0 million.
1995 annual costs could be more than 6.0 million dollars. These
are conservative estimates because they are based upon a 1986
configuration. In other words, no additional buildings after '86
are taken into account. (Figure 1)

Stanley Consultants of Chicago were commissioned to make
feasibility studies. The first problem was to establish the
parameters to be used for system designs. These were determined
by evaluating the daily steam and electric use patterns.

The current daily steam use pattern was determined and the
averages plotted. The summer requirements were low because all
present cooling is supplied by electrically driven units. NALCO
therefore, decided to buy an absorption chiller to handle the new
buildings' cooling load. This provided an increased steam use
during the summer. The new complex's heat loads were then
estimated. The data showed that NALCO could support a system
having a steam output of 15,000 to 20,000 pounds per hour, during
the summertime. The same procedure was followed to determine the
daily electric use pattern. An evaluation of these data showed
that the expanded facility could support a system having an
electrical output of 3.5 to 4.5 megawatts. An evaluation of the
four configurations falling within the above parameters was
performed. Since the projected summer steam requirements were
still low in relationship to electric use, the system's thermal
output became the controlling design factor. The report concluded
that all of the configurations investigated were economically
viable (Figures 2 and 3)

After making additional evaluations, it was decided to
proceed. The system chosen was a combined cycle unit having a
summer electrical output of 3.9 megawatts and a low pressure steam
output of 17,000 pounds per hour. NALCO's Board of Directors
approved our appropriation request on July 26, 1984.

The basic flow starts with air and natural gas being fed into
a gas combustion turbine. The turbine drives an electric
generator which produces the main power supply. The exhaust heat
from the turbine is used to produce 700 pound superheated steam in
the heat recovery boiler. This high pressure steam is then put
through a back pressure turbine to produce 150 pound steam. The
steam turbine drives a second generator which produces additional
electric power. The low pressure steam is put into the facility's
distribution system. During the> summer, the bulk of the low
pressure steam is used to drive an absorption chiller to provide
building cooling. During the winter, steam is used for heating.
(Figure 4)
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Figure 2
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A duct burner is provided to produce additional steam in the
heat recovery boiler for winter heating, if desired. It can also
be used to provide high pressure steam to drive the steam turbine
during periods when the gas turbine system is down. An increase
in high pressure steam production also increases the electrical
output from the steam turbine driven generator. The maximum
outputs will be 4.3 megawatts electric power and 37,000 pounds per
hour low pressure steam.

The overall system efficiency will be in the range of 76% to
81%, based upon fuel input. The average cost of producing
electricity, after deducting an appropriate steam production cost,
will be about 2.3 cents per kilowatt hour.

The main driver of the system is the gas combustion
turbine. In selecting an appropriate turbine for our use, two
parameters were considered as the most important, heat rate and
exhaust temperature. A combination of low heat rate with high
exhaust temperature is usually the most desirable for cogeneration
systems. The unit chosen; was a Detroit Diesel Allison unit -
generally referred to as a light frame aircraft derivative
turbine. It consists of four main components:

1. The starter drive and accessory gear box,
2. The air compressor,
3. The combustion chamber, and
4. The power turbine

Air is pulled into the compressor section and compressed to
about 200 PSIG. The compressed air flows through the combustion
chamber where it is heated. The hot, high pressure gas is
expanded in the power turbine section to provide the mechanical
power output. The normal operating cycle is about 30,000 hours
between major overhauls.

The gas turbine-generator set will be skid mounted and is
about 40 feet long. All of the accessories are completely
installed and the unit is ready for operation when it arrives on
site. The turbine-generator set is in an insulated cabinet to
reduce operating noise to about 65 decibels. At this sound level,
conversations can be carried on next to the operating equipment at
normal voice levels. The power plant is being expanded by 8,000
square feet to house the new equipment. The building expansion
will cost about 1.0 million dollars. The installed generation
equipment will cost about 3.9 million dollars. The equipment
layout has been arranged in such a way as to accomodate the future
installation of a duplicate second system. This could then
provide growth potential for our Naperville site through the end
of this century.
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When the new system goes into operation, natural gas
purchases will increase and electric power purchases will just
about be eliminated. For instance, the current energy consumption
ratio is 60% natural gas and 40% electricity. With the new energy
system in operation, the consumption ratio goes to 75% gas and 25%
electricity, whereas the actual purchases go to 98% gas and 2%
electricity. An excess of power will be available for sale during
most of the year.

With the Dual Energy System installed and the new complex
occupied, the 1986 estimated net costs of utilites will be reduced
to an annual rate of 2.5 million dollars. This is a savings of
1.5 million dollars per year. The 1995 projection shows that
those costs would be at the same level that year as they would
have been in 1986, if this opportunity had been overlooked. The
projected savings will result in an after-tax payback of the 4.9
million dollar investment in about 3.9 years.

These estimates are again conservative, because they are for
constant consumption. A more likely scenario would consider a lab
building addition in 1989, and another office building in 1991.
This would increase the savings. In other words - if one is going
to consume high-priced "butter," (power), it is desirable to
produce your own. If you produce too much, sell the excess at
"margarine" prices. The best situation of all is to consume more
and sell less. If the expansions happen, as predicted, we could
justify adding a second unit for our own use in 1993 - or sooner.

One important task that is still in progress is the
negotiation of an electric power buy/sell agreement with our
utility. The National Energy Act of 1978 encompasses many things,
including the requirement that utilities deal fairly with
qualified generators. They must allow interconnection into their
grid and supply back-up power at nondiscriminatory rates. It
requires utilities to buy any excess power from the generator and
pay for it at a rate equal to their avoided costs. Negotiations
are needed, of course, to reach an agreement on the value of those
avoided costs. The Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act and the
Natural Gas Policy Act are also important parts of NEA.

NALCO's utility, Naperville Electric, buys all of its power
from Commonwealth Edison and does not have any generating capacity
of its own. The rates they pay are published and under the
jurisdiction of both the ICC and FERC. Any electric energy that
can be supplied to Naperville1s power grid reduces their energy
purchased from Commonwealth Edison, but does not reduce their
demand for capacity. Therefore, the value of our excess power to
Naperville Electric is somewhat reduced.

From NALCO's point of view, we will need to buy supplemental
power (during summer), maintenance power (during spring and fall),
emergency power (if we break down) and pay a fixed fee, standby
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Bringing Certainty to Electric Prices

Philip R. O'Connor
Chairman
Illinois Commerce Commission

Underlying many of the dislocations in the electric industry
has been our inability to accurately forecast swings in consumer
demand for electricity. We also have been unable to promptly
alter our views of the near and long term future of energy and
electric demand. Conventional wisdom tends to become obsolete
just about the time it is embedded.

During the 1960's and into the early 1970's peak electric
demand in Illinois increased at nearly 8.02! annually. For the
major Illinois utilities such as Commonwealth Edison, Central
Illinois Light Company (CILCO), Central Illinois Power Service
(CIPS), and Illinois Power (IP) aggregate peak load growth was
impressive and load factors fairly constant.

Year HW Growth Annual Average

1950

1960

1973

1983

2,982

6,618

17,196

20,781

-

8.3%

7.6%

2.6*

The rapid growth in the two decade period following 1950
engendered a substantial nationwide commitment to major base load
capacity additions, much of it nuclear. Illinois was not
immune. Ir 1979, there was an expectation at the Illinois
Commerce Commission that from 1981 to 1988 public utilities in
Illinois would complete and place in service 9511 MW, 90% of it
nuclear. Of the projects undertaken Newton 2 and LaSalle 1 and 2
are in service and Byron 1 is on the verge of commercial
service. Duck Creek 2 and Clinton 2 were cancelled, Byron 2,
Braidwood 1 and 2 and Clinton 1 are still under construction.

The following table shows the substantial delays that have
become associated with major construction projects undertaken
during the 7% load growth area.
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Certificate
Date

08/13/71

07/11/73

03/27/74

11/21/73

Plant

LaSaile

Byron

Braidwood

Clinton

Projected
In-Service

Dates

Unit 1 Unit 2

1975 1976

1979 198C

1981 1981

1980 1982

Current
In-Service
Dates

Unit 1 Unit 2

1983 1984

1985 1986

1986 1987

1987 N/A

In addition, construction costs increased significantly which
were brought on by such factors as the delays, double-digit
inflation, high interest rates and changed nuclear regulation.

La Salle

Byron

Braidwood

Clinton

* Both Units

Initial

$567.0

731.5

745.6

800.0

Cost

M

M

M

M*

Current

$2.4

2.7

3.6

3.1

Estimates

Billion

Billion

Billion

Billion (1 unit)

After these projects were undertaken, peak load growth dropped
off precipitously, causing current company forecasts to be in the
2% annual growth level with others arguing for zero or 1%. During
the 1973-80 period, load growth in Illinois averaged somewhere
over 1.555. During this same period, the country suffered two
recessions and was generally characterized by slow economic growth
and very large real increases in electric prices.

In a ten year period Illinois consumers saw significant price
increases.

Electric Prices Per Kilowatt Hour

Annual Average Increase 1973 1983

Residential 11.255 2.994 8.64*

Commercial 11.4% 2.62S ?.:U

Industrial 17.056 1.324 4.91<t
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A new conventional wisdom of perennial low load growth seems
to have grown up to replace the old shibboleth of high load
growth. In electric rate cases around the country, for instance,
utilities tend to argue for the lower figures of about 1%.

A serious word of caution is needed here. There is no reason
to believe, based on the past thirty years of experience, that we
can reasonably forecast longer term demand curves. In other
words, should the IS to 2% growth period be extended even though
economic conditions might be very different in the future? What
effect will factors such as: lower inflation; lower interest
rates; steady economic growth; conclusion of construction
projects; termination of the price spiral; new pricing structures
to reduce peaks; have on the industry?

Given the current Illinois utility company forecasts of 2%
growth, it is unlikely that new capacity would be needed prior to
the year 2000. However, should load growth be higher than 2%
there might well be a need for more capacity before 2000. Growth
at 3% would require 5000 additional megawatts. A four percent
growth, would require 13,000 megawatts. To put that quantity in
perspective, Commonwealth Edison's 1984 peak load was just over
14,000 megawatts. It seems that one should not be too quick to
accept any particular demand scenario as gospel.

Alternatives to Tradition

There is a genuine inability to forecast demand in a way that
gives us reasonable assurance that large new base load units can
be planned, built and brought into service so as to mesh with long
term needs. It may well be time to carefully consider a range of
possibilities that have a new underlying principle. In short, new
capacity additions should be market responsive rather than the
market responding to capacity additions. These options, not to be
detailed or discussed here could include;

Joint utility planning
Joint dispatch of generating units
Diversity of supply such as alternative sources
Co-generation including small power production
and Wheeling
Industrial incentive rates for ameliorating rate
shock and for load balancing
Other load management techniques
Incentive regulation
Development of auction markets, brokerage and
spot markets

Uncertainty: The Main Product of the Current Regulatory Hodei

The traditional regulatory model for electricity, combined
with an economic environment characterized by flux creates the
likelihood of future price level uncertainty.
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Looking back, there has been a fundamental change in the
relationship of regulation to its various constituencies. Over
the past fifteen years or so regulation has tended to become a
major source of uncertainty rather than a source of stability and
a smoothing mechanism.

Hardly anyone has been left uninjured by recent events. As
noted early, all Illinois electric consumers have been hard hit.
The utilities themselves saw previously high credit ratings
undermined. Utility shareholders saw prices decline with the
market to book ratios falling from 3 and 4 in the 1960 -1970
period to 1 now, if one is lucky.

For the regulator, there has been a growth in public
distrust, a significantly increased workload, more no-win
situations and more insolvable consumer problems and complaints.
Most of all, the regulator feels powerless to effectively
communicate the "why" of it all.

The time has come to take serious steps to restore some
reasonable certainty to consumers, utility management and the
financial markets. We need first to recognize that some
uncertainty is bound to remain despite our best efforts;

1. Load growth forecast error can, of course,
cause large swings in capacity requirements.
As noted earlier the difference in Illinois
between 3% and 4% growth to the year 2000
means 8000 MW. At a conservative estimate of
$2,000/kw in 1984 dollars, that represents
8000 MW's of coal-fired plants with scrubbers
and a total investment of $16 billion dollars.

2. Acid rain and other environmental regulation
will induce further construction cost
uncertainty.

3. Financing costs will also cause some
uncertainty since there will likely be little
desire to undertake the financing of major
capacity additions. On large, capital
intensive projects, small changes in financing
costs result in large changes in project
costs.

Despite the certainty that the future will contain
uncertainties, there is a real desire for some stability. We
cannot lose sight of one of the fundamental tenets of utility rate
regulation. A consumer is less concerned with the power plant
itself than with the resultant price changes. Bunbright, in his
classic text Principles of Public Utility Rates, lists an
important characteristic of a sound rate structure as: "stability
of rates...with a minimum of unexpected changes."
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One important role for utility regulation is to reduce
uncertainty which is to state today *h:>? future prices are likely
to look like:

o Economic development is difficult in an
uncertain price environ • ; t. Industrial
customers require a go.,d estimate of future
pric? levels and availaoility of power in
order to competitively plan and grow.

o Wall Street and the financial markets increase
their risk premium in financing charges when
there is more uncertainty. They would prefer
predictable, lower risk investments free of
the uncertainty of unclear future product
prices.

o Utility management can be paralyzed by
regulatory uncertainty, spending time and
attention on rate cases that could better be
directed toward marketing and cost-cutting.

Many of the problems we face today, especially of integrating
large and expensive capacity increments into a utility rat*? base,
can be traced to the various external events already discussed.
At the same time, the regulatory framework in which we operate is
at least partially responsible for the price spikes and rate
shocks we face. In an effort to adjust the regulatory model to
more appropriately deal with present circumstances, the Illinois
Commerce Commission has taken a lead role in the developement of
power plant phase-in plans.

Phase-In: A Step Toward Certainty

The first phase-in of a powerplant in the nation was that of
the coal fired Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Louisa Plant. That
plan was a seven-year program predicated on a yearly adjustment to
rates in order to create an economic pricing path that met revenue
requirements and used proper accounting techniques.

More recently, the Commission required Commonwealth Edison to
file phase-in plans for its Byron and Braidwood plants. Also, a
proceeding is underway to determine the appropriate method to
phase-in the Illinois Power Clinton nuclear plant.

A phase-in plan, to be successful, must be fair to both
consumers and investors. It should not be a cover for the
costs. Such an approach is most likely to have as a consequence
the driving up of the cost of capital for both the particular
utility and for other utilities in the state. There is no free
lunch. Somehow, the system will eventually relate price to
cost. Someone will pay the bill somewhere along the line.



Beyond the Phase-In: The Comprehensive Price Plan

Our problems are such that it may well be thst a
straightforward phase-in may not be enounh. A comprehensive price
plan may be needed.

The Illinois Commerce Commission may need to reach out beyond
traditional ratemsking and traditional accounting theory to
develop a mechanism to make future prices known with at least some
certainty. A comprehensive approach must integrate pricing paths
with possible future capacity needs, or with conservation and load
balancing efforts a;id with the economic development needs of the
state.

In developing a comprehensive approach, all parties would
need to actively participate in the debate.

There are some apparent basic principles that would likely
underpin such a comprehensive price plan.

1. Revenue requirements associated with plant
additions need to be determined in advance of
commercial operation,

2. The potential for cost overruns or unexpected
delays must be dealt with in advance of
commercial operation;

3. Rate structure and design issues should be
resolved and kept in place for some reasonable
period;

4. For purposes of the rate process, estimates of
load growth need to be agreed upon and can be
periodically updated as the plan is carried
through.

5. There is an ongoing battle over where to shift
the burden and deviations from the plan.
Risks need to be apportioned upfront between
ratepayers and shareholders for those certain-
ties that remain.

There are a number of major questions that would need to be
resolved for a comprehensive price plan to be considered and
implemented.

1. How, procedurally, can a plan be imple-
mented? The requirements of the Public
Utilities Act must be satisfied and intervenor
input guaranteed.



charge for system capacity. From Naperville Electric's point of
view, they will pay for buy-back energy and although not available
now will consider capacity purchases when we can dedicate a
portion of our generating capacity to them. This latter situation
would 'appen when the second power generation unit is installed.
The details of an agreement with them are expected before the end
of this year.

In conclusion, the combination of existing and new facilities
at NALCO's Naperville site proved to be very favorable for the
installation of a dual energy generation system. The increased
reliability and the net cost savings justified the investment
required for cogeneration.
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2. How will such a plan and, more importantly,
deviations from a plan affect the financial
integrity and capital attraction capability of
the utility?

3. What avenues are available to adjust to
unforeseen events without ending up on the
same old rate case after rate case spiral?

4. How are adjustments made in the plan without
adversely affecting the pricing path the
certainty of which is the basic point of plan?

5. Finally, a way must be found to reshape the
regulatory model without violating the
financial principles and accounting standards
embodied in the Generally Accepted Accounting
Principle (GAAP) and the Financial Accounting
Standards Board T.ule No. 71 FASB 71, which
deal with powerplant phase-in. Amendments
should be considered which do not seriously
hamper the regulator's ability to innovate.

A comprehensive price plan could offer the opportunity to
resolve now -- with some finality and certainty -- issues that
would otherwise hang unresolved for years inducing unneeded
uncertainty and its consequently high consumer costs.
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